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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the possibilities offered to celestial
mechanics by a general purpose algebraic language, MACSYMA. A computer-
ized algebraic utility has been implemented for the construction of a
first-order nonsingular semianalytic satellite theory. This package can
generate the special functions which appear in the expansion of the gravi-
tational potential in terms of equinoctial variables, the averaged po-
tential and equations of motion and short-periodics due to an arbitrary
harmonic. The MACSYMA satellite theory package is used to build an analy-
tical tool to handle the critical inclination problem for small eccentricity
orbits. The eccentricity variations due to the zonal harmonics computed
theoretically are in agreement with actual observation data. The dramatic
importance of the high degree odd zonal harmonics in the vicinity of the
critical inclination is illustrated.
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Introduction
The use of electronic computers for analytical developments in celes-
tial mechanics is an issue which has been debated and studied for about
twenty years.
In March 1958, at the celestial mechanics conference which was held
at Columbia University and the Watson Scientific Computing Laboratory in
New York [1], one of the topics discussed concerned the construction of
general purpose compilers capable of carrying out literal theories in ce-
lestial mechanics.
Since then, two different categories of people have been involved in
the construction of algebra systems:
-- Engineers and physicists, drawn from disciplines for which the elec-
tronic computer seemed to be a most promising tool, and who wrote
special purpose programs in order to solve their specific problems
-- Computer scientists, who tried to implement general purpose alge-
braic manipulation systems in order to solve a wide variety of
problems.
Special purpose programs are based on the mathematical description
of the functions desired. In celestial mechanics, and more specifically
for the construction of literal analytical theories of motion of satellites
and planets, the computation involves algebraic manipulations on some well-
defined types of mathematical functions. In their turn, those algebraic
manipulations can be decomposed in a series of elementary algebraic opera-
tions, programmable on electronic computers. In most of the programs written
for celestial mechanics so far, all the algebraic operations are performed
on expressions of the form:
ii m 3l3 n 1m
+ S l n sin(j t1 + ... + j n
11 1m J
where the i's and j's are integers, the p's are polynomial variables
the trigonometric variables (the t's) are linear functions of the time.
Such expressions were called Poisson series of type (m,n) by Deprit and Rom [2].
One of the very first special purpose programs in celestial mechanics was
written by Herget and Musen [3] in 1958, in order to generate the Bessel
functions Jk(ie) where e is the orbital eccentricity and i and k are in-
tegers. That program had the disadvantage of using floating point arithmetic
leading to round off errors; rational number arithmetic is highly preferable
since it keeps the numerical information unaltered.
Besides special purpose programs, general purpose algebraic manipula-
tion languages have been developed. The first high level non-numeric com-
piler, FORMAC [4] (FORmula MAnipulation Compiler), appeared in 1965 and
was developed at IBM in Cambridge, Massachusetts, for the IBM 700 and 7000
series computers. As an application of FORMAC, Sconzo [5] calculated the f
and g series, used in certain expansions of elliptic motion, to f27 and g27'
The two main drawbacks of early FORMAC were the lack of space for programs
in execution and the absence of a few basic simplifications [6]. The first
problem was compensated by the possibility of dumping information onto mag-
netic tape and erasing instructions no longer of interest to the user. The
second problem could be overcome by requiring the user to apply the command
AUTOSIM.
There has been a lot of controversy about simplification in alge-
braic manipulation systems due to a conflict of interests between the user
and the designer. While the user wants expressions he can easily comprehend,
the designer wants expressions which can be manipulated in an efficient way.
The user tries to produce expressions which have an easily understandable
physical meaning for him; the user would like the form of the expressions
to depend on the context in which he is working. The designer would like
to execute the same simplification steps whatever the context is.
So, several types of manipulation algebraic systems have appeared
which Moses [7] classified in five different categories: the Radicals,
the New Left, the Liberals, the Conservatives, and the Catholics. The
Radicals represent the extreme position of the designer: All expressions are
put into a canonical ftrm, ensuring great computational efficiency. The
Conservatives represent the extreme position of the user: most of the sim-
plifications are implemented by the user leading to very slow systems.
Between those extremes, the three other types represent compromises. New
Left systems are almost as rigid as Radicals: canonicalness is sacrificed
in order to solve efficiently some well-defined problems which caused
difficulties in Radical systems. In Liberal systems (FORMAC is one example
of them), those simplifications which are considered as almost always
worthwhile are automatic while the others are under the user's control.
Finally, Catholic systems provide the user with several simplifiers, so
that he may select the most appropriate, according to the form of the ex-
pressions he wants to simplify. The drawbacks of a Catholic system are
its size, complexity and efficiency. The numerous services provided by
such a system tend to slow it down and to increase the user's learning
difficulties.
In celestial mechanics, it is remarkable to observe that, in spite of
the possibilities offered by general purpose algebraic languages such as
CAMAL [8], the most important works have been performed using special
purpose programs or radical systems such as MAO [9] and ESP[10]. One reason
for this situation is that Poisson series possess two properties which make
them extremely suitable for rigid systems:
-- they are closed under the operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and differentiation*
* (for completeness, in planetary theory, divisors of the form,
n
"i 0 k w1 + ... + jk wn)k=1 1 n
where the w's are the mean motions corresponding to the trigonometric variables,
should be taken into consideration; this was done by Deprit et. al. [11] and
Chapront [12]).
-- Assuming that there are no side relationships between the vari-
ables, to each Poisson series corresponds one and only one canon-
ical form which fully characterizes it.
Many Poisson series processors have been developed to treat problems in
celestial mechanics; to give an exhaustive list of them would be illusory
but the studies made by Herget and Musen [3], Danby, et. al. [13], Deprit
and Rom [2], Barton [14], Chapront, et. al. [15], Kutuzov [16], and Broucke [17]
may be given as examples.
Some general features may be found in most of the Poisson series
manipulators:
-- the internal arrangement in the machine is made according to a
canonical form, ensuring the storage of maximum information in
minimum space.
-- the computation of insignificant terms is avoided (this prob-
lem is particularly crucial in the multiplication of two truncated
series) so that the computation time is considerably decreased.
-- the combination of similar terms is realized during the calcula-
tion of an expression rather than at the end of the calculation
only. This feature is of critical importance because of the in-
termediate expressions swell which may cause the program to
run out of space.
Thus, most of the programs developed in celestial mechanics so far have been
mainly concerned with computational efficiency. This was accomplished at
the expense of the flexibility of the programs; their rigidity led to a
lack of communication since those programs were written for a given machine
and in a specific context. The direct consequence of that situation was
the proliferation of Poisson series processors which have appeared during the
last twenty years, although all of them were basically identical. More-
over, the researchers in celestial mechanics were obliged to expend a tre-
mendous personal effort in order to write special purpose programs fitting
their needs.
Seven years ago, Jefferys [18] raised the question: "How will pro-
grams of use to celestial mechanics compare with general algebraic manipula-
tion packages such as FORMAC, REDUCE, MATHLAB, SYMBAL?" After a brief
discussion, he concluded that "general systems were unsuitable for a particular
problem because of the cost of time and space" but added that the situa-
tion might well change in the years to come due to the decrease in hardware
costs. Presently, the computational efficiency has become less critical
and one is allowed to consider seriously the use of general systems in the
place of special purpose programs. Not only could a much larger community
benefit from such systems, but also investigators would be freed from the
tedious and time-consuming task of building their own systems. Roughly
speaking, the alternative which is to be faced may be formulated in terms
of human time saved versus machine time saved.
One of the main purposes of this thesis is to demonstrate the capa-
bilities of current general algebraic manipulation systems in practical
problems of celestial mechanics. With this in mind, it is useful to describe
the capacities and characteristics of a general system in more detail; the
MACSYMA system will be described since it will be used in this thesis.
MACSYMA (project MAC's SYmbolic MAnipulator) [19], [20] is a large
symbolic and algebraic manipulation system which has been under development
at the Laboratory for Computer Science of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology since 1969.
Although the system was designed to meet the needs of a wide variety
of users, important efforts were made to minimize the resulting efficiency
losses in running time and working storage space. As a result, new powerful
algorithms were developed and implemented on MACSYMA.
MACSYMA may be classified among the Catholic systems; there are four
main internal representations: general, rational, power series and Poisson
series. The user may choose to work with a radical rational function sub-
system or with a liberal-radical combination. Besides, there exists a rule
defining facility which gives the system the possibility of approximating
the conservative design approach.
MACSYMA is an interactive language which allows for a very good inter-
face between the scientific user and the machine. The user has the possi-
bility to trace the functions he has defined through a command TRACE. Special
care was given to the lack-of-space problem and two different types of
commands are available to handle it: the storage commands and the erase
commands. The storage commands put information onto a secondary memory
in order to free main memory; this storage can be performed either auto-
matically or under the user's explicit control. The erase commands can
eliminate expressions which are no longer of interest to the user.
MACSYMA offers the possibility of working with rational number arith-
metic, avoiding the problem of round-off errors.
Finally, one of the most important characteristics of MACSYMA is
that, since May 1972, it has been nationally available over the ARPA network;
consequently, application programs can be shared with a large community [21].
This thesis investigates the possibilities offered by a general
algebraic manipulation system such as MACSYMA in the development of liter-
al analytical theories in celestial mechanics.
To demonstrate the capabilities of the system, a package of routines
is implemented on MACSYMA system, in order to carry out the analytical
development of a semianalytical theory based-on the expansion of the gravi-
tational potential in terms of equinoctial variables [22]. The reasons
for this choice are described in Section I.
Assuming a requirement on the accuracy of 10-6 (10 m in position and
1 m/s in velocity for close satellite), Kozai [23] points out that there
are, in the theory of an artificial satellite movement, two different prob-
lems which can be considered independently:
-- The main problem: determination of the effects due to the oblate-
ness J2 of the Earth to the order 2 in this parameter.
-- The calculation of the perturbations due to the other harmonics;
these quantities need to be calculated to the first order only
but there are many of them; for example, the Standard Earth (III) [24]
takes 362 tesseral harmonics into account.
Kovalevsky [25] made a comparative description of three sets. of pro-
grams written to treat the main problem of an artificial satellite:
-- At the "Bureau des Longitudes" a set of programs was used by
Bretagnon [26] to produce second order terms in 2
-- At the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, a set of routines,
SPASM (Smithsonian Package for Algebra and Symbolic Mathematics)
implemented by Hall and Cherniack [27] was used to determine
third order terms in J2, applying Von Zeipel method (this program
is also capable of producing the first order perturbations due to
any harmonic).
-- At Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories, a large set of alge-
braic programs implemented by Rom [9], MAO (Mechanized Algorithm
Operation), was used by Deprit and Rom [28] in order to generate
third order terms in J2, applying Lie transformations.
In this thesis, the package of routines implemented on MACSYMA will
be used to generate first order expressions for an arbitrary harmonic.
For consistency, the J22 terms will also be produced, but in a less automatic
way and with a truncation to the zeroth order in terms of the eccentricity.
The important aspects of this study, compared to the other sets of
programs mentioned before, are that:
-- It uses equinoctial elements instead of classical orbital ele-
ments, avoiding the appearance of singularities in the equations
of motion for vanishing inclination or eccentricity.
-- It is able to treat the resonant tesseral harmonics, making the
distinction between the long period terms and short period terms.
-- It uses a general purpose algebraic language MACSYMA, to build a
comprehensive satellite theory.
This thesis is divided into four main sections.
Section I first recalls some general notions concerning the per-
turbation theory, the formulation of the gravitational potential with a
comparison between the classical orbital element set and the equinoctial
element set, the averaged equations of motion; moreover, a presentation of
the determination of the short-period functions, yet unpublished [19], is
given.
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Section II presents the general organization of the satellite
theory package, followed by a detailed description of the different blocks.
The so-called "fundamental" blocks correspond to the special functions
appearing in the expansion of the gravitational potential in terms of equi-
noctial variables [22], while the "application" blocks, based on the pre-
vious ones, produce the potentials, averaged equations of motion and short-
period terms due to an arbitrary harmonic, to the first order.
Examples of the utilization of these blocks are given in most of
the cases presented and, in order to give the user some confidence in the
system, as many validations as possible are made by checking the results
produced by the MACSYMA satellite theory package against the data available
in the literature.
Finally, the averaged equations of motion and short-period functions
due to the oblateness of the Earth, J2, are derived in an interactive way
with the machine. These expressions include terms to the second order in
J2 with an expansion through the zeroth order in terms of the eccentricity.
Section III develops an application of the package of blocks to
a real world problem. The critical inclination problem is chosen as an
example to underline the possibilities offered by the satellite theory
package. A comparison of the results obtained for a particular satellite
is made with actual observation data.
Section IV gives the reader some useful information about MACSYMA,
explains why the MACSYMA satellite theory package is designed the way it
is and how to use it. This section also describes the library of expres-
sions which was created and how to access it; its contents include literal
expressions for disturbing potentials, averaged equations of motion and
short-periodics.
In a conclusion part, some personal comments are made by the author
about his own experience with the MACSYMA system. Based on this experience,
recommendations are given concerning the possible means of improving the
efficiency of the MACSYMA satellite theory package. Finally, a brief
description is given of the future work which seems desirable to undertake.
Section I: Semianalytical Theory
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis investigates the
possibilities offered to celestial mechanics by general purpose alge-
braic systems, by opposition to the rigid Poisson series processors.
In this investigation, two essential questions arose:
-- Which algebraic language was to be used?
-- What kind of theory was to be developed?
As an answer to the first question, MACSYMA was selected for two
reasons:
-- It is one of the most sophisticated systems among the general purpose
algebraic systems currently available, thus allowing a complete
testing of the actual power of these systems.
-- It has been developed at the Laboratory for Computer Science of
MIT and, consequently, an excellent interface with the staff in
charge of MACSYMA was made possible.
Before answering the second question a quick overview of the dif-
ferent types of theories used in celestial mechanics is useful.
Satellite dynamics involves some very expensive computational treat-
ments and the number of artificial satellites is steadily increasing; there-
fore, it is critical to optimize the methods and tools used in this field.
High precision techniques, based on the numerical integration of the
osculating equations of motion, have a high computational cost and give a
superfluous accuracy in most cases.
On the other hand, the method of averaging is more efficient than
the high-precision techniques by several orders of magnitude and still en-
sures a sufficient accuracy for most applications including mission feasi-
bility studies, mission analysis, and orbit determination.
The method of averaging can be applied to several types of theories.
Analytical theories aim at the derivation of literal formulas for the orbital
elements developed to the first or second order in a small parameter. These
formulas are established once for all, and all the computations simply reduce
to replacing the different variables by their numerical values. Besides,
the literal formulas provide the investigator with a good insight of the
physical phenomena.
Practically however, the analytical theories which have been de-
veloped in order to treat the artificial satellite problem possess two main
disadvantages:
-- they require a huge storage capacity because of the great number
of terms involved,
-- they are based on very restrictive assumptions, which considerably
reduce the field of their possible applications.
Numerical techniques, on the other hand, may be used in the most
general way but they are extremely expensive because they require starting
the computations all over again for each new set of input data, not to say
that all the insight provided by analytical theories is definitely lost.
Because of the drawbacks of both analytical theories and numerical
integrations, a compromise seems desirable.
Thus, the development of a semianalytical theory, combining the
features of an analytical theory and of a numerical technique, appeared to
offer a comprehensive and interesting test of the possibilities provided
by a generalrpurpose algebraic system such as MACSYMAO
Beside the fact that a semianalytical theory possesses the advantages
presented by any explicit theory as opposed to numerical techniques, it is
preferable to a complete analytical theory for three main reasons:
-- Much less storage capacity is required than for an analytical
theory; that aspect is extremely important, considering the size
of the expressions involved.
-- Some problems which arise in completely analytical theories due
to the resonant tesserals, critical inclination, atmospheric drag
or lunar solar perturbations (references [23], [29], [30], [31] and
[32]), can be handled in a natural way in semianalytical theories.
-- Semi-analytical theories are more computationally efficient than
completely analytical theories because they save a lot of compu-
tations of the medium and long-periodic effects [32].
Thus, analytical expressions of the short period components of the orbital
elements were derived to the first (or second) order in a small parameter,
while a set of the averaged equations of motion was produced to the first
(or second) order in a small parameter, requiring a numerical integration
in order to determine the long period and secular motion of the orbital
elements.
Only non-spherical gravitational perturbations were considered; neither
atmospheric drag nor third body perturbations were taken into account0
Besides, the eccentricity of the orbit studied was assumed to be low, as is
the case for most geodetic satellites, and most of the expressions generated
were expanded into power series of the eccentricity.
1.1 Perturbation Theory
The observed motion of satellites orbiting around the Earth is not
Keplerian, which is mainly due to the fact that the gravitational field de-
parts from that of a point mass. Thus, the orbital elements which character-
ize the trajectory are not constant. However, the perturbing accelerations
are much smaller than the central force term, so that a variation of para-
meters (VOP) formulation is most suitable in this case. In addition, the
decoupling characteristic of the VOP equations is very useful in solving
these differential equations.
The unperturbed motion is nothing more than the classical two-body
problem, the solution of which is well known. At any time t, there exists
a Keplerian orbit such that the position and velocity of a fictitious satellite
on that orbit would coincide exactly with the position and velocity of the
real satellite. The orbital elements of the Keplerian orbit a. (i = 1, ... , 6)
are called osculating orbital elements of the perturbed motion at time t.
The so-called VOP equations of motion represent the osculating orbital element
rates as a function of the osculating orbital elements and the time explicitly.
Two forms of these VOP equations of motion can be derived [331:
-- the Gaussian VOP equations:
. 3 Ba.
a. = 3 -4Q. (j = 1, ... , 6) (1.1)
' i=1
where the Q's are the components of the disturbing acceleration.
This form is very flexible since it may be used for conservative
or non-conservative perturbations as well, but it requires the
transformation from the orbital elements to position and velocity
as the Q's will be expressed in terms of the position and the velo-
city most of the time.
-- The Lagrange VOP equations:
6 3
= - 6 (a ,ak) (j = 1, ... , 6) (1.2)
k=l k
where the quantities (a.,ak) are the well-known Poisson brackets
and R is the disturbing potential. Of course, that formulation
can be used for conservative perturbations only.
In this thesis, since only the non-spherical gravitational perturba-
tions are considered, the Lagrange planetary equations will be used..
1.2 Formulation of the Gravitational Potential
In the formulations of the VOP equations which were given in the
previous section, the orbital element set used was not specified in order to
keep the most general relations. In practice, several orbital element
sets are available which may be used. A comparison will be made between
the classical orbital element set, which is by far the most commonly used,
and the equinoctial element set which is part of the so-called nonsingular
element sets.
A basic expansion of the gravitational potential is obtained by
solving the Laplace equation, V2 U = 0, in spherical coordinates relative
to an Earth-fixed coordinate system [34]:
where
O n R n
U= 2 Pnm (sin $) [Cnm cos mA + Snm sin mA] (1.3)
r n=2 m=0 r/
yi = Earth's gravitational constant
r distance from Earth's center of mass to satellite
Re = Earth's mean equatorial radius
$) = geocentric latitude
A = geographic longitude
Pnm (sin $) = associated Legendre functions of first kind of degree
n and order m
Cnm' Stm = harmonic coefficients of degree n and order m.
Kaula [34] converted the spherical harmonic potential
orbital elements [Appendix A.l] and the potential due to a general harmonic
may be expressed as follows:
+00
F M(i) Enmp q=-oo Gnpq (e)S nmpq,M,,)
F (i)Fnmpi)
Gnpq(e)
Snmpq
= inclination functions
= eccentricity functions
= [C 1z-m even cos [(( - 2p)w + (z - 2p + q) M + m(Q - 0)]
Lsm - Z-m odd
+ S k k-m even
sin [(k - 2p)w + (Z - 2p + q) M + m(Q - 0)]
CR k-m odd
e = Greenwich hour angle
Kaula [34] also derived the Lagrange planetary equations corresponding to
the classical orbital element set:
da _ 2 3R
dt na 3M
1 - e2
2~
na e
2 1/2
~a2~
na e
(1.5)
.6a)
(1.6b)
U nm =
Re
a
n
p=O
where
(1.4)
de -
(1.3) to classical
2 1/2
dw -_ cos i 3R + L-e 3R 6C-,
dt 2 -21/2 3i 2 3e
na (1-e ) sin 1 na e
di - cos i DR 1 3.
Tt-na 2 Oe2 1/2 sin I 3mW na 2 (-e21/2 sin(1.6d)
dO 1 DR (.e2 2 1/2. .(1.6e)
na (1-e ) sin 1
dM 1-e2  3R 2 3R
t n n- 2 e e na 3a (1.6f)
na e
where
R = disturbing potential
n = mean motion
A brief inspection of equations (1.6) shows that they present singularities for
vanishing eccentricity and/or inclination. Consequently, that set of equations
cannot be applied to some very important cases such as geostationary satellites.
Thus, it appears highly preferable to use a nonsingular orbital element set.
In the past few years, several theories (numerical, analytical and semianalytical)
based on the VOP formulation have.been developed using nonsingular orbital ele-
ments (a review of the work made in this field can be found in Reference [22]).
Among those which are available, the equinoctial element set [Appendix A.2]
appears to have computational advantages [35] and will be used in this thesis.
Cefola [22] recently converted the spherical harmonic potential (1.3) to equi-
notical elements and the potential due to a general harmonic is the real part of:
20
Unm =
00
x E
t=-00
-n-1 ,s
Y t
n
nrn S=-.n n,s 2n
(h,k) exp [j(tA - me)]
= Cm j S m=
Vm - (n-s)!n,s (n-m)!
(1.8)
P (0)n's
The S (m,s) (p,q) are spe
ials Pn a, as follows:
Sm,s)g(pq)
cial functions defined in terms of the Jacobi
- ( + p2 + q2 )s (p - jq)m-s P(m-s,-m-s) (Y)
(1 .9a)
S <-in
(p,q) = (n+m). n-m)! (1 + p2 + q2)-m(p - jq)m-s p(m-s,s+m)(Y)
n-in
I sI <mi (1 .9b)
s(m,s)(pq) m-s( + + q2)-s(p + jq)s-m P(s-m,s+m)
(1 .9c)
(p,q)
where
(1.7)
Cn
polynom
(y)
s>m
where
y= 1- P2 - Cos i
1 + p2 + q2
The Ynm are modified Hansen coefficients defined in terms of the Newcombt
operators X n ,m [Appendix B.5].
Ynm = (k + jh)m-tt
Y n~m = (k - jh) t-m
t
Sn -m 2 2a
E Xa+m-ta (h + k)
a=0
a=0
X -ma (h2 + k2
t < m
t > m
(1 .10a)
(1 .10b)
The Lagrange planetary equations in terms of equinoctial variables
have also been derived and the corresponding Poisson brackets are [33]:
Table 1.1.
(a,X) = 
-2as1
(Xh) = 
-hs 4
(Xk) = 
-ks4
(X,p) = -ps5
(X,q) = -qs 5
where s = 1/na 2
s2 = 1 + c
s3 = 1/x
Poisson Brackets of Equinoctial Elements
(h,k) = -ss3
(h,p) = 
-kps 5
(h,q) = 
-kqs 5
(k,p) = hps 5
(k,q) = hqs 5
(p,q) = 
-(1/2)s 2s5
S 4 = 1/na 2( x + 1)
s5 = x(1 + c)/2na 2
C = p2 + q2 x = (1 - h2 - 2 -1/2
W = -- -1 4M, wNiWO-k-aWN --- - -- - - F 41 1 30im is" " W ,
1.3 Averaged Equations of Motion
The basic idea underlying the averaging approach is that the step
size used in the numerical integration of the set of the equations of motion
depends on the highest significant frequency appearing in these equations.
Therefore, it is desirable to find a way to get rid of the high-frequency
components, so that the step size might be increased and the number of
computations considerably decreased.
The averaged equations of motion thus obtained will give access to
the long-period and secular components of the orbital elements.
The short-period components can then be derived by the use of
analytical formulas.
It must be emphasized that, in typical output scenarios, those two
operations together are significantly less costly than a numerical integra-
tion directly applied to the high-precision equations of motion [36].
There are essentially two ways to remove the high frequency components
of the equations of motion:
-- Numerical averaging method: apply a numerical quadrature around
the equations of motion. This method is very flexible since it
may be applied in any case but it may have to be applied several
times, if there are several high frequency families with different
fundamental periods.
-- Analytical averaging method: that method is only conveniently
applicable for conservative perturbing forces. In that case,
the element rates are explicitly expressed in terms of trigono-
metric functions of the fast variables and the averaging opera-
tion can be realized analytically.
In this thesis, the perturbing forces are expressed under the form
of literal Fourier series of the fast variables X and O(the mean longitude
and the Greenwich hour angle) and the terms corresponding to long period
and secular motion can thus be isolated in a straightforward way.
According to relation (1.7), there are basically two types of terms
which contribute to the long-period and secular motion:
-- The terms which do not depend on the fast variables at all, that
is to say, for which
t m = 0
Since m = 0, these terms are due to zonal harmonics.
-- The resonant tesseral terms for which the argument, which is a
linear combination of the fast variables, turns out to be a slowly
varying angle:
tX - mo 2 0 (1.lla)
t O (1.11b)
m
Such terms only appear when the ratio of the two fast variable rates
is close to a rational number or, in other words, when there is resonance
between the satellite motion and the Earth's rotation.
A semi-analytical procedure is assumed, that is to say, the literal
developments do not go further than the setting up of the averaged equations
of motion; a numerical integration is then needed in order to solve this
set of differential equations.
Once the mean elements, which are the solution of the averaged equa-
tions of motion, are determined, corrective terms must be added which
correspond to the short-period components. Analytical formulas were derived
by Cefola and McClain [37] for these corrective terms, expressed in function
of the mean elements, allowing a recovery of the complete orbital elements
as a function of time. The derivation of these formulas, which are valid
for equinoctial elements and are developed through the first order in a small
parameter, will be presented in the next paragraph.
The effects due to the oblateness of the Earth must be computed to
the second order in that parameter because the J22 terms are of the same
magnitude as the first order terms due to any other harmonic. Consequently,
an analytical tool must be found which allows for the computation of the
averaged equations of motion and short-periodics corresponding to the J22
effects. A generalized method of averaging developed by McClain [33] was
chosen, which is valid for any orbital element set. A very succinct presen-
tation of this theory will now be given.
The VOP equations of motion due to a small parameter c are con-
sidered under the form
da.
=t F F (a,z) (i = 1, ... , 5) (1 .12a)
d=z -
~T n(ai) + e F aZ (1 .12b)
where the vector a includes the five slowly varying elements, z is the
fast variable and n(a ) is the mean motion.
A second order representation of the osculating elements, in terms
of the mean elements,
a. = ai
where
is considered
+ e n
= + n6 1,1(,z) + £2
a , i = mean elements
n., . = 27r periodic in T
A second order representation of the averaged equations of motion
is considered
da. +
=£ A1 19(a) i = 1,.0.,5a
+ F2 i,2( ,9)
T'6,2(,) (1 .13b)
(i = 1, ,5)
(i = ,)(j = 1,2)
(i = 1,...,5) (1 .13a)
+ F2 Ai,.2 (a (1 .14a)
d=
+ A6,1 (a)
Differentiating the equations for the mean to osculating transformation (1.13)
with respect to time
da1 da 6 rq
k=1 @ak
2 6 ani,2
k= 3ak
da
dak
dt (i = 1,... 5) (1 .15a)
dz dt+
6 k a,6
k=1 Da,1
2 6 an6 2  dak
k=1 3ak
dak
kt
(1 .15b)
where a6 is a convenient notation for T.
Substituting the representation of the-averaged equations of motion
(1.14) into (1.15) gives
da.
= [A
ani ,+.
n ()]
+ E2
6
k= 1
Dn 1
ak
+ Ai,2(a) + _2
Ak,1~
n-i) ] (i = 1,...,5))
+ E:2n(TaI ) A 6,2(a)
(1 .16a)
(1.14b)
- -
r ai316 ,1  -~ F* 6 ,
= n(-a) + [LA6 1(a) + n() 2 + Akl(a)
a~~ak
+ A6,2( + 6,2 n(-1)] (1.16b)
Equations (1.16) give the osculating VOP equations of motion with an explicit
distinction between the long-periodic and secular functions on one hand and
the short-periodic functions on the other hand. The derivation of these
equations is a preparation for filtering the rapidly varying components out
of the VOP equations of motion. The perturbing functions F:(Z,k) which appear
in the VOP equations of motion (1.12) are expanded via a Taylor series about
the mean elements
Fg (Zk) = F (a,Z) + E (ak - k) a+ 0 ak ~ kk=1 a k
(1.17)
Substituting for the short-periodics their representation obtained from the
mean to osculating transformation (1.13) into equation (1.17)
+ 6 3F. 2
F (Z) = F.(aZ) + E k l(a,Z) -- + O(E) (1.18)
k=1 9ak
The mean motion n(a1) is similarly expanded via a Taylor series about the
mean element a1
n(a) = n(a) + (a - a, d + (a - a,)2 2
da da1
+ 0[(a - 3] (1.19)
Substituting the representation of the short-period part of the mean motion in
terms of a small parameter (1.13a) and n(a1) = -1/2a -3/2 into the Taylor
series (1.19) yields
n(a1) = n(i ) + E:
+ E2 r 3
+_ 2-
2g a - 11,(aT)l
a1n )- 15 n 1 22
anl,2(aT) + 8 -=2 T11l(a,T)
(1.20)
The short-periodic functions ail defined by the mean to osculating trans-
formation (1.13) and the long-periodic and secular functions Ai 1 defined
by the averaged VOP equations of motion (1.14) can be related to the per-
turbing functions F (a,Z) and their partial derivatives with respect to the
mean elements. This result is achieved by substituting equations (1.16),
(1.18) and (1.20) into the osculating VOP equations of motion (1.12) and
equating terms with like powers of e
A ,(a) + n(W ) = 1 F i,
= F6 (+ n(T )
+ n(1 ) _i,2 +
6
k=1
+
ak1,1 )
a1
6 -> . nZ Ak, 1 (a) 1
k=l Dak
3F.
3a k
(i = 1,...,5)
(i = 1,... 5) (1 .21a)
A6 1 (a)
Ai 
.2
(1 .21b)
(1 .22a)
A6,2 ( + n(s3) I
k=1
6 +_ aF6
2 Tk ,1(az) -k=1 aak
3
A ( )k ,l 3ak
+15 n G3 )
8 - 2
a1
r
T1 ,2
The following averaging operator is defined
I~21r= 2T f(a,9)d,
We have assumed that a is 27r periodic
(n( ) ' ) _
Supplementary conditions on the a
Kan.
3ak T
= 0
in T so that
= 0
are required
(i =(j =
(k =
1 ,...,6)
1,2)
1 , .00,6)
Applying the averaging operator on the averaged to osculating VOP equations
of motion transformation (1.15), it appears that these conditions (1.25)
are equivalent to
2
Tll ,1
(1 .22b)
(1.23)
(1.24)
(1.25)
n(a)
+ f
<da.i1
dai
dt (i = 1,...,6) (1.26)
Thus, the mean elements (a,T) represent the secular and long-period parts
of the osculating elements ('a,k) to within some constants. In order to get
exactly the secular and long-period components, these constants are assigned
to zero
(n . .(iT))- = 01,3 Z (i = 15,. . 6)(j = 1,2) (1.27)
equivalent to
(a.- =a1 91 1 (i = 1,...,6) (1.28)
Applying the averaging operator to equations (1.21) and (1.22) and
substituting (1.25) and (1.27) into the resulting equations allows filter-
ing the short-periodic components out
A (i)
Ai,2a
i = 1,...,6)
/6
-flk,l(aZ)
6
A6, k=1k
Tk,l (a,9)
9F
3F
6
Dak
(1.29)
(i = 1,...,5) (1.30a)
- 2
al
2
S1,1
(Ti)
4->-
(1 .30b)
15
+78
The short-periodic functions nil are obtained by integrating equations (1.21)
and (1.22) with respect to T.
n (WY,) = f F. (,) - A i (a) d!
(i = 1,...,5)
(a,)
3
-2
ni, 2.
1
n ('al
( , - A6 1
n (Ta,
a1
I
n (-a,
6
Lk=1
(1 .31a)
4.(T)
d!~
+. 3F.
Tk,1(a,-) -3ak
(1.31b)
+.
A (a) 1LLk + ak
(i = 1,...,5)
+ F6
Dak
(1 .32a)
15
+8T
n (a
- 2
a 1
6 an6,1
Z Ak1 a6,k=1 9aak
(1 .32b)
6
-kE
k=1
'n6, 24(a,
n(ai)
6
E
k=1
'
-' A6,2 ()
1 ,
+-.
2
3 n(-a)
2 -
1
1.4 Determination of the Short-Period Functions in Equinoctial Variables
A theory is now presented which determines the short-periodics
due to a small parameter to the first order in that parameter and takes
full advantage of the special form of the VOP equations expressed in equi-
noctial variables.
The VOP equations of motion due to the t,m term in equation (1.7)
may be expressed as* (T is the notation used for the time).
da.
Sa 1 ,...,a 5,t-mO)
dO
dTF
(i = 1,... 5) (1 .33a)
= n + e f6 (aI ,..,a 5 ,tX-mO)
= owe
a1 ,..0 ,a5
n
E
We
(1 .33b)
(1.34)
= slowly varying equinoctial elements
= mean motion
= small parameter
= Earth's rotation rate
* Equations (1.33) are equivalent to the more general representation of the
VOP equations of motion (1.12) where the fast variable 2 is equal to the
mean longitude A.
where
A first order representation of the osculating elements, in terms
of the mean elements, is considered
a. = ai + c n* (Wi,..,5, tx-me) (i = 1,...,5) (1
S= X + 6 Ta6 1'''a 5, tX-me) (1
where
n 1 T'6 = 2-r periodic in tx-me
We assume that the t,m term does not contribute to the averaged equations
of motion, that is to say that (tX-mE) is actually a fast varying phase
angle. In that case, the averaged equations of motion corresponding to the
t,m term can be written as
da
=d0
dT
dA 
- ndT
(i = 1,...,5) (1.36a)
(1 .36b)
Differentiating the
to time yields
mean to osculating transformation (1.35a) with respect
da .
dT
5
j=l
3n.
--1
da.
d-l
dT + d -(ti-me)3 (t--me)) d
(i = 1,.. ,5))
.35a)
.35b)
da.
--l
(1.37)
which, according to equations (1.34) and (1.36) reduces to
da= E (ti 
- m w) an.3(1 -e (i = 1,...,5) (1.38)
Substituting the mean to osculating transformation (1.35) into the osculating
equations of motion (1.33a) gives,
da.
=e f1
to first order
(i = 1,...,5) (1.39)
Comparison of equations (1.38) and (1.39) implies
(ti - m w e)
(tA-me))
f. (a ,. 5 ti?-me)
(i = 1,...,5)
The short-periodic functions a
turbing accelerations ef
(1.40)
can then be expressed in terms of the per-
1
1 tn -mwe
t f-me
(i = 1(1.,5))
(T ,..., 5, tT-me)
(1.41)
Differentiating the mean to osculating transformation for the mean longi-
tude (1.35b) with respect to time yields
dA 
_ dA +dT dT j=l
which, according to eouations (1.34) and
---+ 6 (t-Me)dT t(t -mm) d T
(1.36) reduces to
- + E(ti - mw e)
e 3( tX-me)
(1.42)
(1.43)
Substituting the mean to osculating transformation
equation of motion (1.33b) gives, to first order
d =n + E f6 l''''',5, tX-mG)
Comparison of equations (1.43) and (1.44)
(t-mwe) 3T6 -=n - n
3(te-mE)
(1.35) into the osculating
(1.44)
implies
+ E f6 1
(1.45)
But the difference between the osculating and average mean motions can easily
be derived to first order
n -1 = pl/2 -3/2
- -3/2
- allI
dX
dT
' ' 5, t - )
(1.46)
According to the mean to osculating transformation for the semi-major axis
(1.35a)
a1 = a1 + EnT (1.47)
so that, to first order
(1.48)-3/2 _-3/2 [_ 3 nSs tt 2 (4 a
Substituting equation (1.48) into equation (1.46)
n- = /2 - 3/2
n ~ ~~ ~ - n = i a 1 a1
- £
2a/
'n11 (1.49)
Substituting the short-periodic component of the mean equation (1.49) into
equation (1.45)
(ti - mw e) dT6 f6(l''''' 5, tm-me) -(t:-me) 612a
The short-periodic function n6 can then be expressed in terms of the per-
turbing acceleration ef6
6 tn-mw
tX-me)
f d(tT-me) - 3n J 1En1 d(tT-mE)
(1.51)
(1.50)
2al
Assuming that the disturbing potential
Uns = enmst a( Real C*
exp [j
then the perturbing accelerations are
6 DU
(a ,a) saa
j=13
Substituting equation (1
Eri (1.41)
Aa = Er =
(i = 1,...,6)
.53) into the expression of the short-periodic functions
tn-mwe
'tX-me
6f~ ( -, D) nmst3a
(i = 1,...,5) (1.54)
Taking advantage of the fact that the Poisson brackets to not depend on
the fast variable (tT-me):
Aa. = ni =
tn-mw e
6
a=1
(a 
,a ) f
Interchanging the differentiation and integration [38]
V S(m,s)
n.s2n
(1.52)
(1.53)
d(tX-me)
3_Unmst d(ti-me))
Da
(i = 1,...,5) (1.55)
(pq 
-n-1,s(h,k)
Aa = sIn =
tn-mowe
tX-mE
6
j=1
(i = 1,...,5)
Unms t d(tX-me)
(1.56)
The following generator, which appears in equation (1.56), is defined
tx-me
f t d( t-me)Snmst
tn - mo
(1.57)
Substituting the definition of Snmst (1.57) into the short periodics expression
(1.56)
Aa = = - (a.,a) S nmst1 1j=l 9a J m
(i = 1,... 5)
(1.58)
I It must be emphasized that the operation (3/Da) is actually a partial de-
rivative and not a total derivative since we have introduced the averaged
mean motion inside the differentiation through Snmst'
Substituting the definition of Snmst (1.57) into the short periodic
component of the mean longitude (1.51), using the invariance of the Poisson
brackets and interchanging differentiation and integration again yields
AX = £116 = - 6 (, ) S nmst 3n E n1 d(tX-mE)
6 - j a (tn-mw,)2 
-a
(1.59)
The short-periodic component of the semi-major axis (1.58) is equal to
en1
6
= - (a , )aj=1 Da
(1.60)
Inmst
which, according to the Poisson bracket expressions given in Table 1.1,
reduces to
= 2
n a1
BA nmst (1.61)
From the definition (1.57) of Snmst
tn-mwe(n al
Substituting equation
Unmst
(1.62) into equation
AX = n6 = -
6
j=1 (,a ) Snmst9a
3n
2a1 (tn-mw e)
t
\tn-moe /
tT-me
d nms t (1.63)
According to the definition (1.57) of Snmst , the short-periodic component
of the mean longitude can finally be expressed as
.=j=1 3aj
5nmst 3t- 2(tnY-mo )i2
Snmst
(1.64)
(1.62)
(1.59)
12
x a_
( na 1
AX = En6
Section II: General and Detailed Descriptions of the Utility
A computerized algebraic utility was implemented on MACSYMA under
the form of a set of "blocks" which are the equivalent to subroutines in
FORTRAN.
Two types of blocks will be distinguished in the presentation of
the utility:
-- The "fundamental blocks" which generate the special functions
appearing in the expansion of the gravitational potential in
terms of equinoctial variables [22]. The scope of these
blocks is not limited to the semianalytical theory which is
presented in this thesis, but can be extended to a much broad-
er field. Indeed,'certain of these special functions, such
as the Newcomb operators or the Hansen coefficients, are exten-
sively used in Celestial Mechanics and appear in several
different theories. Moreover, such well known functions as the
inclination and eccentricity functions which appear in the
expansion of the gravitational potential in terms of the classical
orbital elements [34] can easily be derived from the funda-
mental blocks.
-- The "application blocks" which are based on the previous blocks,
can generate the averaged zonal and resonant potentials, the
averaged equations of motion and short periodics due to any
harmonic to the first order in a small parameter. The complete
potential due to any harmonic can directly be produced from
the application blocks but this was not done explicity because
it was not needed in the study performed.
In order to be consistent, it was found necessary to evaluate the
effects due to the oblateness of the Earth J2 to the second order in that
parameter. The generalized method of averaging presented in Section I
was used in order to evaluate these effects. Because of time considera-
tions, the derivation of the J22 terms was made in the most straight-
forward way; MACSYMA general functions were used, while it would have been
preferable to take advantage of the rule defining facility offered by
MACSYMA to build special functions better adapted to the problem treated.
An analyst-in-the-loop approach was necessary; the derivation of the de-
sired formulas required a permanent control over the calculations, with
simplifications of intermediate expressions whenever possible. Moreover,
these formulas were truncated at the zeroth order in terms of the eccentricity,
which is sufficient in many cases.
In the implementation of the package of blocks, keeping in mind
that the system would eventually be made available to a large community,
special care was given to its readability. It is hoped that the users,
even those who are not familiar with MACSYMA, will be able to understand
the mechanism of the blocks at the expense of little personal effort. All
the blocks are provided with numerous comments and are built on the same
pattern, which can lead to superfluous information at times but ensures
more clarity and homogeneity for the system.
Before a detailed description of the different blocks is achieved,
a general flow chart of the system is presented, to provide the reader
with some feeling of the interactions existing between the blocks.
2.1 Flow Chart of the System
By convention, each dart which appears in Figure 2.1 is oriented
towards the block called. It must be understood that each dart may rep-
resent several calls, so that the flow chart gives information about the
interdependence between the different parts of the system but does not
really tell where the time is spent in the system.
A summary of the block names and of their respective functions is
presented in Table 2.1.
SLZVOP
I I
I I
I I
I 1
SLZ RT
I I
VFUNCTq SFUNCT1
LEd 1 JACOB 1
- j 4I-ZSIMP- S2
USTAR
HANSEN1-. ... HANSEN2
NEWCOMB1
Flow Chart of the MACSYMA Satellite Theory Package
MDEL ZDEL TESDEL
VOPEO
POISSON
RTVOP
Figure 2. 1.
_L-fo- -
Table 2.1 Plocks of the MACSYN Satellite Theory Package
IName Function
:.Ez1N,R] Computes the value of the associated Legendre function of degree N and
order R at the origin
VFUNCTlN,R,M] Computes the rational number (21)V
__________ I___ H,R
JACOBl(N,A,B (Y) Computes the Jacobi polynomial P A,B )
SFUNCTl(N,M,S(P,Q) Computes the function(21 SN (PQ)
NEWCOMBl(R,S,,H) Computes the Newcomb operator(28) XN
HANSEN1[T,NI,M,MAXE] (H,K) Computes the modified Hansen coefficient (21) N,M (F,t) with an expan-T
sion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity
HANSEN2(N,M,MAXE(H,K) Computes the modified Hansen coefficient (21) ,M (H,K) with an expan-
sion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if MAXE > 0 or
exactly if MAXE C 0
POISSON(I,J,MAXE) Computes the Poisson bracket(27) (IJ) of the equinoctial elements I and
J with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if
MAXE > 0 or exactly if MAXE < 0
USTA.RN,M,I,T,MAXE (AH,K,PQ,L Computes the complex potential( 2 1 )
C V S ' (PQ) TN-1,I (MX) expJ(TL-MCN]KNMIT NM N,I 2N (NK epiT-O
with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if
MAXE > 0 or exactly if T - 0 and MAXE < 0
SLZ[N,MAXE](A,H,K,P,Q2,L) Computes the averaged zonal potential due to the zonal harmonic of degree
N with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if
MAXE > 0 or exactly if MAXE < 0
RTN,M,RATIO',MAXE](A,H,K,P,QL) Computes the averaged resonant potential due to'the tesseral harmonic of
degree N and order M for an orbit whose period is RATIO days with an
expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity
VOPEQ(MAXE) Computes the orbital element-rates due to a disturbing potential
R(A,HK,P,Q,L) with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the
eccentricity if MAXE > 0 or exactly if M.AXE < 0
SLZVCP[N,MAXE) Computes the element ratesdue to the averaged zonal potential of
degree N with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentri-
city if HAXE > 0 or exactly if MAXE < 0
RTVOP[N,M,RATIO,MAXE] Computes the element rates due to the resonant potential of degree
N and order M for an orbit whose period is RATIO -days with an expansion
through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity.
Sl(N,M,I,T,MAXE) Computes the generator( 2 3 )
TL-MG
5 aeal{U* d(TL-Me)
SNIT Tn -M w
with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if
MAXE >.0 or exactly if T 0 and MAXE < 0
A N.M.I.T,RATIOMAXEJ Identical to Sl[N.M,I,TMAXE1 exmept that it c,1rventiona3ly j.se -
zero to the terms corresponding to the M-daily effect and the resonance
effect for an orbit whose period is RATIO days
ESIMP(EXPR) Writes EXPR under the form of a Poisson series in the trigonometric
variables L and 3
MDEL[N,M,MAXJ ]Computes the short-periodics due to the M-daily potential of degree N
with an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity if
MAXE > 0 or exactly if MAXE < 0
ZDE)LN, MAXE) Computes the short-periodics due to the zonal harmonic of degree N with
an expansion through order MAXE in terms of the 'eccentricity
TESDELCN,M,RATIO,MAXE] Computes the short-periodics due to the tesseral harmonic of degree N
and order M for an orbit whose period is RATIO days with an expansion
through order MAXE in terms of the eccentricity; the M-daily terms are
not included.
NOTE, The nomenclature used in Table 1 is the followings
(A,H,K,P,Q,L) B equinoctial elements (a,h,k,p,q,1)
9 F Greenwich hour angle
n _. Mean motion
w ~ Earth's rotation rate
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2.2 Fundamental Blocks
Most of the functions which are generated by the fundamental blocks
are either well known or closely related to well known functions, which have
given birth to many special purpose programs written in celestial mechanics.
Interestingly enough, it will be possible to reproduce results and tables
which have appeared in the literature and thus acquire confidence in these
fundamental blocks.
2.2.1 LEGZ1 [N,R]
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the corres-
ponding mathematics is given in Appendix B.1.
Listing of LEGZ1 [NR]
LEGZ1[N,R]:=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK - */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTION
OF DEGREE N AND ORDER R AT THE ORIGIN*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
LEGZ1[N,R] */
/*PARANETERS
N DEGREE OF LEGENDRE FUNCTION
R ORDER OF LEGENDRE FUNCTION */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
NONE */
/*METHOO
EXPLICIT FORNULA BASED ON GENERALIZED FACTORIAL*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT */
/*RESTRICTIONS
R MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO*/
/*CHECK THAT N AND R HAVE CORRECT VALUES*/
IF R<0
OR N<0 THEN RETURN(ERROR),
/*THE RESULT IS 0 IF R>N OR IF N-R IS 000*/
IF R>N
OR NTEGERP((N-R)/2)=FALSE THEN RETURN(0),
/*IF THE ORDER AND THE DEGREE ARE BOTH 0 THEN THE RESULT IS 1*/
IF N=O
AND R=0 THEN RETURN(1),
/*EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR THE OTHER CASES*/
RETURN( (-1)^( (N-R)/2)*(N+R-1)!!/(N-R)!!)
Usage of_ LEGZ1 [N, R]
(C47) LEGZ12.01:
(047)
(C48)
(048)
(C43)
(049)
1
2
LEGZ1[2,11;:
LEGZ1[2,21;
2.2.2 VFUNCT1 [N,R,M]
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the corres-
ponding mathematics is given in Appendix B.2.
Listing of VFUNCT1 [N,R,M]
VFUNCTI (N, R, M : =BLOCK ( [RO, VI ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
MACSYNA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/*
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE RATIONAL NUMBER V USED IN THE
N,R
EXPANSION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL IN TERMS OF
EQUINOCTIAL VARIABLES*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
VFUNCT1(N,R,MI */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
LEGZ1[N,R) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
RO ABSOLUTE VALUE OF R
V INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
VFUNCTi[N,R,M] */
/*METHOO
EXPLICIT FORMULA BASED ON FACTORIAL AND LEGZ1*/
/*PROGRAMNER
E. ZEIS, MI1T*/
/*RESTRICTIONS *
M, N AND R MUST BE INTEGERS
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO N
R MUST RANGE BETWEEN -N AND N*/
RO: ABS (R) ,
/*CHECK THAT Nl AND R HAVE CORRECT VALUES*/
IF M<0
OR- >N
OR RO>N THEN RETURN(ERROR),
/*FORMULA USING THE BLOCK LEGZ1*/
V: ((N-RO) !/(N-N) !)*LEGZ1 [N, RO] ,
/*THE FINAL RESULT DEPENOS ON THE SIGN OF R*/
IF R>0 THEN RETURN(V)
ELSE RETURN((-1)^RO*V))$
Usage of VFUNCT1 [N,R,M]
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], pp. 77, 96,
97, 98.
(C50)
(050)
(CS1)
(051)
(C52)
(052)
(C53)
(053)
(C54)
(0G4)
(C55)
(055)
(C56)
(056)
(C57)
(057)
(C58)
(058)
VFUNCT1 [4,0,4];
VFUNCT1 (4,2,4);
VFUNCT1(4,4,4];
VFUNCT1 (2, -2,2];
VFUNCT1(2,0,2];
VFUNCT1[2,2,2]:
VFUNCT1 (3,-1,2];
VFUNCT1[3,1,2];
VFUNCT1[3,3,2];
(C59) VFUNCTI (4,-2,21:
(059)
9
15
105
3
-1
3
3
-3
2
(C60) VFUNCT1 (4,0,2];
(060) -
(C61) VFUNCTI(4,2,23;
(061)
(C62) VFUNCTI (4,4,21:
105(062)
2.2.3 JACOBI [N,A,B] (Y)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the cor-
responding mathematics is given in Appendix B.3.
Listing of JACOB1 [N,A,B] (Y)
JACOBI EN,A,B] (Y) :=BLOCK( [JAKOB,R),
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
NACSYNA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-833*/
/* A,B
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE JACOBI POLYNOMIAL P (Y) WHERE N, A AND
N
B ARE INTEGERS*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
JACOBI [N, A, B] (Y) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
NONE *,
/*LOCAL' VARIABLES
/*METHOD
R SUMMATION INDEX
JAKOB INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
JACOB1 (N, A, BI (Y) */
EXPLICIT FORMULA BASED ON BINOMIAL*/
/*PROGRANNER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
' N, A AND B MUST BE INTEGERS GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO*/
/*CHECK THAT N, A AND B HAVE CORRECT YALUES*/
IF N<O
OR A<G
OR B<0 THEN RETURN (ERROR),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
JAKOB: 0,
/*EXPLICIT FORNULA UNDER THE FORM OF A FINITE SUNNATION*/
FOR R: 0 THRU N 00 (JAKOB: JAKOB+BIN0Mi AL (N+A ,R) *BINONI AL (N+B, N-R) *(Y+1) ^R*(Y-1)(N-R))
/*SINPLIFICATION AND MULTIPLICATION BY A CONSTANT*/
RETURN(RATSIMP(2^(-N)*JAKOB) ))
Usage of JACOB1 [N,A,BI (Y)
(C67) JAC081[ 0,4,4] (Y);
BINONL FASL OSK NAXOUT being loaded
loading done
(067)
(CG8) JACOBI (1,1,3) (Y);
(08)
(C63) JACOBI 12,0,4] (Y);
(069)
(C70) JACOB 1[2,2,2] (Y);
(070)
3 Y - 1
2
7 Y -7 Y + 1
2
7 Y. - 1
2.2.4 SFUNCT1 [N,M,S] (PQ)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the explicit
formulas used are the definition formulas (1.9).
Listing of SFUNCT1 (N,M,S] (P,Q)
SFUNCTI [N,M,S] (P,Q):=BLOCK((COSI),
/*YERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/* M, S
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE FUNCTIONS S (P,0) USED IN THE EXPANSION
OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL IN TERMS OF THE EQUINOCTIAL
VARIABLES*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
SFUNCT1[N,N,S) (P,Q) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
JACOBI [N,A,B) (Y) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLE
COSI COSINE OF THE INCLINATION*/
/*AUXILIARY VARIABLE
C SQUARE OF THE TANGENT OF HALF OF THE INCLINATION*/
/*METHOD
EXPLICIT FORMULAS BASED ON FACTORIAL AND JACOB1*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
M, N AND S MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO N
S MUST RANGE BETWEEN -N AND N */
/*CHECK THAT N, M AND S HAVE CORRECT VALUES*/
IF M<0
OR M>N
OR ABS(S)>N THEN RETURN(ERROR),
/*COSINE OF THE INCLINATION*/
COSI: (1-C)/(1+C),
/*DEFINITION 1JF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE
C=P^2+0^2 WITH RESPECT TO P ANO Q*/
GRADEF(C,P,2*P),
GRADEF (C, Q, 2*0),
/*THREE DIFFERENT FORMULAS ACCOROING TO THE POSITION OF S RELATIVE
TO THE SEGMENT [-MM] *1
IF S<-N THEN RETURN (FACTOR ( (1+C)^S*(P-%I*Q)^(-S)*JACOB1 [N+S,N-S, -M-S] (COSI))),
IF S>N THEN RETURN(FACTOR ( (-1)^(M-S)*(1+C)A(-S)*(P+%I*Q)A(S-M)
*JACOB1 [N-S, S-M, S+MI (COS I))),
RETURN (FACTOR ( (N+M) !*(N-M) !((N+S) !*(N-S) !) 1+C) ^A (-_) * -l*() ^(M-S)
*JACOB1[N-M,M-S,S+M1(COSI))))S
Usage of SFUNCTl
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], pp. 78, 96,
97, 98.
(C71) SFUNCT1 (4,4,0] (P,0);
70 (%1 0 - P)
(071)
. 4
(C + 1)
(C72) SFUNCT1 [4,4,41 (P,O);
(072)
(C + 1)
(C73) SFUNCT1 (2,2,-2] (P,Q);
(073)
(%1 0 - P)
----------
2
(C + 1)
(C74) SFUNCTI (2,2, 0] (P, 0);
6 (%1 0 - P)
(074)
(C + 1)
(NMS] (PQ)
(C75) -SFUNC T1 [2, 2, 2] (P, 0);
(075)
(076)
(C77) SFUNCT1(3,2,1] (P,O);
(077)
2
(C + 1)
3
5 (C - 2) (% Q - P)
3
(C + 1)
5 (2 C - 1) (%1 0 - P)
(C + 1)
(C78) SFUNCT1 [3,2,3] (P,Q);
%I a + P
(078)
(C + 1)
(C79) SFUNCT1(4,2,-21 (P,0);
(C - 12 C + 15) (% Q - P)
(079)
4
(C + 1)
(C80) SFUNCT1 (4,2,01 (P,0);
5 (3 C - 8 C + 3) (% Q - P)
(080)
4
(C + 1)
(C81) SFUNCT1 (4.2,2] (P,Q);
15 C - 12 C + 1
(081)
(C + 1)
(C82-) SFUNCT1 [4,2,4) (P,Q);
(082)
(%I Q + P)
----------
4
(C + -1)
(C7G6) SFUNCTl1[3, 2,-1] (P,0):
An interesting result which was obtained in this thesis was the
derivation of very simple and straightforward relations between the well
known inclination functions [34] and the special functions defined by
formulas (1.8) and (1.9). The mathematical details are given in Appendix
B.4 and the final relations are the following.
F (i)= Vmnmp n ( (m,n-2p)(n-2p) 2n (0, tan(i/2))
= j V n-2p) ,(mn-2p)
n,(n2p)2n (0,tan(i/2))
The existence of such relations facilitates the testing of the blocks
involved and also extends the range of applications.
Table of the Inclination Functions
The results can be checked against Kaula, W.M. [34], pp. 34, 35.
/*A RULE IS DEFINED IN ORDER TO
COS(I)^2 BY 1-SIN(I)A2 */
REPLACE ANY OCCURENCE OF
LET (COS (1) ^2, 1-SIN (1)^2) $
/*THE INCLINATION FUNCTIONS F[L,N,P] (1) DEFINED BY KAULA ARE
EXPRESSED IN TERNS OF VFUNCT1[N,R,NMJ AND SFUNCT1[N,M,S) (0,0)
F(L,NM,PI (I):=BLOCK([FF,
FF: VFUNC T1 [L, L-2*P, N)*SFUNCT1.[L,M, L-2*P (8,0) ,
/*THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE C AND THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENT 0 ARE
REPLACED BY THEIR EXPRESSIONS IN TERMS OF I */
FF: FACTOR (SUBST ( [C= (1-COS (1)) / (1+COS (1)), Q= (1-COS (I)) /SIN (1) 1 ,FF)),
IF INTEGERP( (L-M)/2)=FALSE THEN FF:%I*FF,
/*APPLICATION OF THE TRIGONOMETRIC RULE DEFINED PREVIOUSLY ANO
EXPANSION OF THE RESULT*/
F (i)
(n-m)even (2.la)
(n-m)odd (2.1b)
FF: EXPANO (LETSIMP (FF)),
/*COS(I) IS SUBSTITUTED FOR SORT(1-SIN(I)A2) IN THE FINAL RESULT */
RETURN (SUBST (COS () ,SORT (1-S1N(I)^2),FF))) S
F
2, 0,
F
2, 0, 1
F
2, 0,
0
3 SIN (1)
(I) =----------
8
2
3 SIN (1) 1
() ------------- - -
4 2
2
3 SIN (1)
(I) - ----------
2 8
(M)
2, 1, 0
3 COS(I) SIN(I)
---------------
4
3 SIN(I)
+ 4--------
4
3 COS(I) SIN(I)
F (I) =----------------
2, 1, 1 2
3 COS(I) SIN(I) 3 SIN(I)
(1) = --------------- - --------
2, 1, 2 4 4
3 SIN (1) 3 COS (1)
F (I) ------ +--------
2, 2, 0 4 2
3
2
2
3 SIN (I)
F (I) -----------
2, 2, 1 2
2
3 SIN (1) 3 COS(I) 3
F (I) = - ----------- ------------ -+ -
2, 2, 2 4 2 2
3
5 SIN (1)
F (I) = - ---------
3, 0, 0 16
15 SIN (I) 3 SIN(I)
F ---------- - ------
3, 0, 1 16 4
.3
3 SIN(U) 15 SIN (1)
F ()=-------- - ----------
3, 0, 2 4 16
3
5 SIN (1)
F () =---------
3, 0, 3 16
2 2
15 COS(IH SIN (I) 15 SIN (I)
F (1) =- ---------
3, 1, 0 16 16
2 2
45 COS(I) SIN (1) 15 SIN (1) 3 COS(I) 3
F (I) ---------------- -------------- ----------- - -
3, 1, 1 16 . 16 4 4
2 2
45 COS(l) SIN (1) 15 SIN (I) 3 COS(I) 3
F (1) = ------------------ ---------- -- ---------- - -
3, 1, 2 16 16 4 4
2 2
15 COS(H) SIN (1) 15 SIN (I)
F (1) = ---------------- - ----------
3, 1,3 16 16
3
15 SIN (1) 15 COS(I) SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
F (I)=----------- + ------------------ ----------
3, 2, 0 8 4 4
3
45 SIN (1) 15 COS(I) SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
F (I) =--------------------- ---------- -----------------
3, 2, 1 8 4 .4
3
45 SIN (1) 15 COS(I) SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
F () - ---------- - ---------------- -------
3, 2, 2 8 4 4
3.
15 SIN (1) 15 COS() SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
F (1) =----------- + ---------------- - ----------
3, 2, 3 8 4 4
57
15 COS(I) SIN (1) 45 SIN (I) 15 COS(U) 15
()=- ----------------- - ---------- + --------- --
8 8 2 2
2 2
45 COS.(I) SIN (1) 45 SIN (I)
F (I) =----------------- + ----------
3, 3, 1 8 8
45 SIN (1) 45 COS(I) SIN (1)
(I) ---------- - -----------------
8 8
2 2
15 COS(I) SIN (1) 45 SIN (1)
----------------- - ----------
8 8
4
35 SIN (1)
F (1) = ------------
4, 6, 0 128
F
4, 0, 1
15 SIN (I)
(I) ------------
16
4
105 SIN (1)
(I) ----------- -
4, 0, 2 64
2
15 SIN (I)
F (1) = ----------
4, 0, 3 16
15 COS(I)
- ---------
2
15
+4--
2
4
35 SIN (1)
- ----------
32
2
15 SIN (I)
---------- +
8
.4
35 SIN (I)
- ----------
32
F
4, 0, 4
35 SIN (1)
(I) ------------
128
3 3
35 COS(I) SIN (1) 35 SIN (M)
(1) = - ----------------- - ----------
4, 1, 0 32 32
35 COS(H) SIN (1) 35 SIN (1) 15 COS(I) SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
(I)=- ------------------ --------- - --------------- - ---------
8 16 8 8
3. 3, 0
F
3, .3, 2
F
3, 3, 3
F
4, 1, 1
15 COSf() SIN(I)
F ( -) = ---------------- -
4, 1, 2 4
3 3
35 COS(I) SIN (1) 35 SIN (I)
( -) =----------------- - ----------
8 16
F
4-, 2, 0
105 COS() SIN (1)
------------------
16
15 COS(I) SIN(I) 15 SIN(I)
- ---------------- ----------
8 8
3 3
35 SIN (1) 35 COS(I) SIN (I)
F() - ---------- - -----------------
4, 1, 4 32 32
4 2 2
105 SIN (1) 105 COS(I) SIN (I) 105 SIN (1)
(1) ----------- - ------------------ - -----------
32 16 16
105 SIN (I) 105 COS(I) SIN (1) 2
(1) =------------ ------------------- + 15 SIN (1)
F
4, 2, 2
15 COS(I)
- ---------
4
15
4
4 2
315 SIN (I) 135 SIN (1)
(I) =------------ - -----------
16 8
105 SIN (I) 105 COS(1) SIN (1) 2
( -) =---- -------- ----------------------- + 15 SIN (I)
105 SIN (I)
() =------------- +
32
3
105 COS() SIN (1)
F () - ------------------ -
4, 3, 0 16
8 .
15 COS(I) 15
+--------- - --
4 4
2 2
105 COS(I) SIN (I) 105 SIN (I)
------------------ - -----------
16 16
3
315 SIN (1) 105 COS(1) SIN(I)
----------- ------------------
16 4
105 SIN(I)
- 4----------
4
F
4, 1, 3
4, 2, 1
F
4, 2, 3
F
4, 2,
F
4, 3, 1
F
4, 3, 3
4, 3, 4
3 3
105 COS(I) SIN (1) 315 SIN (I) 105 COS(I) SIN(I) 105 SIN(I)
() = ------------------ + ----------- - ----------------- - -- --------
4 8 4 4
3
315 COS(I) SIN (1)
F () - ------------------
4, 3, 2 8
3 3
105 COS(I) SIN (I) -315 SIN (I) 105 COS(I) SIN(I) 105 SIN(I)
(I) =------------------ - ---------- - ----------------- -----------
105 COS(H) SIN (1) 315 SIN (1) 105 COS(I) 'SIN(I)
(I) = -------------------------------- + -----------------
16 16 4
105 SIN(I)
4
105 SIN (1) 105 COS(I) SIN (I)
() ----------- - ------------------ -
16 4
F
4, 4, 1
2
105 SIN (1) 105 COS(I)
----------- + ----------
2 2
4 2
105 SIN (1) 105 COS(H) SIN (1)
(I) =------------- ------------------
105
+
2
2
105 SIN (1)
+-------------
2
4
315 SIN (1)
F (1) = -----------
4, 4, 2 8
105 SIN (I) 105 COS(I) SIN (I)
() =- ----------- - ------------------
2
105 SIN (I)
+-------------
2
105 SIN (1) 105 COS(H) SIN (1) 105 SIN (1) 105 COS(I)
(I)=------------ - ------------------ - ------------ ------------+
16 4 2 2
F
4, 4, 0
4, 4, 3
F
4, 4, 4
105
2
2.2.5 NEWCOMB1 [R,S,N,M]
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the recur-
sive relations for the Newcomb operators are given in Appendix B.5.
Listing of NEWCOMB1 [R,S,NM]
NEWCO0MB1 [R,S,NJ] :=BLOCK (B BINON,ININRS,NEWKONB,T] ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
NACSYNA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
N,NM
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE NEWCOMB OPERATOR X
R,S */
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
NEWCOMB1[R,S,N,M) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
, NEWCONlB1(R,S,N,MJ */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
BINON GENERALIZED BINOMIAL COEFFICIENT (3/2,T)
NINRS MININUM OF R AND S
NEWKOMB INTERNEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
NEWCOMB1[R,S,N,MI
T SUNNATION INDEX */
/*METHOD
EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE INITIALIZATION AND RECURSIVE
FORMULAS*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
R, S, N AND M NUST BE INTEGERS*/
/*IF ONE OF THE SUBSCRIPT IS NEGATIVE THE RESULT IS 0*/
IF R<0
OR S<0 THEN RETURN (0),
/*INITIALIZATION AND RECURSION FORMULAS FOR S=0*/
IF S=O THEN (IF R=0 THEN RETURN(1)
ELSE (IF R=1 THEN RETURN(M-N/2)
ELSE RETURN( (2*(2*M-N)*NEWCOMB1 [R.1,0,N, M+1J
+ (N-N) *NEWCOMB1 [R-2, 0, N, M+2] ) / (4*R)))),
/*GENERAL RECURSION FORMULAS*/
NEWKOMB: -2*(2*M+N)*NEWCOMB1 [R,S-1,NN-1] -(+N)*NEWCONB1 [R,S-2,N,M-2]
- (R-5*S+4+4*M+N) *NEWCONB1 [R-1, S-1, N, M] ,
MINRS:MIN(RS),
IF MINRS<2 THEN RETURN(NEWKOMB/(4*S))
ELSE FOR T:2 THRU MINRS DO(IF T=2 THEN BINOM:3/8
ELSE BINOM:3*(-1)^T*(2*T-5)!
/(2^T*T!),
NEWKOMB:NEWKOMB+2* (R-S+M) *(-1) ^T*BINOM
*NEWCOMB1[R-T,S-T,N,M3),
RETURN (NEWKOMB/ (4*S)) ) S
Usage of NEWCOMB1 [R,S,N,M]
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], p. 79.
(C25)
(025)
(C26)
(026)
NEWCOMB1 [0, 0, -5, -2];
NEWCOMB1[2,0,-S,0];
(C27) NEWCOMB1[ 2,0,-5,-4];
(027)
(C28)
(028)
NEWCOMB1[1,1,-5,-21:
The Newcomb operators Xnk can either be considered as mere rationalr,s
numbers or as polynomials in n and k with rational coefficients. As the
computations .involving rational numbers are slower than those involving
integers, polynomials jn, in n and k with integer coefficients are sometimesr,s
considered which are defined in terms of the Newcomb operators [40]
Jn,m = 2r+s r! s! Xn,k (2.2)r,s r,s
As a check for the validity of the block NEWC0MBl[R,S,N,M], a table
of the Jn k polynomials is produced and compared to the results availabler~s
in the literature.
Table of the Polynomials Jnk for 0 < r + s < 6
The results can be checked against Cherniack, J.R. [40].
/* N,K
THE POLYNOMIALS J DEFINED BY CHERNIACK, J.R., ARE
R,S
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF NEWCONIB1[R,S,N,MJ */
J (R, S: =EXPAND (2^ (R+S) *R *S! *NEWCOMB1 [R, S, N, KI ) S
J = 1
0, 0
J = -N-2K
0, 1
J =2K -N
1, 0
2 *2
J =N +4K N-3 N+4K -5K
0. 2
2 2
J =N +N - 4 K
1, 1
J = N -4 K N - 3 N + 4 K + 5 K
2, 0
3
J - -N -6 K N
0, 3
3
J =-N -2
1, 2
2 2 2
+ 9 N -12 K
2 2 2
K N + N + 4 K
N + 33 K N - 17 N
N - 5 K N + 3 N +
3 2
- 8 K +30 K - 26 K
3 2
8 K - 10 K + 2 K
3 2 2 2
-N + 2 K N +N + 4 K
3 2 2 2
N + 6 K N +9 N - 12 K
N+5 K N+3 N -
N - 33 K N - 17 N
3 2
8 K - 10 K -
3 2
+ 8 K + 30 K
3
+ 8 K N
3 2 2
- 18 N + 24 K N
2 2 3 2
- 102 K N + 95 N + 32 K N - 192 K N
+ 330 K N - 142 N + 16 K
4 3 3 2 2
-N + 4 K N -6 N -3 K N -N
- 120 K + 283 K - 206 K
3 2
- 16 K N + 48 K N - 47 K N + 22 N
4 3 2
- 16 K + 60 K - 64 K + 22 K
4 3 2 2 2
J =N -2 N -8 K N -N
2, 2
4 3 3
J =N -4 K N -6 N + 3
3, 1
2 2
K N -N
4 2
+ 2 N + 16 K - 3 K
3 2
+ 16 K N + 48 K N + 47 K N + 22 N
4 3 2
- 16 K - 60 K - 64 K - 22 K
4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2
J N - 8 K N - 18 N + 24 K N + 102 K N + 95 N - 32 K N -192 K N
4, 0
4 3 2
-330 K N - 142 N + 16 K + 120 K + 283 K + 206 K
64
J
2, 1
J3
3,
4
0, 4
2 K
+ 26 K
J-
.1, 3
- -
5
J =-N -
4 4
10 K N + 30 N
2 3 3 3 3 2
- 40 K N + 230 K N - 305 N - 80 K N
2 2 2 2 4 3 2
+ 660 K N - 1660 K N + 1220 N - 80 K N + 840 K N - 2995 K N + 4080 K N
- 1569 N - 32
5 4 3 2
K + 400 K - 1730 K + 3360 K - 2194 K
J =-N - 6 K N + 14
1, 4
2 2 4
+ 76 K N - 68 N + 48 K
4 2 3 3 3 3 2
N - 8 K N + 42 K N -41 N + 16 K N
3 2'
N - 296 K N + 617 K N - 572 K N + 231 N
2 2
-60 K N
5'
+ 32 K
- 240 K + 614 K - 648 K + 258 K
J
2, 3
5 4 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
=-N - 2 K N + 6 N + 8 K N - 2 K N - 5 N +16 K N - 36 K N
2 2 4
+ 12 k N - 8 N - 16 K
3 2
N+ 24 K N - 9 K N + 10 K N + 3
5 4
N - 32 K + 80 K
- 26 K -12 K -10 K
5 4 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
J =-N + 2 K N + 6 N + 8 K N + 2 K N - 5 N -16 K N - 36 K N
3, 2
2 2 4
- 12 K N - 8 N - 16 K
3 2
N - 24 K N - 9 K N - 10 K N + 3
S
N + 32 K + 80 K
3 2
+ 26 K - 12 K +
J
4, 1
5 4 4 2'3
=-N + 6 K N + 14 N - 8 K N
2 2 4 3
- 76 K N - 68 N + 48 K N + 296 K 'N
4 3 2
- 240 K - 614 K - 648 K - 258 K
3 3 3 2 2 2
- 42 K N - 41 N -16 K N -60 K N
2 5
+ 617 K N + 572 K N + 231 N - 32 K
2 3 3 2
J =-N + 10 K N + 30 N - 40 K N - 230 K N - 305 N + 80 K N
5, 0
2 2 . 2 2 4 3 2
+ 660 K N + 1660 K N + 1220 N - 80 K N - 840 K N - 2995 K N - 4080 K N
- 1569 N
5 4 3 2
+ 32 K + 400 K + 1790 K + 3360 K + 2194 K
10 K
6 5 s 2 4 4 4 3 3
J -N.+ 12 K N - 45 N + 60 K N - 435 K N + 745 N + 160 K N
0, 6 ~
2 3 3 3 A 2 3 2 2 2
- 1680 K N + 5530 K N - 5595 N + 240 K N - 3240 K N + 15345 K N
2 2 5 4 3 2
- 29535 K N -18634 N + 192 K N - 3120 K N + 18860 K N - 51615 K N
6 5 4 3 2
+ 60752 K.N -21576 N + 4 K - 1200 K + 8660 K - 29835 K + 48538 K
- 293S2 K
6 5 5 2 4 4 4 2 3
J -N + 8 K N - 25 N + 20 K N - 130 K N + 185 N - 80 K N
19 5
3 3 4 2 3 2 '2 2 2 2
+ 340 K N - 255 N - 80 K N + 640 K N - 1765 K N + 2280 K N - 1466 N
5 4 3 2
- 128 K N + 1360 K N - 5280 K N + 9535 K N -
5 4 3 2
+ 800 K - 3740 K + 8200 K - 8588 K + 3608 K
8454 K N + 3096 N - 64 K
6 5 5 2 4 4 4 3 3
J =N + 4 K N -13 N - 4 K N 17 K N + 41 N - 32 K N +
2, 4
3 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 2
- 66 K N + 5 N -16 K N + 136 K N - 255 K N + 115 K N - 58
2 3
112 K N
2
N
+ 64 K N - 304 K
3 2
N + 452 K N - 339 K N + 344
6 K
K N -72 N±+64K - 400 K
4 3 2
+ 788 K -593 K + 314 K - 136 K
6 5 2 4 4 2 3 3 4 2 2 2
J N-9 N -12 K N + 25 N + 48 K N -15 N + 48 K N -93 K N
3, 3
2 4 2 6 4
-26 N - 48 K N + 39 K N + 24 N - 64 K + 196 K - 172 K
J
4, 2^
6 5 5 2 4 4 4 3 3 2 3
-=N - 4 KN - 13 N - 4K N + 17 KN + 41 N + 32'K N + 112 K N
3 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 2
+ 66 K N + 5 N -16 K N -136 K N -255 K N -115 K N -58 N
5 4 3 2 6 5
-64 K N- 304 K N - 452 K N - 399 K N - 344 K N - 72 N + 64 K + 400 K
4 3 2
+ 788 K + 533 K + 314 K + 136 K
& 5 5 2 4 4 4 2 3
J N -8 K N -25 N + 20 K N + 130 K N + 185 N - 80 K N
5, 1
3 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 2
-340 K N - 255 N -80 K N - 640 K N - 1765 K N - 2280 K N - 1466 N
5 4 3 2
+ 128 K N + 1360 K N + 5280 K N + 3535 K N + 8454 K N
5 - 4 3 2
- 800 K - 3740 K - 8200 K - 8588 K - 3608 K
J
6, 0
+ 3096 N - 64 K
6 5 5 2 4 4 4 3 3
=N - 12 K N - 45 N + 60 K N + 435 K N + 745 N - 160 K N
2 3 3 3 4 2 3.2 2 2
- 1680 K N -55308K N -5535 N + 248 K N + 3248 K N + 15345 K N
+ 29535 K
- 60752 K
2 2 5 4 3 2
N + 18694 N - 192 K N - 3120 K N - 18860 K N - 51615 K N
6 5 4 3 2
N - 21576 N + 64 K + 1200 K + 8660 K + 29835 K + 48538 K
+ 29352 K
2.2.6 HANSEN1 [T,N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented. As the
modified Hansen coefficients defined by relations (1.10) are under the form
of an infinite summation, this block differs from the previous ones in the
sense that it does not return an exact expression but rather truncates in
terms of the eccentricity, the order of truncation being specified by the
user.
Listing of HANSEN1 [T,N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
HANSEN1[T,N,N,MAXE] (H,K):=BLOCK((HANS,I,SIGNNT,UPLIMI,
/*VERSION OF NAY 20, 1378
MACSYNA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/* N,M
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE MODIFIEO HANSEN COEFFICIENT Y (H,K)
T
WITH A TRUNCATION OF ORDER MAXE IN THE EXPANSION IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
HANSEN1[T,N,N,MAXE](H,K) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
NEWCOMB1 [R,S,N,MJ *
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
HANS INTERHEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
HANSENi[T,N,N,MAXE](H,K)
I SUHHATION INDEX
SIGNHT SIGN OF M MINUS T
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF THE SUMHATION*/
/*NETHOD
FINITE SUHHATION OF TERHS DUE TO THE TRUNCATION IN TERMS OF
THE ECCENTRICITY
EACH TERH IS EXPLICITELY EXPRESSED USING NEWCOMB1*/
/*PROGRANNER
E. ZE IS, Ill T*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
T, N, H AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS*/
/*THE FIRST TERM IN THE'EXPANSION OF HANSEN1[T,N,M,MAXE](H,K) IS AT
LEAST OF ORDER ABS(M-T) IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY*/
IF MAXE<ABS(N-T) THEN RETURN(S),
/*UPPER LINIT OF THE SUNNATION*/
IF INTEGERP ( (MAXE-ABS(N-T)) /2) =TRUE THEN UPLIN:(MAXE-ABS(M-T))/2
ELSE UPLIN:(MAXE-ABS(M-T)-1)/2,
/*INITIALIZATION*/
HANS: 0,
/*SIGN OF M-T*/
IF (M-T)>e THEN SIGNNT:1
ELSE SIGNNT:-1,
/*TWO DIFFERENT FORMULAS DEPENDING ON THE SIGN OF M-T ARE REGROUPED USING
SIGNNT*/
FOR I:UPLIN STEP -1 THRU 0 00 (HANS: (H^2+K^2)*(HANS
+NEWCOMB1 [l+ABS (M-T) , 1 ,N,-SIGNMT*Ml)),
RETURN (FACTOR (HANS* (K+S I GNMT*%I*H) ^ABS (M-T) / (H^2+K^2) ) ) S
Usage of HANSEN1 [T,N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], pp. 79, 96, 97, 98.
(C29) HANSEN1 (2, -S, 0, 2] (H, K) ;
(029)
(C30) HANSEN1[2,-5,2,2(H,K);
(030)
(C31) HANSEN1 [2,-5,4,21 (H,K);
(031)
(C32) HANSEN1 [1, -3, -2, 31 (H, K);
(0321
S (K - %I H)
2 2
K + H + 1
2
(K + %I H)
(K - %I H)
-----------
48
(C33) ~HANSEN 1 [ 1, -3, 0, 31 (H,K);
3 (K -
(033) ------
(C34) HANSEN1[1,-3,2,3] (H,K);
(K
(034)
2 2
%I H) (9 K + 9 H + 8)
2 2
+ %I H) (K + H -8)
(C35) HANSEN1(1,-4,-1,21 (H,K);
11 (K - %I H)
(035)
(C36) HANSENI (1, -4,1,2] (H, K);
(036)
(C37) HANSEN1 [1,.-4,3,21 (H,K);
(037)
(C38) HANSEN1 [1,-5,-2,3] (H,K):
2 2
2 K + 2 H + 1
2
(K + %I H)
49 (K - %I H)
(038)
(C33) HANSEN1 [1, -5, 0, 31 (H, K) :
2 2
5 (K - %I H) (2.7 K + 27 H + 8)
(033) --------------------------------
16
(C40) HANSENI1[1, -5, 2, 31 (H, K);
f2 2
(K + %I H) (33 K + 33 H + 8)
(040) ------------------------------
(C41) HANSEN1 [1, -5, 4, 31 (H, K) ;
(K + %! H)
(041)
2.2.7 HANSEN2 [N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented. Some of the
modified Hansen coefficient Ynm(h,k) with subscript zero can either be ex-
pressed under the form of a finite summation or under a closed form. For
these coefficients, it is possible to compute an exact expression and HANSEN2
offers that capability, which was not available in HANSEN1. Thermathematical
developments are given in Appendix B.6.
Listing of HANSEN2 [N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
HANSEN2 [N, M, MAXEI (H, K) : =BLOCK ( [MAXEC] ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
MACSYNA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCES
AIAA PAPER 75-3
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
./* N,N
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE MODIFIED HANSEN COEFFICIENT Y (H,K)0
IF MAXE>=O AN EXPANSION TO THE ORDER NAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY IS ACHIEVED
IF NAXE<O THE EXACT EXPRESSION IS CALCULATED*/
/*CALL ING SEQUENCE
HANSEN2[N,I,MAXE(H,K) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
HANSEN1[T,N,N,NAXE) (H,K)
HANSEN2(N,,NAXE] (H,K) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLE
NAXEC MAXIMUN POWER IN THE COMPLETE EXPANSION*/
/*AUXILIARY VARIABLE
X INVERSE OF THE SQUARE ROOT OF (UNITY MINUS SQUARE
OF THE ECCENTRICITY) */
/*METHOD
USE OF HANSEN1 IF N>=0 OR IF N=-1 AND MAXE>-0
CLOSED FORN EXPRESSION WITH RECURSIVE FORMULATION IN THE
OTHER CASES*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, N AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
IF NAXE IS NEGATIVE:
IF N IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO -1 ABSOLUTE VALUE OF N
MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ABSOLUTE VALUE OF M
IF N IS SMALLER THAN -1 ABSOLUTE VALUE OF N MUST*
BE GREATER THAN ABSOLUTE VALUE OF M*/
/*OEFINITION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE
X=1/SQRT(1-HA2-K^2) */
GRADEF(X,H,H*X^3),
GRADEF (X,K,K*X^3),
/*THE VALUE OF ANY HANSEN COEFFICIENT WITH AN ARGUMENT M<8 IS THE
CONJUGATES OF THE HANSEN COEFFICIENT WHERE M IS REPLACED BY -M*/
IF M<0 THEN RETURN (SUBST (-%I,%I,HANSEN2 [N,-M,MAXE] (H,K))),
/*IF MAXE >=0 A TRUNCATION IS OPERATED*/
IF MAXE>=0 THEN (IF MAXE<M THEN RETURN(0),
/*IF N>=-1 OR MAXE<2 THE FORMULAS USED ARE
IDENTICAL TO THOSE USED IN HANSEN1*/
IF N>=-1 OR MAXE<2 THEN RETURN(HANSEN1[0,N,M,MAXE] (H,K)),
/*INITIALIZATION AND RECURSION FORMULA FOR N<-1*/
IF M=-(N+1) THEN RETURN(G),
IF M=-(N+2) THEN RETURN(X^(-3-2*N)*((K+%I*H)/2)^(-N-2)),
RETURN (FACTOR ( (2* (M+1) *HANSEN2 [N, M+1, MAXE+1I (H, K) + (M-N)
*(K-%I*H)*HANSEN2[N,M+2,MAXE] (H,K))/((-N-M-2)*(K+%I*H))))),
/*FOR MAXE<8 CHECK THAT THE REQUIRED CONDITIONS ARE REALIZED*/
IF ABS(M)>ABS(N)
OR ABS(M)=ABS(N) AND N.<-1 THEN RETURN("NO EXACT EXPRESSION"),
/*ANY HANSEN COEFFICIENT WITH N>=0 MAY BE FULLY EXPANDED IN TERMS
OF THE ECCENTRICITY*/
IF N>=0 THEN ( /*ORDER OF THE COMPLETE EXPANSION*/
IF INTEGERP( (N-M) /2)=TRUE THEN MAXEC:N
ELSE MAXEC:N+1,
/*CALL OF HANSEN1 WITH MAXEC AS ARGUMENT*/
RETURN(HANSEN1 (0,N,M, MAXECI (H,K)),
/*FORMULAS FOR N=-1*/
IF N--1 THEN (IF N=0 THEN RETURN(1)
ELSE RETURN((1/X-1)*(K+%I*H)/(K^2+H^2))),
/*INITIALIZATION AND RECURSIVE FORMULAS FOR N<-1*/
IF M--(N+1) THEN RETURN(0),
IF M=-(N+2) THEN RETURN(X^(-3-2*N)*((K+%I*H)/2)^(-N-2)),
RETURN (FACTOR( (2*(N+1)*HANSEN2[N,M+1,MAXE (H,K)+(r-N)*(K-%I*H)
*HANSEN2[N,M+2,MAXE](H,K))/((-N-M-2)*(K+%I*H)))))S
There is a well known relation expressing the eccentricity functions in
terms of the modified Hansen coefficients [41]
G (e) = Y--1,9-2p (0,e) (2.3)
£pq Z-2p+q
Therefore, it is possible to generate a table of the eccentricity functions
using HANSEN1 and HANSEN2 and validate these two blocks by checking the
results against those currently available in the literature.
Table of the Eccentricity Functions
The results can be checked against Kaula, W.M. [34], p. 38.
. /*THE ECCENTRICITY FUNCTIONS G[L,P,Q] (E) DEFINED BY KAULA ARE
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF HANSENI [T,N, M,MAXE] (0,E) AND
. HANSEN2(N,1,MAXE](0,E) */
(C23) G[L,P,0,MAXE] (E):=BLOCK(
/*IF NAXE>=0 AN EXPANSION THROUGH ORDER NAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY IS PERFORMED
IF MAXE<0 AND (L-2*P+Q)=0 AN EXACT CLOSED FORM IS RETURNED*/
IF MAXE>=0 THEN RETURN(EXPANO(HANSEN1[L-2*P+Q,-L-1,L-2*P,MAXE (0,E))),
IF (L~-2*P+Q)=0 THEN RETURN (EXPAND (SUBST (1/SORT (1-E^2),X,HANSEN2[-L-1,L-2*P,-1]
(0,E})
ELSE RETURN(ERROR))S
2, 0, - 2, - 1
(E) = 0
2, 0, - 1, 4
G
2, 0, 0, 4
G
2, 0, 1,
G
2, 0, 2,
3
E E
(E) = -- - -
16 2
4 2
13 E 5 E
(E)= ------ ------+
16 2
3
7 E 123 E
(E) = --- - ------
4 2 .16
2
4
2, 1, - 2, 4
G
2, 1, - 1, 4
G
2, 2, 2, - 1
1
4
17 E 115 E
(E) = ----- - ------
2 6
4 2
7 E 9 E
4 4
27 E 3 E
(E) - ------ - ---
16 2
(E) - 0
G
2, 2, 1, 4
G
2, 2, 0, 4
E E
(E) = -
16 2
4 2
13 E 5 E
(E) - ----- - -----+1
16 2
7 E 123 E
G (E) ---- - ------
2, 2, - 1, 4 2 16
2 4
17 E 115 E
G (E) =----- - ------
2, 2, -2, 4 2 6
4 2
7 E 9 E
G (E) ---- + ----
2, 1, 2, 4
G
2, 1, 1, 4
G (E
2, 1, 0, - 1
G
3, 0, - 2, 4
G
3,
3, 0, 0, 4
4 4
27 E 3 E
(E) = ----- + ---
16 2
1
-----------
2 3/2
(1 - E ) -
4 2
E E
(E) = -- + --
48 8
3
5 E
(E) ------ E.
4
423 E 2
(E) = ------ - 6 E + 1
1, 4
3, 0, 1, 4
(E) =
3, 0, 2, 4
(E) = 5 E - 22 E
127 E 3065 E
------ - -------
8 48
4 2
49 E 11 E
G (E)= ------ +-----
3, 1, - 2, 4 16 8
) =
G
3, 1, - 1, - 1.
G
3, 1, 0, 4
3, 1, 1, 4
3, 1, 2, 4
(E) - -----------
2 5/2
(1 - E )
4
233 E 2
(E) -------- + 2 E + 1
64
11 E
(E) ------ + 3 E
4 2
39 E 53 E
(E) - ----- - -----
(E)
3, 3, 2, 4
G
3,
4 2
E E
48 8
5 E
(E) =E------E
3, 1, 4 4
423 E
(E) - ------
3, 3, 0, 4 64
2
-6 E + 1
3
(E) = 5 E - 22 E
3, 3, - 1, 4
2, 4
3, 2, 2, 4
3, 2, 1, -' 1
127 E 3065 E
(E) = ------ - -------
8 48
49 E 11 E
(E) = ------ +------
16 8
(E) = - -- --- -- ---
2 5/2
(1 - E )
239 E 2
(E) ------- +- 2 E + 1
3, 2, 0, 4 64
G
3, 3, -
G
3, 2, - 2, 4
G(
3, 2, -2, 4
4, 0, - 2,
4, 0, - 1, 4
11 E
(E) ----- +3 E
4
4 2
33 E 53 E
E) ----- + -----
16 8
2 4
E E
(E)------
4 2 3
3
75 E 3 E
(E) =----- - ---
16 2
4
199 E 2
G (E) = ------ - 11 E + 1
4, 0, 0, 4 8
13 E 765 E
4, 0, 1, 4
(E) =
4, 0, 2, 4
G
4, 1, - 2, -
4, 1, - 1, 4
G
4, 1, 0, 4
2 4
51 E 321 E
----- - ------
3 E
--------------1 2 7/2
4 (1 - E
3
33E E
(E) =----- + -
16 2
65 E 2
(E) = ----- -+ E + 1
16
3
9 E 3 E
(E) --- - ----
4, 1, 1, 4 2 16
G
4, 1, 2, 4
53 E 173 E
(E) = ----- - ------
155 E 2
(E) - ------- + 5 E
4, 2, -2, 4 12
3.
135 E .5 E
G (E) - ----- + ---
4, 2, - 1, 4 16 2
2 4
E E
G (E)=-----
4, 4, 2, 4 2 3
75 E 3 E
G (E) ------ - ---
- 4, 4, 1, 4 16 2
4
199 E 2
G- (E) =------ - 11 E + 1
4, 4, 0, 4 8
4,
G
4,
4, - 1, 4
4, - 2, 4
G
4, 3, 2, - I
G
4, 3, 1,
G
4, 3, 0, 4
13 E 765 E
(E) ----- - ------
2 16
2 4
51 E 321 E
(E) =----- - ------
2 2
2
3 E
(E) =--------------
2 7/2
4 (1 - E
3
33 E E
(E) =------+ -
4 16 2
4
65 E 2
(E) = ----- -+ E + 1
16
4, 3. - 1, 4
G
4, 3, - 2, 4
G (
4, 2, 2, 4
G
4, 2, 1, 4
2, 0, - 1
3 E 3 E
(E) =--- - ----
2 16
53 E 179 E
(E) ------- -------
4 24
155 E 2
E) =------ 5 E
12
3.
135 E 5 E
(E) - ------- ---
16 2
3 E
(E) - ------------- +
2 7/2
2 (1 - E )
2.2.8 POISSON (I,JMAXE)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented. The Poisson
brackets are computed according to Table 1.1. The notation L in the MACSYMA
satellite theory package is used to represent the mean longitude X since
Greek letters are not available.
Listing of POISSON (I,J,MAXE)
POI SSON (1 , J, NAXE) : =BLOCK ( [XP, HP, KP] ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 20, 1978
NACSYNA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
CSC/TR-77/6010
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE POISSON BRACKETS (I,J) OF EQUINOCTIAL
ELEMENTS
W ITH AN EXPANSION TO THE' OROER NAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY */
G
4,
1
-----------
2 7/2
(1 - E )
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
POISSON(I,J,MAXE) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
XP DUMMY NAME FOR THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE X
HP DUMMY NAME FOR THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENT H
KP DUMMY NAME FOR THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENT K*/
/*AUXILIARY VARIABLES
C' SQUARE OF THE TANGENT OF HALF OF THE INCLINATION
X INVERSE OF THE SQUARE ROOT OF (UNITY MINUS THE
SQUARE OF THE ECCENTRICITY)*/
/*METHOD
EXPLICIT FORMULAS
THE ANTI-SYMMETRY OF THE POISSON BRACKETS IS UTILIZEO*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
MAXE MUST BE AN INTEGER GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO'
I AND J MUST BELONG TO THE SET OF LETTERS USED TO REPRESENT
THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENTS: (A,H,K,P,Q,L) */
/*THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE X=1/SQRT(1-H^2-K^2) IS REPLACED BY 1 IF
MAXE<=1 AND IS KEPT UNDER ITS CLOSED FORM IF MAXE>1*/
IF MAXE=0 THEN (XP:1,HP:0,KP:0)
ELSE (HP:H,
KP:K,
IF MAXE=1 THEN XP:1
ELSE XP:X),
/*DEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (A,J)*/
IF I=A THEN ( IF J=L THEN RETURN(-2/(XN*A))
ELSE RETURN()),
/*DEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (H,J)*/
IF I=H THEN ( IF J=K THEN RETURN(-1/(XN*A^"2*XP))
ELSE IF J=P THEN RETURN(-KP*P*XP*(1+C) / (2*XN*AA2))
ELSE IF J=Q THEN RETURN(-KP*Q*XP*(1+C)/(2*XN*AA2))
ELSE IF J=L THEN RETURN(HP/(XN*A^2*(XP+1)))
ELSE RETURN()),
/*IN THE FOLLOWING PART WE WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT THAT
(I,J)=-(J,I) */
/*OEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (K,J)*/
IF I=K THEN ( IF J=P THEN
ELSE IF J=O THEN
ELSE IF J=L THEN
ELSE IF J=H THEN
ELSE
RETURN(HP*P*XP*(1+C)/(2*XN*A^2))
RETURN(HP*O*XP*(1+C)/(2*XN*A^2))
RETURN(KP/(XN*A^2*(XP+1)))
RETURN(-POISSON(J, I ,MAXE))
RETURN(e)),
*/*DEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (P,J)*/
IF I=P THEN ( IF J=Q THEN RETURN (-XP*(1+C) ^2/ (4*XN*A^2))
ELSE IF J=L THEN RETURN (P*XP*(1+C) / (2*XN*AA2))
ELSE IF J=H
OR J=K THEN RETURN(-POISSON(J, I,MAXE))
ELSE RETURN(O)),
/*DEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (0,J)*/
IF I=0 THEN ( IF J=L THEN RETURN(Q*XP*(1+C)/(2*XN*AA2))
ELSE IF J=H
OR J=K
OR J=P THEN RETURN(-POISSON(J,I,MAXE))
ELSE RETURN(B)),
/*DEFINITION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS OF THE FORM (L,J)*/
IF I=L THEN ( IF J=L THEN RETURN(O)
ELSE RETURN(-POISSON(J,I,MAXE))))S
Usage of POISSON (I,J,MAXE)
The results can be
(C42) POISSON(A,L,2);
(042)
(C43) POISSON(L,H.2):
checked against McClain, W.D. [33].
2
A XN
(043)
A (X + 1) XN
(C44) POISSON(L,K,2):
(044)
(C45) POISSON(L,P,2):
(045)
2
A (X .+ 1) XN
(C + 1) P X
2
2 A XN
(C46) POISSON(L,0,2):
(C + 1) 0 X
(046) - -----------
2
2 A XN
(C47) POISSON(H,K,2);
1
(047) --------
2
A X XN
(C48), POISSON(H,P,2)
(C + 1) K P X
(048) - -------------
2
2 A XN
(C43) POISSON(H,0,2);
(C + 1) K 0 X
(049)
2
2 A XN
(C50) POISSON(K,P,2);
(C + 1) H P X
(050) -------------
2
2 A XN
(C51) POISSON(K.0,2)
(C + 1) H 0 X
(051) -------------
2
2 A XN
(C52) POISSON(P,0,2);
2
(C + 1) X
(052) - ----------
2
4 A XN
2.3 Application Blocks
Among the application blocks, those that correspond to the secular
and long-period effects can easily be checked because several expressions
of the averaged potentials and equations of motion are currently available.
On the other hand, the short-period terms have not been studied as extensive-
ly and no direct check was done for the correspondinq blocks. However,
the block which generates the short-period terms due to zonal harmonics
will be used in the determination of the J22 effects and checking these
final terms gives confidence in the validity of this block.. As all thedm
blocks which produce short period terms are built in a very similar way,
checking one of them will give confidence in the others.
2.3.1 USTAR [N,M,I ,TMAXE] (A,H ,KP,Q,L)
The complex potential
under the form
U* _ Rnm a a
U* given by relation (1.7) can be written
nm
n
E
i=-n
E
t=-o0
(2.4)U*
nmi t
where
Unmit = C* Vm S ,i) (pq) Y-n-li (hk) exp[j (tX-me)]
The purpose of the block USTAR is to produce the terms defined by
A listing of the block and some examples are given.
Listing of USTAR [N,M,I,T,MAXE] (AH,K,P,Q,L)
(2.5)
(2.5).
USTAR [N,M, I T,MAXEI (A, H,K,P,0,L):=BLOCK( (U ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30,1378
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE BASIC TERMS U WHICH APPEAR IN THE
N,M,I,T
COMPLEX POTENTIAL DUE TO THE HARMONIC OF DEGREE N AND ORDER M
BUT DEPRIVED FROM THE FACTOR WHICH DEPENDS ON 1'E PARAMETER N ONLY
IF MAXE>=0 AN EXPANSION THROUGH THE ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY IS ACHIEVED
IF MAXE<O AND T=O THE EXACT EXPRESSION IS CALCULATED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
USTARIN,M,I,T,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,0,L)*/
/*BLOCKS CALLED
VFUNCT1[N,R,M]
SFUNCT1 [N,M,S] (P,Q)
HANSEN1[T,N,M,MAXE' (H,K)
HANSEN2[N,M,MAXE](H,K) *1
/*LOCAL VARIABLE
U INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
USTAR[N,M',IT,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,0,L)*/
/*METHOD
EXPLICIT FORMULAS BASED ON VFUNCT1, SFUNCT1, HANSENI AND HANSEN2*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M, T AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M
I MUST RANGE BETWEEN -N AND N */
/*IF (N-I) IS 000 THEN THE RESULT IS ZERO*/
IF INTEGERP( (N-I)/2)=FALSE THEN RETURN(6),
/*IF M=O THE COMPLEX COEFFICIENT C[N,MJ-%I*S[N,MI IS REPLACED BY
THE REAL COEFFICIENT -J[NJ*/
IF M=0 THEN U:-J[N]
ELSE U:%C[N,MJ-%I*%S[N,M],
/*PART OF USTAR WHICH DOES NOT DEPEND ON THE ECCENTRICITY*/
U:U*VFUNCT1[N, I,M]*SFUNCT1[N,M,I1] (P,Q)*%E^(%I*(T*L-M*TH)),
/*IF T=0 USE HANSEN2 OTHERWISE USE HANSEN1*/
IF T-0 THEN RETURN(U*HANSEN2 [-N-1, IMAXE] (H,K))
ELSE RETURN(U*HANSEN1 [T,-N-1, 1,MAXE] (H,K)))'
Usage of USTAR [N,M,I,T,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], pp. 81, 82.
(C40) USTAR[4.4,0,2, 2 (A,H,K,P,Q.L);
BINOML FASL DSK NAXOUT being loaded
loading clone
3150 (%C
4, 4
2 4 %I (2 L - 4 TH)
-%I %S ) (K - %I H) (%I Q - P) %E
4, 4
(040) -------------------------------------------------------------------
4
(C + 1)
(C41) USTAR [4,4,2,2,2J (A,H,K,P,Q,L) ;
2 2
420 (%C
4, 4
2 %I (2 L - 4 TH)
- %I %S ) (K + H + 1) (% 1 - P) %E
4, 4
(041) - ------------------------------------------------------------------
4
(C + 1)
(C42) USTAR 4, 44, 2, 2] (A,H,K,P,0,L) ;
105 (%C
4, 4
2 %I (2 L - 4 TH)
- %I %8 ) (K + %I H) %E
4, 4
2 (C + 1)
2.3.2 SLZ [N,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the corres-
ponding mathematics is given in Appendix B.7.
(042)
Listing of SLZ [N,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
SLZ[N,MAXE] (A,H,K,P.(,L):=BLOCK(I,U,UPLIMJ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
NACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER.76-839*/
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE AVERAGED ZONAL POTENTIAL DUE TO THE ZONAL
HARMONIC OF DEGREE N
IF MAXE>=0 THE POTENTIAL IS EXPANDED THROUGH THE ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY
IF MAXE<0 AN EXACT EXPRESSION IS RETURNED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
SLZ(N,MAXE](A,H,K,P,Q,L) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
USTAR[N,M,I,T,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,0,L) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
I SUMMATION INDEX
U INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF SLZ[N,MAXE]
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF THE SUMMATION*/
/*METHOD
FINITE SUMMATION OF TERMS BASED ON USTAR*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO TWO */
/*UPPER LIMIT OF THE SUMMATION*/
IF MAXE<0 THEN UPLIM:N
ELSE UPLIM:MIN(N,MAXE),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
/*SUMMATION*/
FOR I: -UPLIN THRU UPLI O (U:U+USTAR [N, 0, 1, 0, MAXE] (A, H, K, P,0, L)),
/*H ANO K ARE DECLARED AS MAIN VARIABLES*/
RATVARS (H, K)
/*EXTRACTION OF THE REALPART, SIMPLIFICATION ANO MULTIPLICATION
BY A FACTOR OEPENDING ON THE PARAMETER N ONLY */
RETURN (MU*RE^N/A^ (N+1) *RATS IMP (REALPART (U))) ) S
Usage of SLZ (N,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
The results can be checked against Cefola, P.J., Long, A.C., and
McClain, W.D. [42].
(C47) SLZ (2, -11 (A, H, K, P,0, L);
2 2 3
J (C - 4 C + 1) MU RE X
(047)
2 A (C + 1)
(C48) SLZ (3, -11 (A,H,K, P,0, L):
2 3 G
3 J (C -3 C + 1) MU (K P - H Q) RE X
(048)
A (C + 1)
(C43) SLZ (4, -11 (A. H,K, P, Q,L);
2 2 2 2 2 4
(043) - 3 J MU (K ((30 C - 80 C + 30) 0 + (- 30 C + 80 C - 30) P + 3 C
4
3 2 2 2 2
- 48 C + 108 C - 48 C + 3) +.H ((- 30 C + 80 C - 30) Q
2 2 4 3 2
+ (30 C -8 C + 30) P + 3 C - 48 C + 108 C -48 C + 3)
2 4 3 2 4 7
+ (120 C -320 C + 120) H K P Q + 2 C - 32 C + 72 C - 32 C + 2) RE X
S 4
/'(1G A (C + 1) )
2.3.3 RT [N,M,RATIOMAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
A listing of this block and some examples are presented; the corres-
ponding mathematics is given in Appendix B.8.
Listing of RT [N,M,RATI0,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
RT (N,M,RAT10,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L) :=BLOCK ( I, JO,LOWLIfM,RATFAC,U,UPLI ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1378
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-833*/
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE AVERAGED RESONANT POTENTIAL OUE TO THE
TESSERAL HARMONIC OF DEGREE N AND ORDER M FOR AN ORBIT WHOSE
PERIOD IS RATIO TIMES A DAY
THE POTENTIAL IS EXPANDED THROUGH THE ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICI TY*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
RT [N, M, RATIO, MAXEI (A,H,K,P,0,L) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
USTAR[N,M,I,T,MAXE (A,H,K,P,0,L) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
I SUMMATION INOEX
J0 PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE RESONANCE
LOWLIM LOWER LIMIT OF THE SUMMATION
U INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF RT[N,M,
RATIO, MAXE].
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF THE SUMMATION*/
/*METHOD
FINITE SUMMATION DUE TO THE TRUNCATION IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY
EACH TERM OF THE SUM IS EVALUATED THANKS TO USTAR*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
MAXE MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
M MUST BE GREATER.THAN ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M*/
/*CHECK THAT MAXE AND M HAVE CORRECT VALUES*/
IF MAXE<0
OR M=0 THEN RETURN(ERROR),
/*1F THERE IS NO RESONANCE THEN THE AVERAGED TESSERAL POTENTIAL IS EQUAL TO ZERO*/
JO:NM*RATIO,
IF I NTEGERP (JO) =FALSE THEN RETURN (0),
/*LIMITS OF THE SUMMATION*/
LOWLLINM:NAX (JO-AXE, -N),
IF INTEGERP( (N-LOWLIM)/2)=FALSE THEN LOWLIM:LOWLIM+1,
UPLIM:MIN (JO+MAXE,N),
IF INTEGERP((N-UPLIM)/2)=FALSE THEN UPLIM:UPLIM-1,
IF LOWLIM>UPLIM THEN RETURN(0),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
U:0,
/*SUMMAT ION*/
FOR I:LOWLIM STEP 2 THRU UPLIM OO(U:U+USTAR[N,M,I,J0,MAXE](A,H,K,P,Q,L)),
/*EXTRACTION OF THE REALPART*/
U: REALPART (U),
/*COS(M*TH-JO*L) AND SIN(M*TH-JO*L) ARE DECLARED AS
MAIN VARIABLES */
RATyARS (COS (fM*TH-J0*L),SIN (M*TH-JO*L)),
/*SIMPLIFICATION OF THE POTENTIAL AND MULTIPLICATION BY
A FACTOR DEPENDING ON THE PARAMETER N ONLY */
U: MU*RE^N/A^ (N+1) *RATSIMP (U),
RETURN(U))S
Usage of RT [N,M,RATI0,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,QL)
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. [39], pp. 103,112, 148.
(CS0) RT [2,2,1/2,1] (AH,K,P,O,L);
(050) - 3 NU RE (((6 %S
2, 2
K + 6 %C
2, 2
+ (12 %S
2, 2
H - 12 %C
2. 2
K) P 0 + (- 6 %S
K + %C
2, 2
H) SIN(2 TH - L) + ((6 %S
2, 2
H - 6 %C
2, 2
+ (- 12 %S
2, 2
K - 12 %C
2, 2
H) P 0 +'(6 %C
2, 2
K - 6 %S
2, 2
K + %S
2, 2
3 2
H) COS(2 TH - L))/(2 A (C + 1)
(C51) RT [3,2,1/2,0) (A,H.K,P,Q,L);
3
(051) - 15 (2 C - 1) MU RE ((%C
3, 2
a + %S
3, 2
P) SIN(2 TH - L)
a - %C
3, 2
4 - 3
P) COS(2 TH - L))/(A (C + 1) )
(C52) RT (4, 4,1/2, 0 (A, H,K,P,0,L);
4 2
(052) - 420 MU RE ((%S
4, 4
o - 2 %C
4, 4
P a - %S
4, 4
2
P ) SIN(2 (2 TH - .L))
- (- %C
4, 4
O - 2 %S
4, 4
P 0 + %C.
4, 4
2 5 4
P ) COS(2 (2 TH - L)))/(A (C + 1)
H) 0
- %S
2, 2
'K - 6 %C
2, 2
H) P
2, 2
2
K) Q
+ %C
2, 2
H) P
+ (%S
3, 2
2.3.4- VOPEQ (MAXE)
A listing of this block is presented. Before calling this block,
a disturbing potential R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L) must be defined, expanded through
order (maxe + 1) in terms of the eccentricity if the corresponding pertur-
bations are desired with an expansion through order maxe. The Lagrange
VOP equations (1.2) are used in this block.
Examples of the usage of this block will not be given directly
but will appear through the use of other blocks.
Listing of VOPEQ (MAXE)
VOPEO(MAXE):=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
CSC/TR-77/6010 */
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE ELEMENT RATES DUE TO A POTENTIAL
R (A, H, K, P, 0, L)
IF MAXE>=0 ALL THE RATES ARE EXPANDED THROUGH THE ORDER MAXE IN
TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
IF MAXE<0 EXACT RATES ARE CALCULATED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
VOPEO (MAXE)*/
/*BLOCKS CALLED
POISSON(I,J,MAXE)*/
/*METHO -
USE OF LAGRANGE'S PLANETARY EQUATIONS*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
MAXE MUST BE AN INTEGER*/
/*IN THE EQUATIONS THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL IS EITHER CALLED
R1(A,H,K,P,0,L) OR R2(AH,K,P,0,L) ACCORDING AS IT IS EXPANDED
THROUGH ORDER MAXE OR (NAXE+1) RESPECTIVELY IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY*/
IF MAXE>=0 THEN (
IF NAXE=1
/*RATFAC IS SET TO FALSE TO ALLOW THE TRUNCATION
PROCESS TO OPERATE */
RATFAC:FALSE,
/*A UNIT WEIGHT IS ASSIGNED TO BOTH H AND K*/
RATWEIGHT (H,1,K, 1),
/*THE VALUE OF THE MAXIMUM WEIGHT IS SET EQUAL
TO MAXE */
RATWTLVL:MAXE),
/*R1(A,H,K,P,Q,L) IS OBTAINED FROM R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L) BY APPLYING
A TRUNCATION TO THE ORDER MAXE AND BY SUBSTITUTING 1 FOR X
IF MAXE IS EQUAL TO 1 */
THEN R1(A,H,K,P,Q,L):=RATSUBST(1,X,R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L))
ELSE R1(A,H,K,P,Q,L):=RATSIMP(R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L)),
/*PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO
THE EQUINOCTIAL ELEMENTS*/
/*RATWTLVL IS TEMPORARILY RESET TO ITS DEFAULT VALUE TO AVOID
UNDESIRED TRUNCATIONS ON R2 WHICH IS EVALUATED WHEN R1 IS
DIFFERENTIATED */
RATVAL:RATWTLVL,
RATWTLVL:FALSE,
DRA:DIFF (R1 (A, H,K, P,0,L) , A),
/*RATWTLVL IS GIVEN BACK ITS ORIGINAL VALUE*/
RATWTLVL:RATVAL,
DRH: RATSIMP (01FF (R2 (A, H, K, P, Q, L) , H))
DRK:RATSIMP (DIFF (R2 (A,H,K,P,0,L) ,K)),
DRP:DIFF (R1 (A, H,K,P,0,L) ,P),
DRQ:DIFF (Ri (A, H,K, P,0, L) , Q),
DRL:DIFF (R1(A,H,K,P,Q,L) ,L),
/*IF NAXE=1 WE REPLACE X BY 1 IN ORH AND ORK*/
IF MAXE=1 THEN (DRH:SUBST(1,X,ORH),
ORK:SUBST(1,X,ORK)),
/*SEI-N1AJOR AXIS.RATE*/
"DA/OT": FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2,Q^2, -POISSON (A,LMAXE) *ORL)),
/*RATES OF THE TWO COMPONENTS OF THE ECCENTRICITY*/
"OH/OT ": FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2, Q^2, -POISSON (H, K, NAXE) *ORK
-POISSON(H,P,MAXE)*ORP-POISSON(H,Q,MAXE)*DRQ
-POISSON (HL,NAXE)*DRL)),
"OK/OT": FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2,^2, -POSSON(KH,MAXE)*ORH
-POISSON (KP, AXE) *DRP-POISSON (K, 0, MAXE) *DRQ
-POISSON(K,L,MAXE)*DRL)),
/*RATES OF THE TWO COMPONENTS OF THE TANGENT OF THE INCLINATION*/
"OP/T": FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2, Q^2, -POISSON (P, H, MAXE) *ORH
-POISSON(P,K,MAXE)*DRK-POISSON(P,0,MAXE)*ORQ
-POISSON(P,LNAXE)*DRL)),
"D/OT :FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2,Q^2, -POISSON(OH,MAXE)*ORH
-POISSON(Q,KNAXE)*ORK-POISSON(Q,P,MAXE)*ORP
-POISSON(Q,L,MAXE)*DRL)),
/*MEAN LONGITUDE RATE*/
"OL/DT": FACTOR (RATSUBST (C-P^2,Q^2, -POISSON (L,A,MAXE)*DRA
-POISSON(L,H,MAXE)*DRH-POISSON(L,K,MAXE)*ORK
-POISSON(L,P,MAXE)*DRP
-POISSON(L,ONAXE)*ORO)),
/*RATWTLVL AND RATFAC ARE GIVEN BACK THE VALUES THEY HAO BEFORE
ENTERING THE BLOCK VOPEU(NAXE) */
RATWTLVL:FALSE,
RATFAC: TRUE) -
23.5 SLZVOP [N,MAXE]
A listing of this block and one example are presented.
Listing of SLZVOP [N,MAXE]
SLZVOP [N, MAXE] :=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE ELEMENT RATES DUE TO THE AVERAGED ZONAL
POTENTIAL OF DEGREE N
I'F MAXE>=e ALL THE RATES ARE EXPANDED THROUGH THE ORDER MAXE IN
TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
IF MAXE<0 EXACT RATES ARE CALCULATED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
SLZYOPIN,MAXE] */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
SLZ[N,MAXE](A,H,K,P,Q,L)
VOPEQ(MAXE) */
/*METHOD
DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL USING SLZ
USE OF LAGRANGE'S PLANETARY EQUATIONS THROUGH VOPEQ */
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO*/
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2(A,H,K,P,O,L) WHICH IS
EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER (MAXE+1) IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
IF MAXE>=0
IF NAXE<0 R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L) IS AN EXACT EXPRESSION OF THE
DISTURBING POTENT I AL*/
IF MAXE>=e THEN R2 (A,H,K, P,0,L) :=SLZ [N,MAXE+1] (A,H,K,P,0,L)
ELSE R2 (A,H,K,P,0,L):=SLZ [N,MAXE (A,H,K,P,0,L),
- /*CALL OF VOPEQ(NAXE)*/
VOPEQ(MAXE),
"OA/DT": RATS IP ("DA/DT"),
"OH/T": RATSIMP ("DH/T") ,
"OK/DT":RATSIMP("DK/OT"),
"OP/OT":RATSIMP ("UP/OT"),
"DQ/T": RATSIMP ("DQ/OT"),
"OL/OT":RATSI1P ("UL/OT"),
/*DISPLAY OF THE ELEMENT RATES*/
RETURN (LOI SPLAY ("DA/OT" , "OH/UT", "DK/DT", "OP/DT", "DQ/DT", "DL/DT") ) ) S
Usage of SLZVOP [N,IMAXE]
The results can be checked against Cefola, P.J., Long, A.C.,
McClain, W.D. [42].
(C53) SLZVOP [2, -1];
(E53) DA/OT - 0
2 2 4
3 J (3 C - 6 C + 1) K MU RE X
2
(E54) OH/DT =---------------------------------
5 2
2 A (C + 1) XN
2 2 4
3 J (3 C - 6 C + 1) H NU RE X
2
(E55) OK/DT =- ---------------------------------
5 2
2 A (C + 1) XN
2 4
3 J (C - 1) MU Q RE X
2
(E56) UP/DT = ------------------------
5
2 A (C +1) XN
2 4
3 J (C - 1) MU P RE X
2
(E57) 0D/OT = - ------------------------
2 A (C + 1) XN
2 3 2 2 *2 2 2
(E58) L/DT= 3 J NU RE X (((C - 4 C + 1) K + (C -4 C + 1) H + 2 C
2
2 2 2 5 2
- 2 C) X + (4 C - 10 C + 2) X '+ 2 C - 8 C + 2)/(2 A (C + 1) (X + 1) XN)
(058) [E53, E54, ESS, E56, E57, E58]
2.3.6 RTVOP [N,M,RATI0,MAXE]
A listing of this block and one example are presented.
Listing of RTVOP [N,M,RATIO,MAXE]
RTVOP[N,MRATIO, MAXE] :=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 76-839*/
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE ELEMENT RATES DUE TO THE RESONANT
POTENTIAL OF DEGREE N AND ORDER M FOR AN ORBIT WHOSE PERIOD
IS RATIO TIMES A DAY
THE ELEMENT RATES ARE EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER MAXE IN TERMS
OF THE ECCENTRICITY*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
RTVOP[N,M,RATIO,MAXE] */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
R T (N, M, RAT10, MAXE] (A, H,K, P, 0, L)
VOPE1J(MAXE) */
/*METHOD
DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL USING RT
USE OF LAGRANGE'S PLANETARY EQUATIONS THROUGH VOPEQ*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
MAXE MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
M MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M*/
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L) WHICH IS
EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER (MAXE+1) IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY */
R2(A,H,K,P,Q,L):=RT[N,M,RATIO,MAXE+lI (A,H,K,P,Q,L),
/*CALL OF VOPEQ*/
VDPEQ(N1AXE)
"DA/DT": RATSIMP ("DA/OT"),
"OH/DT": RATSI MP ("OH/DT"),
"OK/DT": RATSIMP ("OK/T"),
"OP/UT":RATSIMP ("OP/OT")
"0Q/DT": RATS IMP ("DOQ/T"),
"DL/DT":RATSIMP("DL/T"),
/*DISPLAY OF THE RESULTS*/
RETURN(LDISPLAY ("OA/T", "OH/UT", "OK/UT", "P/DT", "DOQ/T", "L/DT") ))
Usage of RTVOP [N,M,RATI0,MAXE]
The results can be checked against Collins, S.K. 139], pp. 104-109.
(C59) RTVOP[2,2,1/2,1];
2
(E53) DA/OT = 3 MU RE (((12 %S
2. 2
K + 12 %C
2, 2
+ (12 %S . H - 12 %C
2, 2 2, 2
K) P + (6 %C
2, 2
C - %C ) K
2, 2
+ (- 6 %S
2, 2
+ ((12 %S
2, 2
C - %S ) H) SIN(2 TH - L)
2, 2
H - 12 %C
2, 2
K) P Q + (- 12 %S
2, 2
K - 12 %C
2,
+ (6 %S
2, 2
C - %S ) K + (6 %C
2, 2 2, 2
C + %C ) H) COS(2 TH - L))
2, 2
/(A (C + 1) XN)
H) P 0
H) P
(E60) OH/DT = 3 MU RE ((12 %C
2, 2
P 0 + 12 %S
2, 2
2
P - 6 %S C + %S
2, 2 2, 2
SIN(2 TH - L) + (12 %S
2, 2
P Q - 12 %C
2, 2
2
P + 6 %C
2, 2
C - %C
2, 2
COS(2 TH -
5 2
L))/(2 A (C + 1) XN)
2
(E61) OK/UT = 3 NU RE ((12 %S
2, 2
SIN(2 TH - L) + (- 12 %C
2, 2
P 0 - 12 %C
2, 2
P 0 - 12 %S
2, 2
2
P + 6 %C
2, 2
P + 6 %S
2, 2
C + %C
2, 2
C + %S
2, 2
COS(2 TH - L))/(2 A (C + 1) XN)
2
(E62) OP/DT = - 3 MU RE ((((12 %S
2, 2
+ (4 %S
2, 2
+ (12 %S
2, 2
- 3 %S
2, 2
H - 12 %C
2, 2
C) K + (2 %C
2, 2
K + 12 %C
- 3 %C
3
K) P + ((9 %C
2, 2
H) P
2, 2
C) H) 0
2, 2
C - 4 %C ) K
2, 2
+ (2 %S ,
2, 2
- 9 %S
2, 2
C) H) P) SIN(2 TH - L)
+ (((12 %S
2, 2
H - 12 %C
2, 2
2
K) P + (3 %C
2, 2
C - 4 %C
2, 2
+ (2 %S
2, 2
+ ((9 %S
2, 2
- 3 %S
2, 2 .
C) H) 0 + (- 12 %S
2, 2
C -'4 %S ) K + (9 %C C - 2 %C
2, 2 2, 2
K - 12 %C
2, 2
H) P
) H) P) COS(2 TH - L))
2, 2
S
/(2 A (C + 1) XN)
(EG3) 00/DT - 3 MU RE ((((12 %C
2, 2
+ (- 3 %C
2, 2
K - 12 %S H) P
C - 2 %C ) K + (3 XS
2. 2 .2, 2
+ (12 %S K + 12 %C
2, 2 2, 2
3
H) P + ((- 9 %S
2, 2
2, 2
C + 4 %S )H)
2, 2
C - 2 %S ) K
2, 2
+ (- 9 %C
2, 2.
C - 4 %C ) H) P) SIM2 TH - L)
2, 2
+ (((12 %S
2, 2
(- 3 %C
K + 12 %C H) P + (- 3 %S
2, 2
C - 4 %C ) H) 0 + (12 %S
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
2, 2
C - 2 XS ) K
2, 2
H - 12 %C K) P
2, 2
+ ((9 %C C + 2 %C ) K + (- 9 %S C - 4 XS ) H) P)
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
5
COS(2 TH - L))/(2 A (C + 1) X(N)
2
(E64) OL/OT - 3 MU RE ((((24 %C
2, 2
+ (180 %S
+ (24 %C
2
2, 2
, 2
C - 180 %C ) K
2, 2
- 24 %S C) H) P 0 + ((24 %S
2, 2
2
C - 180 %C H) P + (- 12 %S
2, 2
2, 2
2, 2
C - 180 %S )K
2, 2
2
C + 94 %S C
2, 2
2
13 %S K + (- 12 %C C + 86 %C C + 13 %C ) H)
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
+ (((24 %S
2, 2
+ ((180
+ (12 %C
+ (- 12
(C
SIN(2 TH - L)
C - 180 %S ) K + (24 %C C - 180 %C ) H) P Q -
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
%C - 24 %C C) K + (24 XS C -180 XS ) H) P
2, 2 2, 2 2,2 2, 2
2
C - 94 %C C + 13 %C 1K
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
2
%S C + 86 %S C + 13 'S I H) COS(2 TH - L))
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
2
+ 1) XN)
IE53, EGO, EG1, E62, E63, E641
99
/(4 A
(064)
2.3.7 Sl [N,M,I,TMAXE]
A listing of this block is presented. No direct example will be
given but this block will appear through several other blocks. The cor-
responding mathematics is given in Appendix B.9.
Listing of Sl [N,M,I,T,MAXE]
S1 [N,IM, I ,T,MAXEI :=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1378
NACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 78-1383 */
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE REALPART S OF THE INTEGRAL OF
N,N, I,T
USTAR(N,M,I,T,MAXE] WITH RESPECT TO ITS TRIGONOMETRIC ARGUMENT
AND DIVIDED BY THE CONSTANT (T*XN-M*WE)
IF MAXE>=0 AN EXPANSION THROUGH ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY IS ACHIEVED
IF MAXE<0 AND T=0 THE EXACT EXPRESSION IS CALCULATED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
S1(N,M,I,TMAXE] */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
USTAR[N,M,I,T,MAXE (A,H,K,P,Q,L) */
/*METHOO
EXPLICIT FORMULA BASED ON USTAR*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M, I, T AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M
I MUST RANGE BETWEEN -N AND N */
/*IF (N-1) IS 000 THE RESULT IS ZERO*/
IF INTEGERP( (N-l)/2)=FALSE THEN RETURN(e),
/*FOR CONVENIENCE WE SET S1[N,0,I,G,MAXE]-0 BY CONVENTION*/
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IF -T-0 AND M =0 THEN RETURN(0),
/*THE PART OF USTAR WHICH DOES NOT DEPEND ON THE TRIGONOMETRIC
ARGUMENT IS ISOLATED */
U:USTAR[N,M,I,TMAXE] (A,H,K,P,0,L)*%E^(-%I*(T*L-M*TH)),
/*INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO THE TRIGONOMETRIC ARGUMENT AND
DIVISION BY (T*XN-N*WE) */
RETURN (RATSIMP (REALPART (U) *SIN(T*L-M*TH)+1MAGPART (U)*COS(T*L-M*TH) )/(T*XN-M*WE))) S
2.3.8 S2 [N,MI,T,RATI0,MAXE]
A listing of this block is presented. As for Sl[N,M,I,T,MAXE],
this block will be used through other blocks and, consequently, no direct
example will be given.
Listing of S2[NM,I,TRATIO,MAXE]
S2[N,MI ,T,RAT10,MAXE :=BLOCK(
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYNA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 78-1383 */
/*THIS BLOCK IS SIMILAR TO S1[N,M,I,T,MAXE EXCEPT THAT IT
ASSIGNS TO ZERO THE TERMS CORRESPONDING TO THE N-DAILY
EFFECT AND THE RESONANT EFFECT IN THE CASE OF
AN ORBIT WHOSE PERIOD IS RATIO TIMES A DAY*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
S2[N,NI,TRATIO,MAXE] */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
S[N,M,I,T,MAXE] */
/*METHOD
CALL OF 51 EACH TIME THE RESULT IS NOT ZERO*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
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/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M, 1, T AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M
I MUST RANGE BETWEEN -N AND N */
/*RESONANT AND -DAILY TERMS ARE ASSIGNED TO BE ZERO
IF (N-I) IS ODD THE RESULT IS ALSO EQUAL TO ZERO */
IF T=M*RATIO
OR T=0
OR INTEGERP( (N-I) /2) =FALSE THEN RETURN (B),
/*IN THE OTHER CASES CALL OF S1[N,M,I,T,MAXE */
RETURN (S1 [N,M, 1 ,T,MAXEI ))S
2.3.9 ZSIMP (EXPR)
This block is simply used in order to improve the form of displayed
expressions and make them more compact by regrouping all the terms which
possess the same trigonometric irgument. A listing of this block is presented.
Listing of ZSIMP (EXPR)
ZSIMP (EXPR) : =BLOCK ( [V, W] ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYNA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
MACSYNA REFERENCE MANUAL, PROJECT MAC-M.I.T.,
1977, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY */
/*THIS BLOCK ASSIGNS COS(Y) AND SIN(Y) TO BE THE MAIN VARIABLES
IN EXPR WHERE Y IS ANY LINEAR COMBINATION OF TH AND L*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
ZSIMP(EXPR) */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
NONE */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
V) ARGUMENTS WHICH ARE TO BE USED IN THE PLACE OF
W) L AND TH BEFORE APPLYING OUTOFPOIS */
/*METHOD
USE OF THE MACSYNA FUNCTION OUTOFPOIS(EXPR) */
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/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*THE ARGUMENTS L AND TH ARE REPLACEO BY V AND W RESPECTIVELY
SO THAT OUTOFPOIS MAY BE APPLIE*/.
EXPR:SUBST ( [L=V, TH=W] ,EXPR),
EXPR: RATSIMP (OUTOFPOIS (EXPR)),
/*THE ARGUMENTS L AND TH ARE SUBSTITUTED BACK FOR V AND W*/
RETURN (SUBST ( [.V=L,W-TH] ,EXPR)) )S
2.3.10 MDEL[N,M,MAXE]
A listing of this block and an example are presented. The mathe-
matical details are given in Appendix B.10.
Listing of MDEL [N,M,MAXE]
MOEL [N,M,MAXE]:=BLOCK (11,SNM,UPLIM,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1378
MACSYMA BLOCK */
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 78-1383 */
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE PERTURBATIONS DUE TO THE M-DAILY
POTENTIAL OF DEGREE N
IF MAXE>=0 AN EXPANSION THROUGH ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY IS ACHIEVED
IF MAXE<0 THE EXACT EXPRESSIONS ARE CALCULATED*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
NDEL[N,M,MAXE] *1
/*BLOCKS CALLED
S1 [N,M, I,T,MAXE]
VOPEQ(MAXE) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
I SUMMATION INDEX
SNN INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2 USED IN VOPEQ
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF SUMMATION */
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/*METHOD
R2 IS DETERMINED AS A FINITE SUMMATION OF TERMS
BASED.ON S1
OSCULATING EQUATIONS OF MOTION ARE SOLVED'THROUGH VOPEO *
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M*/
/*CHECK THAT M IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO*/
IF M-0 THEN RETURN("ERROR: MDEL APPLIED TO ZONAL HARMONIC"),
IF MAXE<e THEN UPLIM:N
ELSE UPLIN:MIN(N,MAXE+1),
/*INI TIALIZATION*/
SNM: 0.,
I F MAXE<0 THEN (FOR I.: -UPL IM THRU UPL IM 00 (SNM: SNM+Sl [N, M, 1 , 0, MAXEJ ) )
ELSE (FOR I : -UPL IM THRU UPL IM DO (SNM: SNM+Sl [N, M, I, 0, MAXE+l) ),
/*COS(M*TH) AND SIN(M*TH) ARE DECLARED AS MAIN VARIABLES*/
RATVARS (COS (M*TH),S I N(M*TH)),
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL*/
R2 (A, H, K, P, 0, L) :=RATS IMP (SNM) *MU*RE^N/A^ (N+1),
'/*CALL OF VOPEQ*/
VOPEO(MAXE),
/*DEFINITIONS OF THE PERTURBATIONS*/
OELTA%A: RATSIMP ("DA/OT"),
DELTA%H: RATSIMP ("DH/DT"),
OELTA%K: RATSIMP ("OK/DT"),
DELTA%P: RATSIMP ("DP/DT"),
DELTA%Q: RATSIMP ("DOQ/DT"),
OELTA%L: RATSIMP ("OL /OT"),
/*DISPLAY OF THE PERTURBATIONS*/
RETURN (LOI SPLAY (DEL TA%A, DELTA%H, DELTA%K,DELTA%P, DELTA%Q, DELTA%L) ) ) S
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Usage of MDEL[N,M,MAXE]
(CGS) MDEL[2,2,-1]:
(E65) OELTA%A = 0
2 4
(E66) OELTA%H = - 3 (C - 4) K MU RE X
((2 %S
2, 2
+ (- 2 %C
2, 2
P 0 - 2 %C
2, 2
P Q - 2 %S
2, 2
P + %C
2, 2
2
P + %S
2, 2
C) SIN(2 TH)
5 2
C) COS(2 TH))/(A (C + 1) WE XN)
2 4
(E67) OELTA%K = 3 (C - 4) H MU RE X ((2 %S
2, 2
+ %C C) SIN(2 TH) + (- 2 %C P Q - 2 %S
2, 2 2, 2 2, 2
P 0 - 2 %C
2, 2
P + %S
2, 2
C) COS(2 TH))
5 2
/(A (C + I) WE XN)
2 4
(E68) OELTA%P = 3 NU RE X (((4 %C
2 2 A
3
+ 4 %S
2, 2
+ ((4 %S
2, 2
+ (3 %C
2, 2
P + (%S
2, 2
P - %S
2, 2
- 3 %S
2, 2
C + %S
2, 2
2
P - %C
2, 2
C) P) SIN(2 TH)
o - 4 %C
2, 2
C + %C )Q
2, 2
C - %C )P) COS (2 TH))/(2 A (C + 1) WE XN)
2, 2
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2 4
(E63) DELTA%Q = 3 MU RE X (((4 %S
2, 2
2
P - %S C - %S )Q
2, 2 2, 2
- 4 %C
2, 2
+ ((- 4 %C
2, 2
P + (3 %C
2, 2
2
P + %C
2, 2
C + %C ) P) SIN(2 TH)
2, 2
C + %C ) 0 - 4 %S
2, 2 2, 2
+ (3 %S
2, 2
C + %S ) P) COS(2 TH))/(2 A (C + 1) WE XN)
2, 2
2 3 2 2 2
(E70) DELTA%L = 3 NU RE X ((3 K + 3 H - C + 1) X + (7 - C) X + 6)
((2 %S
2, 2
+ (- 2 %C
2, 2
P 0 - 2 %C
2, 2
P Q - 2 %S
2, 2
P + %C
2, 2
2
P + %S
2, 2
C) SIN(2 TH)
C) COS(2 TH))
5 - 2
/(A (C + 1) WE (X + 1) XN)
(070) (E65, E66, E67, E68, E63, E70J
2.3.11 ZDEL [N,MAXE]
A listing of this block and an example are presented. The corres-
ponding mathematics is presented in Appendix B.11.
Listing of ZDEL [N,MAXE]
ZOEL[N,MAXE] :=BLOCK( [I ,LOWLIM,TU1,U2,UPLIM] ,
/*VERSION OF MAY 30, 1978
MACSYMA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 78-1383.*/
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/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE PERTURBATIONS DUE TO THE SHORT PERIODIC
POTENTIAL DUE TO THE ZONAL HARMONIC OF DEGREE N
AN EXPANSION THROUGH ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
IS ACHIEVED*/
/*CALLING.SEQUENCE
ZOEL(N,MAXE] *1
/*BLOCKS -CALLED
Si [N,M, I ,T,MAXE]
VOPEQ (MAXE)
ZSIMP(EXPR) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
I FIRST SUMMATION INDEX
LOULIM LOWER LIMIT OF SUMMATION
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF SUMMATION'
Ufl INTERMEDIATE VALUES FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
U2) DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2 USED IN VOPEQ
U3 DISTURBING POTENTIAL EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER MAXE
T SECOND SUMMATION INDEX*/
/*METHOD
R2 IS A SUMMATION OF TERMS BASED ON 51 WHICH IS
FINITE THANKS TO A TRUNCATION IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
OSCULATING EQUATIONS OF MOTION ARE SOLVED THROUGH VOPEG
A COMPLEMENTARY PART FOR THE MEAN LONGITUDE PERTURBATION
IS THEN ADDED*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
/*RESTRICTIONS
N AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
N MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
MAXE MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO*/
/*CHECK THAT MAXE HAS A CORRECT VALUE*/
IF MAXE<0 THEN RETURN(ERROR),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
U2:0,
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/*FIRST SUNNATION*/
FOR T:-(N+MAXE+1) THRU (N+NAXE+1) 00( /*LIMITS OF THE SUMATION*/
LOWLIN:NAX(-N,T-NAXE-1),
UPLII:MIN(N,T+NAXE+1),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
U1: 0,
/*SUMMAT ION*/
FOR I:LOWLIM THRU UPLIN.O(
U1:U1+S1[N,0,I,T,MAXE+11),
/*COS(T*L) AND SIN(T*L) ARE DECLARED
AS MAIN VARIABLES*/
RATVARS(COS(T*L),SIN(T*L)),
U2:U2+RATSINP(U1)),
/*OEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL*/
U2:U2*NU*RE^N/AA(N+1),
R2(A,H,K,P,0,L) :=U2,
/*CALL OF VOPEQ*/
VOPEQ(NAXE),
/*RATFAC IS SET TO FALSE TO ALLOW THE TRUNCATION PROCESS
TO OPERATE */
RATFAC:FALSE.
/*THE NAXINUM WEIGHT IS SET EQUAL TO NAXE */
RATWTLVL:NAXE,
/*THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL U3 EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER
NAXE IS OBTAINED BY APPLYING A TRUNCATION ON U2 */
U3:RATSIMP(U2),
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/*IF MAXE=1 X IS REPLACED BY 1 IN THE POTENTIAL U3 */
IF MAXE=1 THEN U3:SUBST(1,X,U3),
/*RATFAC AND RATWTLVL ARE RESTORED TO THEIR ORIGINAL VALUES */
RATFAC: TRUE,
RATWTLVL:FALSE,
/*DEFINITION OF THE PERTURBATIONS*/
DELTA%A:ZSIMP("DA/DT"),
DEL TA%H: ZSINP ("DH/D T"),
DELTA%K:ZSI MP("DK/DT"),
DEL TA%P: ZS INP ("D/DT ") ,
DEL T A%Q: ZS INMP (' "D0 /0 T "
DEL TA%L: ZS IMP (' DL /D T "-3/ (XN*A^2) *U3),
/*DISPLAY OF THE RESULTS*/
RETURN (LDI SPLAY (DELTA%A, DELTA%H, DELTA%K,DELTA%P,DELTA%Q,DELTA%L)))8
Usage of ZDEL [N,MAXE]
(C51) ZDEL[2,1J;
2 2
(E51) OELTA%A = 3 J NU RE ((14 K P Q - 14 H P + 7 C H) SIN(3 L)
2
2
+ (-14 H P O - 14 K P + 7 C K) COS(3 L) + 4 P Q SIN(2 L)
2 2 2
+ (2 C - 4 P ) COS(2 L) + (- 2 K P Q - 2 H P + (C - 3 C + 1) H) SIN(L)
2 2 4 2 2
+ (- 2 H P Q + 2 K P + (C - 5 C + 1) K) COS(L))/(A (C + 1) XN)
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(E52) OELTA%H =
2 2
- J MU RE ((02 H P Q + 102 K P - 51 C K) SIN(4 L)
+ (102 K P 0 - 102 H P + 51 C H) COS(4 L) + (28 P - 14 C) SIN(3 L)
+ 28 P Q COS(3
2 2
L) + (12 H P0 Q (- 12 C - 48) K P + (- 3 C + 60 C -93) K)
SIN(2 L) + ((- 12 C - 48) K P 0 - 12- H P + (3 C - 30 C + 3) H) COS(2 L)
2 2 5 2 2
+ (- 12 P -.6 C + 30 C - 6) SIN(L) - 12 P 0 COS(L))/(4 A (C + 1) XN
2 2
(E53) OELTA%K = J MU RE ((102 K P Q - 102 H P + 51 C H) SIN(4 L)
+ (- 102 H P 0 - 102 K P + 51 C K) COS(4 L) + 28 P 0 SIN(3 L)
2 2
+ (14 C -28 P ) COS(3 L) + (-12 K P Q + (- 12 C -48) H P
2
+ (15 C -12 C + 3) H) SIN(2 L) + ((- 12 C - 48) H P Q + 12 K P
2
+ (9 C - 42 C + 3) K) COS (2 L) + 12 P 0 SIN(L)
2 2 5 2 2
+ (- 12 P + 6 C - 18 C + 6) COS(L)) / (4 A (C + 1). XN
2
(E54) OELTA%P = - J (C - 1) MU RE ((7 K 0 - 7 H P) SIN(3 L)
2
+ (- 7 H 0 - 7 K P) COS(3 L) + 3 0 SIN(2 L) - 3 P COS(2 L)
5
+ (- 21 K 0 - 3 H P) SIN(L) + (15 H 0 + 3 K P) COS(L))/(4 A
2
(ESS) DELTA%Q = - J (C - 1) MU RE ((7 H 0 + 7 K P) SIN(3 L)
2
2
(C + 1) XN)
+ (7 K 0 - 7 H P) COS(3 L) + 3 P SIN(2 L) + 3 0 COS(2 L)
5 2
+ (3 H 0 + 15 K P) SIN(L) + (- 3 K 0 - 21 H P) COS(L))/(4 A (C + 1) XN )
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(E56) OELTA%L = - J MU RE (.(42 K 0 + (126 - 28 C) H P Q
2
2 2
+ (168 - 28 C) K P + (14 C - 105 C) K) SIN(3 L)
2 2 2
+ (- 42 H J + (126 - 28 C) K P Q + (28 C - 168) H P + (105 C - 14 C ) H)
2 2 2
COS(3 L) + (18 0 + (66 - 12 C) P + 6 C - 42 C) SIN(2 L)
2
+ (48 - 12 C) P 0 COS(2 L) + (- 18 K 0 + (54 - 12 C) H P 0
+ (12 C - 72) K P + (- 63 C + 165 C - 21) K) SIN(L)
2 2
+ (- 18 H 0 + (12 C - 54) K P 0 + (12 C - 72) H P + (51
2
C - 75 C + 21) H)
5 2 2
COS(L))/(4 A (C + 1) XN
(056) (E51, E52, E53, E54, EGG, E56]
This block will be used in the determination of the second order
effects due to the oblateness of the Earth; the validity of the final
results will thus be an indirect check for the validity of this block.
2.3.12 TESDEL [N,M,RATIO,MAXE]
A listing of this block is presented. The corresponding mathe-
matics is given in Appendix .B.12.
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Listing of TESDEL [N,M,RATIO,MAXE]
TESOEL [N,M,RATIO,MAXE] :=BLOCK([ I,LOWLIM,T,U1,U2,U3,UPLIM),
/*VERSION OF MAY 30,1378
MACSYNA BLOCK
/*REFERENCE
AIAA PAPER 78-1383 */
/*THIS BLOCK COMPUTES THE PERTURBATIONS DUE TO THE SHORT PERIODIC
TESSERAL HARMONIC OF DEGREE N AND ORDER M FOR AN ORBIT WHOSE
PERIOD IS RATIO TIMES A DAY, THE M-DAILY TERMS ARE NOT INCLUDED
THE PERTURBATIONS ARE EXPANDED THROUGH ORDER MAXE IN TERMS OF
THE ECCENTRICITY*/
/*CALLING SEQUENCE
TESOEL(N,M,RATIO,MAXE] */
/*BLOCKS CALLED
S2[N,M,I,T,MAXE)
VOPEQ(MAXE)
ZSIMP(EXPR) */
/*LOCAL VARIABLES
I FIRST SUMMATION INDEX
LOWLIM LOWER LIMIT OF SUMMATION
UPLIM UPPER LIMIT OF SUMMATION
Ul) INTERMEDIATE VALUES FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
U2) DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2 USED IN VOPEO
U3 INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR THE CALCULATION OF AN
ADDITIVE TERM APPEARING IN THE MEAN LONGITUDE
PERTURBATION
T SECOND SUMMATION INDEX */
/*METHOD
R2 IS A SUMMATION OF TERMS BASED ON 51 WHICH IS FINITE
THANKS TO A TRUNCATION IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY
OSCULATING EQUATIONS OF MOTION ARE SOLVED THROUGH VOPEG
A COMPLEMENTARY PART FOR THE MEAN LONGITUDE PERTURBATION
IS THEN ADDED*/
/*PROGRAMMER
E. ZEIS, MIT*/
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/*RESTRICTIONS
N, M AND MAXE MUST BE INTEGERS
M MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
N MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M
MAXE MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO*/
/*CHECK THAT M IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO*/
IF M=0 THEN RETURN("ERROR: TESOEL APPLIED TO ZONAL HARMONIC"),
/*INITIALIZATIONS*/
U2: 0,
U3: 0,
/*A UNIT WEIGHT IS ASSIGNED TO H AND K*/
RATWEIGHT (H, 1,K, 1),
/*FIRST SUMMATION*/
FOR T:-(N+MAXE+1) THRU (N+MAXE+1) DO( /*LIMITS OF SECOND SUMMATION*/
LOWLIN:NAX(-N,T-NAXE-1),.
UPLIM:MIN(N,T+MAXE+1),
/*INITIALIZATION*/
U1: 0,
/*SUMMAT ION*/
FOR I:LOWLIM THRU UPLIM 00(
U1:U1+S2[N,M, I ,T,RATIO,MAXE+1]),
/*COS(M*TH-T*L) AND SIN(N*TH-T*L.)
ARE DECLARED AS MAIN
VARIABLES */
RATVARS(COS(M*TH-T*L) ,SIN(M*TH-T*L)),
U1:RATSIMP(Ul),
/*UPDATING OF U2*/
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U2:U2+U1,
/*RATFAC IS SET TO FALSE TO
ALLOW THE TRUNCATION
PROCESS TO OPERATE */
RATFAC:FALSE,
/*THE MAXIMUM WEIGHT RATWTLVL
IS SET EQUAL TO MAXE */
RATWTLVL:NAXE,
/*TRUNCATION ON U1*/
U1:RATSIMP(U1),
/*THE AUXILIARY VARIABLE X IS
REPLACED BY 1 IF NAXE-1 */
IF NAXE=1 THEN U1:SUBST(1,X,U1),
/*UPDATING OF U3 */
U3:U3+U1*T/(T*XN-M*WE),
/*RATFAC AND RATWTLVL ARE RESTORED
TO THEIR ORIGINAL VALUES */
RATFAC:TRUE,
RATWTLVL:FALSE),
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIALS*/
R2 (A, H, K, P, 0, L) : =U2*NU*RE^N/A^ (N+1)
U3: U3*MU*RE^N/A^ (N+1),
/*CALL OF VOPEQ*/
VOPEO(NAXE),
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/*DEFINITION OF THE PERTURBATIONS*/
OELTA%A:ZSINP("DA/DT"),
OELTA%H:ZSIMP("DH/OT"),
OELTA%K:ZSIMP("DK/OT"),
DELTA%P: ZSIMP ("DP/OT"),
OELTA%Q: ZS INP ("DO/DT") ,
OELTA%L: ZS IMP ("LL/OT "-3/A^2*U3),
/*DISPLAY OF THE RESULTS*/
RETURN (LOI SPLAY (OELTA%A, OELTA%H,DELTA%K,OELTA%P,OELTA%Q,OELTA%L) I) S
The execution of this block, as it stands now, requires a very
large amount of time and an improvement of its computational efficiency
is necessary to make it practically usable.
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Effects of the Oblateness of the Earth J2
In this paragraph, a description is given of the derivation of the
averaged equations of motion and short-periodics due to J2 to the second
order in that parameter and with an expansion through the zeroth order in
terms of the eecentricity.
To preserve the conciseness of the presentation, only the main steps
of the derivation are given and all the intermediary simplifications are
omitted. The main simplifications applied are trigonometric simplifica-
tions, regrouping of similar terms and cancellation of the constants of
integration which appear whenever the MACSYMA command INTEGRATE is used.
To achieve this derivation we need the disturbing potential due to
J2 expanded through the second order in terms of the eccentricity.
This disturbing potential is the real part of the complex potential
given by relation (2.4).
U20 = (R 2
2
1=-2
As Unmit is of order ji-tj in terms of
of U20 through order 2 in terms of the
Real {U* 0 I} (2.6)
+0o
t=-CO
the eccentricity, for an expansion
eccentricity, U20 becomes
U 0R )2)U20 a
2
i1=-2
i+2
Z,'-
t=1-2
Real {U20 It}
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(2.7)
2.4
As U2 is equal to zero for (2-i) odd, U20 can be expressed more simply
U0 (R)2U20 a ~ a
2
i=-2
i+2
t=i-2
Real {U* }201 t
i even
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL DUE TO J[2] EXPANDED
THROUGH THE SECOND ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY */
/*INITIALIZATION*/
U:0$
/*SUMMATION*/
FOR I:-2 STEP 2 THRU 2 0O(FOR T: (I-MAXE-2) THRU (I+MAXE+2) 00(
U:U+USTAR(2,0,I1,T,MAXE+21 (A,H,K,P,0,L)))S
/*EXTRACTION OF THE REALPART AND MULTIPLICATION BY A COMMON FACTOR*/
U20: MU*RE^2/A^3*REALPART (U) S
Having determined U20, the corresponding osculating VOP equations can
be produced at the first order in terms of the eccentricity by using the
block VOPEQ(1).
According to equations (1.12), the osculating VOP equations of motion
can be expressed as
da.
= J2F (a,2) (i = 1,...,6)
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(2.8)
(2.9)
The mean motion no longer appears in the mean longitude equation be-
cause only the disturbing effects are taken into consideration in the block
VOPEQ.
/*DEFINITION OF THE DISTURBING POTENTIAL R2 */
R2(A,H,K,P,O,L):=U20$
/*THE OSCULATING EQUATIONS OF MOTION EXPANDED THROUGH THE FIRST
ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY ARE GENERATED BY VOPEG */
VOPEQ(1)$
/*DEFINITION OF THE F1 FUNCTIONS EXPANDED THROUGH THE FIRST ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE PARAMETER J[21*/
J2F1:"DA/DT"S
J2F2: "DH/DT " S
J2F3: "OK/DT "s
J2F4: "DP/DT"$
J2FS: "DO/DT"S
J2FG: "DL/OT"
/*DEFINITION OF THE Fl FUNCTIONS EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE PARAMETER J[2]*/
J2F1P:SUBST( [H=0,K=01 ,J2F1)S
J2F2P:SUBST( (H=0,K=0] ,J2F2)S
J2F3P:SUBST( (H=0,K=0] ,J2F3)S
J2F4P:SUBST( [H=0,K=0] ,J2F4)S
J2F5P:SUBST( [H=0,K=0], J2FS)S
J2F6P:SUBST( [H=0,K=0] ,J2F6)S
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According to equations (1.13), the short-periodics due to J2 can
be expressed as
Aa = a - a = J2 "i,l1
2( )+ 1 2 "i2(
(i = 1,...,6) (2.10)
The first order short periodics J2 i1" 1 (a,T), expanded through the
zeroth order in terms of the eccentricity, can directly be obtained by using
the block ZDEL
/*OEFINITION OF THE ETAll FUNCTIONS EXPANDED THROUH THE ZEROTH ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY ANO MULTIPLIED BY THE PARAMETER J[2]*/
ZOEL [2, 019
J2ETA11:0ELTA%AS
J2ETA21:DELTAHS
J2ETA31: ELTA%KS
J2ETA41:0ELTA%PS
J2ETA51: DELTA%QS
J2ETA61:DELTA%LS
According to equations (1.14) the averaged equations of motion due
to J2 can be expressed as
+ J2 A i2(a)
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da.
= 1 2 A g (a)
(i = 1,...,5) (2.lla)
S n(~ ) + J2 A6 1  + 2 A ()Tt- l  9  2 6 32(a (2.11b)
The first order functions A . (a) which appear in the right-hand sides of
these equations, expanded through the zeroth order in terms of the eccentricity,
can directly be obtained by using the block SLZVOP.
/*DEFINITION OF THE All FUNCTIONS EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE PARAMETER J[21*/
SLZVOP[2,01S
J2A11: "DA/DT"8
J2A21: "DH/OT"$
J2A31: "DK/DT"S
J2A41: "DP/DT " $
'J2A51: "DO/DT"
J2A61: "DL/DT"$
Table 2.2
First Order Contributions of the Cblateness of the Earth J to
the Averaged Equations of Motion and Short Periodics With
an Expansion Through the Zeroth Order in Terms of the Eccentricity
J2All = 0
J2A21 = 0
J2A31 = 0
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2
3 J (C - 1) MU O RE
2
J2A41 = ---------------------
5
2 A (C + 1) XN
2
3 J (C - 1) MU P RE
2
J2A51 = - ---------------------
5
2 A (C + 1) XN
2 - 2
3 J (2 C - 5 C + 1) MU RE
2
J2AG1 = ---------------------------
A (C + 1) XN
6 J MU RE (2 P 0 SIN(2 L) + (C - 2 P ) COS(2 L))
2
J2ETA11 = ---------------- ----------------------------------
4 2 2
A (C + 1) XN
J2ETA21 = - J MU
2
2
+ (- 6 P -
2 2
RE ((14 P - 7 C) SIN(3 L) + 14 P 0 COS(3 L)
3 C + 15 C - 3) SIN(L) - 6 P 0 COS(L))/(2 A
2 2
(C + 1) XN)
2
J2ETA31 = J MU RE
2
(14 P 0 SIN(3 L) + (7 C - 14 P ) COS(3 L) + 6 P Q SIN(L)
2 2 5
+ (- P + 3 C - 9 C + 3) COS(L))(2 A
2 2
(C + 1) XN )
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2
3 J (C - 1) MU RE (0 SIN(2 L) - P COS(2 L))
2
J2ETA41 = - ---------------------------
4 A (C + 1) -XN
3 J (C - 1) MU RE (P SIN(2 L) + 0 COS(2 L))
- 2
J2ETA51 = - ---------------------------------------------
4 A (C + 1) XN
2 2 2 2
J2ETAG1 = - 3 J NU RE ((3 0 + (11 - 2 C) P + C - 7 C) SIN(2 L)
+ (8 - 2 C) P 0 COS(2 L))/(2 A (C +
The averaged equations of motion can be checked against Reference [42].
The following functions are defined which appear in relations
F (a, ) =
6
S1
k=1
+F.
"k, 1 (aT) -L
' Bak
Substituting relations (2.12) into relations (1.30)
= (F1 1 F
15
< F6,1 (a,T) + -
(i = 1,... .5)
n ('a)
2
al
2 - --
11,1 (a,)
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2 2
1) XN )
(1.30)
(i = 1,...,6) (2.12)
A i,2 (a)
A6,2(a)
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
/*THE FI FUNCTIONS ARE DECLARED TO BE DEPENDENT ON THE EQUINOCTIAL
VARIABLES AND ON THE MEAN NOTION SO THAT THE DIFFERENTIATION
PROCESS CAN OPERATE */
DEPENDS( [J2F1,J2F2,J2F3,J2F4,J2FS,J2FG,J2F1P,J2F2P,J2F3P,J2F4P,J2F5P,J2FGP],
(A,H,K,P,Q,L,XN])S
/*THE F11 FUNCTIONS ARE EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER IN TERMS OF
THE ECCENTRICITY AND NULTIPLIED BY THE SQUARE OF THE PARAMETER
J(2] *1
J22F11:J2ETA11*(0IFF(J2F1P,A)-3/(2*A)*XN*DIFF(J2F1P,XN))
+J2ETA21*DIFF(J2F1,H)+J2ETA31*DIFF(J2F1,K)
+J2ETA41*D1FF(J2F1P,P)+J2ETA51*D1FF(J2F1P,0)
+J2ETAGI*DIFF(J2F1P,L)S
J22F21:J2ETA11*(0IFF(J2F2P,A)-3/(2*A)*XN*OIFF(J2F2P,XN))
+J2ETA21*DIFF(J2F2,H)+J2ETA31*DIFF(J2F2,K)
+J2ETA41*DIFF(J2F2P,P)+J2ETA51*DIFF{J2F2P,Q)
+J2ETA61*D1FF(J2F2P,L)1
J22F31:J2ETA11*(0IFF(J2F3P,A)-3/(2*A)*XN*DIFF(J2F3P,XN))
+J2ETA21*DIFF(J2F3,H)+J2ETA31*DIFF(J2F3,K)
+J2ETA41*D1FF(J2F3P,P)+J2ETA51*DIFF(J2F3P,0)
+JJ2ETAG1*D 1FF (J2F3P,L) S
J22F41: J2ETA11* (DIFF (J2F4P, A) -3/ (2*A) *XN*DIFF (J2F4P, XN))
+J2E TA21*D IFF (J2F4, H) +J2E TA31*DIFF (J2F4, K)
+J2E TA4 1*0 1FF (J2F4P, P) +J2ETA51*D IFF (J2F4P, 0)
+J2ETA61*DIFF (J2F4P,L) S
J22F51: J2ETA11* (01FF (J2F5P, A) -3/ (2*A) *XN*DIFF (J2F5P, XN))
+J2ETA21*D 1FF (J2F5, H) +J2ETA31*0 1FF (J2F5, K)
+J2ETA41*DIFF (J2F5P,P) +J2ETA51*DIFF(J2F5P,0)
+J2ETA61*OIFF(J2F5P,L)S
J22F61:J2ETA11*(DIFF(J2FP,A)-3/(2*A)*XN*DIFF(J2F6P,XN))
+J2E TA21*D 1FF (J2F6, H) +J2ETA31*D 1FF (J2FG, K)
+J2ETA41*D 1FF (J2FGP, P) +J2ETA51*D 1FF (J2F6P, 0)
+J2ETAGl*DIFF(J2FGP,L)S
/*DEFINITION OF THE A12 FUNCTIONS EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE SQUARE OF THE
PARAMETER J(21 */
J22A12: 1/ (2*%PI )*INTEGRATE (J22F11,L,0,2*%PI) S
J22A22:1/(2*%P)*INTEGRATE(J22F21,L,0,2*%PI)S
J22A32:1/ (2*%PI) *INTEGRATE (J22F31,L,0,2*%Pl) S
J22A42:1/(2*%PI)*INTEGRATE(J22F41,L,0,2*%PI)S
J22A52:1/(2*%PI)*INTEGRATE(J22F51,L,0.,2*%PI)S
J22A62: 1/ (2*%PI )*INTEGRATE (J22FG1+15*XN/ (8*A^2)*J2ETA11^2,L,0,2*%PI) S
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According to equations (2.13a), the short-period parts of the func-
tions Fi1 (T,T) defined by equations
F 5 ( ,
( ,
a1
(2.12) can be expressed as
- Ai, 2 (a) (i = 1,...,5)
The following functions are defined which appear in relations (1.32)
G (aG i,
--.(ay)
6
k=1
15 n(T)
a 1
+_
1,2aE
(2.16)
Substituting equations (2.12), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) into equa-
tions (1.32)
'i,2 1 a
F G 1
(i = 1, ,5)
n6 2 
( 1~a F6 1 (a,1) - A6, 2 (a)
(ai)
(2.17a)
(a,.
- G6 ,1
+ N2 (7,T)]
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(2.14)
(i = 1,
3ak
2
1i 0 (
(2.15)
n(-)
a1
(2.17b)
-_
a,1)
/*THE ETAIl FUNCTIONS ARE DECLARED TO BE DEPENDENT ON THE
- EQUINOCTIAL VARIABLES AND ON THE MEAN MOTION SO THAT THE
DIFFERENTIATION PROCESS CAN OPERATE */
DEPENDS( [J2ETAI1,J2ETA21.J2ETA31,J2ETA4,J2ETA51,J2ETA61I, [A,H,K,PO,L,XNJ)S
/*THE SHORT-PERIOD FUNCTIONS FI1S ARE EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH
ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE SQUARE OF
THE PARAMETER J[2] *1
J22F11S:RATSIMP (J22F11-J22A12) S
J22F21S: RATS IMP (J22F21-J22A22) S
J22F31S:RATSIMP(J22F31-J22A32) S
J22F41S: RATS IMP (J22F41-J22A42) S
J22F51S:RATS IMP (J22F51-J22A52) S
/*THE GIl FUNCTIONS ARE EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER
IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE SQUARE OF
THE PARAMETER J[2]
THE FACT THAT THE FUNCTIONS All, A21 AND A31 ARE EQUAL TO
ZERO FOR AN EXPANSION THROUGH THE ZEROTH ORDER IN TERMS OF THE
ECCENTRICITY SIMPLIFIES THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE GIl.FUNCTIONS */
J22G11:J2A41*DIFF(J2ETA11,PT+J2A51*DIFF(J2ETA11,0)+J2A61*DIFF(J2ETA11,L)S
J22G21:J2A41*DIFF(J2ETA21,P)+J2AS1*DIFF(J2ETA21,Q)+J2A61*DIFF(J2ETA21,L)S
J22G31:J2A41*DIFF(J2ETA31,P)+J2A51*DIFF(J2ETA31,Q)+J2A61*DIFF(J2ETA31,.L)S
J22G41:J2A41*DIFF(J2ETA41,P)+J2A51*DIFF(.J2ETA41,0)+J2A61*DIFF(J2ETA41,L)5
J22G51:J2A41*01FF(J2ETA51,P)+J2A51*DlFF(J2ETA51,Q)+J2A61*OIFF(J2ETA51,L)S
J22G61:J2A41*D1FF(J2ETA61,P)+J2A51*DIFF(J2ETA61,0)+J2A61*DIFF(J2ETA61,L)S
/*DEFINITION OF THE FIRST FIVE ETA12 FUNCTIONS, EXPANDED THROUGH
THE ZEROTH ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED
BY THE SQUARE OF THE PARAMETER J[2] */
J22ETA12:1 /XN*RATS IMP (FACTOR (INTEGRATE (J22F11S-J22G11, L))) S
J22ETA22:1 /XN*RATS I MP (FACTOR (INTEGRATE (J22F215-J22G21, L) ))S
J22ETA32:1 /XN*RATS IMP (FACTOR (INTEGRATE (J22F315-J22G31, L))) S
J22ETA42:1 /XN*RATS IMP (FACTOR (INTEGRATE (J22F415-J22G41, L) ))S
J22ETAS2: 1/XN*RATSIMP(FACTOR(INTAGRATE(J22F515-J22G51,L) ) )S
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/*DEFINITION OF THE N2 FUNCTION, EXPANDED THROUGH THE ZEROTH
ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE
SQUARE OF THE PARAMETER J[2] *1
J22N2:RATSUBST (C-P^2,Q^2,15/ (8*A^2)*XN*J2ETA11^2-3/ (2*A)*XN*J22ETA12) S
/*DEFINITION OF THE ETA62 FUNCTION, EXPANDED THROUGH THE
ZEROTH ORDER IN TERMS OF THE ECCENTRICITY AND MULTIPLIED BY THE
SQUARE OF THE PARAMETER J[2] *1
J22ETA62:1 /XN*RATSI MP (FACTOR (INTEGRATE (J22F61-J22A62+J22N2-J22G61, L)) ) S
Table 2.3
Second Order Contributions of the Oblateness of the Earth J2 to
the Averaged Equations of Motion and Short Periodics with
an Expansion Through the Zeroth Order in Terms of the Eccentricity
J22A12 - 0
J22A22 = 0
J22A32 = 0
2 2 2 4
3 J (C - 1) (15 C - 46 C + 15) MU Q RE
2
J22A42 = ------------------------------------------
10 3 3
8 A (C + 1) XN
2 2 2
3J (C-1) (15C -46C+15) MU PRE
J22A52 = - ------------------------------------------
10 3 3
8 A (C + 1) XN
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2 4 3 2 2 4
3 J (69 C - 356 C + 636 C - 264 C + 39) MU RE
2
J22A62 = ---------------------------------------------------
10 4 3
8 A (C + 1) XN
2 2 4 3
J22ETA12 = 3 J MU RE ((1G C P -32 P ) 0 SIN(4 L)
2
4 2. 2 2
+ (32 P - 32 C P + 4 C ) COS(4 L) + (10 C -
2 2 3 2
+ ( (-1C + 52 C - 10) P + S C - 26 C + 5
52 C + 10) P 0 SIN(2 L)
C) COS(2 L))
3 4 4
/(A (C + -1) XN
2 2 4
J22ETA22 = J NU RE (((240 - 168 C) P + (168 C - 240
2
+ 30 C ) SIN(5 L) + ((240 -
3 2
168 C) P + (84 C - 120 C) P) 0 COS(5 L)
4
+ ((144 - 72 C) P +
3
(18 C
+ 46 C) SIN(3 L) + ((144 - 72 C) P
3
COS(3 L) + ((18-C +
2
3G C
2 2 4 3
- 92 C + 426 C - 32) P - 9 C + 73 C - 267 C
3 2
+ (18 C - 128 C + 498 C - 92). P) 0
2 4 3 2
- 342 C + 108) P + 27 C' - 186 C + 447 C
- 234'C + 36) SIN(L) + (18 C + 36 C - 342 C + 108) P 0 COS(L))
10 4 4
/(8 A (C + 1) XN)
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2
C) P
3
- 21 C
2 2 4 3 2
J22ETA32 = J MU RE (((168 C - 240) P + (120 C - 84 C ) P) 0 SIN(5
2
4 2 2 3 2
+ ((240 - 168 C) P + (168 C - 240 Cl P - 21 C + 30 C ) COS(5 L)
3 3 2
+ ((144 - 72 C) P + (-18 C + 200 C - 642 C + 92) P) 0-SIN(3 L)
4 .3 .2 2 4 3
+ ((72 C - 144) P + (18 C - 236 C + 714 C -92) P - 9 C + 91 C
2 3 2
- 303 C + 46 C) COS(3 L) + (18 C + 36 C - 342 C + 108) P 0 SIN(L)
3 2 2 4 3 2
+ ((-18 C - 36 C + 342 C - 108) P + 45 C - 150 C + 105 C - 126 C
+ 36) COS(L))/(8 A
4 4
(C + 1) XN)
2 2 4 2 2
J22ETA42 = 3 J (C - 1) MU RE (((- 12 C - 20) P + 3 C + 5 C) 0 SIN(4 L)
+ ((12 C + 20)
+ (60 C P - 72
3 2
P + (- 9 C - 15 C) P) COS(4 L) + (72
3.
P ) COS(2 L))/(16 A
- 24 C) 0 SIN(2 L)
3 4
(C + 1) XN)
2
J22ETA52 = 3 J
2 4 3 2
(C - 1) MU RE (((12 C + 20) P + (- 9 C - 15 C) P)
2 2
SIN(4 L) + ( (12 C + 20) P - 3 C - 5 C) 0 COS(4 L)
3
+ (72 P -
2
48 C P) SIN(2 L) + (72 P - 12 C) 0 COSC2 L))
10 3 4
/(16 A (C + 1) XN)
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2 2 4 2 4
J22ETA62=- 3 J MU RE (((24 C + 80 C - 636) P
2
3 2 2 4 3 2
+ (- 24 C - 80 C + 636 C) P + 3 C + 10 C - 87 C ) SIN(4 L)
2 3 3 2
+ ((24 C + 80 C - 636) P + (- 12 C - 40 C + 348 C) P) Q COS(4 L)
3 2 .2 4 3 2
+ ((144 C - 1088 C + 3104 C -704) P - 72 C + 544 C - 1552 C + 352 C)
3 2
SIN(2 L) + (144 C - 1088 C + 3104 C - 704) P 0 COS(2 L))
10 4 4
/(16 A (C + 1) XN)
The second order contributions of the oblateness of the Earth J2
to the averaged equations of motion can be checked against Reference [42].
This check constitutes an indirect validation of the block ZDEL [NMAXE]
which was used in the derivation of the J22 averaged equations of motion.
It must be noted, however, that there is a slight difference be-
tween the expression found for J22A62 and the expression given by Refer-
ence [42]. Indeed, the numerical coefficient of C2 in the numerator of
J22A62 is equal to 638 instead of 618 and this difference deserves
further consideration.
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Section III: The Critical Inclination Problem
To illustrate the capabilities offered by the MACSYMA satellite
theory package described in Section II, the critical inclination problem
is chosen as an example.
First of all, a discussion of the notion of critical inclination
and an extension of its classical definition are made, based on the
expressions of the averaged equations of motion provided by the satellite
theory package. A means of determining the critical inclinations cor-
responding to a given semi-major axis, for small eccentricity orbits, is
provided and a numerical example is given.
Secondly, an application to a real world problem is performed:
the analysis of a near critical inclination orbit, that of Cosmos 373.
The evolution of eccentricity as a function of time is theoretically
predicted by using the MACSYMA satellite theory package and the result is
compared with actual observation data [43]. The influence of the geopoten-
tial model used is also studied and the importance of high degree odd zonal
harmonics is pointed out.
3.1 Definition of the Critical Inclination
Only the effects due to the long-period and secular terms of the
axially-symmetric part of the geopotential are taken into consideration.
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Small-eccentricity orbits are considered and therefore the
averaged equations of motion are dramatically truncated in terms of the
eccentricity. The first order contribution due to the oblateness of the
Earth J2 is expanded through the first order in terms of the eccentricity
while the second order contribution due to J2 and the first order con-
tribution due to any other zonal harmonic are truncated at the zeroth
order in terms of the eccentricity.
A geopotential model including the zonal harmonics up to J9 is
utilized.
The first order averaged equations of motion due to an arbitrary
zonal harmonic are produced by using the block SLZVOP; the second order
averaged equations of motion due to J2 are retrieved from the file
(EGZ,J22AI2,DSK,ZEIS), where they were stored after having been manually
derived as described in paragraph 2.4.
A complete listing of the MACSYMA commands executed is presented;
these commands, and particularly the file manipulation functions, are
described in Section IV.
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MACSYMA Listing
(C3) TTYOFF: TRUES
BATCH (EGZ,POT2,DSK,ZEIS) $BATCH(EGZ,APL4,OSK,ZEIS) STTYOFF:FALSES
(C43) SLZVOP[2,11;
RATWT FASL DSK NAXDUT being loaded
loading done
BINOML FASL 0SK NAXOUT being loaded
loading done
RPART FASL OSK MACSYM being loaded
loading done
(E43) DA/OT = 0
3 J (3 C 6 C + 1) K MU RE
2
OH/OT = ------------------------------------
2 A (C + 1) XN
3 J (3 C - 6 C + 1) H MU RE
2
DK/OT = - ------------------------------
5 2
2 A (C + 1) XN
2
3 J (C - 1) MU Q RE
2'
OP/OT =----------------------
5
2 A (C + 1) XN
2
3 J (C - 1) MU P RE
2.
DOQ/OT =- ---------------------
2 A (C + 1) XN
2 2
3 J (2 C - 5 C + 1) MU RE
2
OL/DT =----------------------------
5 2
A (C + 1) XN
(E43, E44, E45, E46, E47, E481
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(E44)
(E4G)
(E46)
(E47)
(E48)
(048)
(C49) SLZVOP[3,;01
(E43) DA/OT = 0
3 J (C - 3 C + 1) MU P RE
OH/DT = - ----------------------------
A (C + 1) XN
3 J (C - 3 C + 1) MU O RE
3
OK/DT = - ----------------------------
6 3
A (C + 1) XN
OP/UT = 0
00/UT = 0
OL/UT = 0
(E49, ESO, E51, E52, E53, E54]
SLZVOP[4,01;
OA/UT = 0
DH/DT = 0
OK/UT = 0
1s J (C - 1) (C - 5 C + 1) MU O RE
4
DP/UT = - -------------------------------------
4 A (C + 1) XN
15 J (C - 1) (C - S C + 1) MU P RE
4
--/T = -------------------------------------
4 A '(C + 1) XN
4 3 2 4
15 J (3 C - 28 C + 48 C - 1 C + 1) MU RE
4
OL/OT = - ----------------------------------------------
4 A (C + 1) XN
[E55, E56, E57, E58, E59, E603
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(E50)
(ESI)
(E52)
(E53)
(E54)
(054)
(C55)
(E55)
(ESG)
(E57)
(E58)
(ES)
(E60)
(060)
(CG1) SLZVOP[5,0;-
(E6li OA/OT = 0
4 3 2 5
15 J (C - 10 C + 20 C - 10 C + 1) MU P RE
(E62) OH/OT =----------------------------------------------
8 5
2 A (C + 1) XN
4 3 2 . 5
15 J (C - 10 C + 20 C - 10 C + 1) MU b RE
5.
(E63) OK/DT =----------------------------------------------
8 5
2 A (C + 1) XN
(E64). OP/OT - 0
(EGS) OQ/OT = 0
(EGG) OL/OT = 0
(066) . [E61, E62, E63, E64, E65, EGG]
(C67) SLZVOP[G,0];
(E67) DA/DT = 0
(E68) OH/OT = 0
(E69) OK/OT = 0
4 3 2 6
105 J (C- 1) (C -14 C + 36 C - 14-C.+ 1) MU O RE
6
(E70) OP/oT =-------------------------------------------------------
9 5
16 A (C + 1) XN
4 3 2 6
105 J (C - 1) (C - 14 C + 36 C - 14 C + 1) MU P RE
6
(E71) D0/OT =- -------------------------------------------------------
9 5
16 A (C + 1) XN
(E72) OL/DT =
6 5 4 3 2 .6
35 J (4 C - 81 C + 375 C - 550 C + 270 C - 39 C + 1) MU RE
6
-------------------------------------- 
---------------------
9 6
8 A (C + 1) XN
(072) [E67, E68, E63, E70, E71, E721
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(C73) SLZVOP(7,0);
(E73) DA/OT = 0
(E74) OH/DT =
6 5 4 3 2
105 J (C - 21 C + 105 C -175 C + 105 C - 21 C + 1) MU P RE
8 A (C + 1) XN
(E75) OK/OT =
6 5 4 3 2 7
105 J (C - 21 C + 105 C - 175 C + 105 C - 21 C + 1) MU Q RE
7
10 7
8 A (C + 1) XN
DP/DT = 0
DO/DT = 0
DL/OT = 0
[E73, E74,
SLZVOP(8,03;
E75, E76, E77, E78)
DA/OT = 0
OH/DT - 0
OK/DT = 0
(E82) OP/DT =
6 5 4 3 2
315 J (C - 1) (C - 27 C + 169 C - 321 C + 169 C - 27 C + 1) MU 0 RE
8
32 A (C + 1) XN
(E83) OQ/OT =
6 5 4 3 2
315 J (C - 1) (C - 27 C + 169 C - 321 C + 169 C - 27 C + 1) MU P RE
32 A (C + 1) XN
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(E76)
(E77)
(E78)
(078)
(C79)
(E79)
(E80)
(E81)
8 7 6 5 4 3
(E84) DL/DT -315 J (S C - 176 C + 1568 C - 5036 C + 6860 C - 3320 C
8
2 8 11
+ 836 C - 68 C + 1) MU RE /(64 A
8
(C + 1) XN)
(084) [E79, E80, E81, E82, E83, E84]
(C85) SLZVOP [3,0];
(E85) ' DA/OT = 0
8 7 6 5 4 3
(E86) OH/DT =315 J (C - 36 C + 336 C - 1176 C + 1764 C - 1176 C
9
2 9 12
+ 336 C - 36 C + 1) MU P RE /(16 A
9
(C + 1) XN)
8 7 6 5 4
(E87) OK/DT = 315 J (C -36 C + 336 C - 1176 C '+ 1764 C - 1176 C
3
2 9
+ 336 C - 36 C + 1) MU 0.RE /(16 A
9
(C + 1) XN)
(E88) DP/DT = 0
(E83) DO/DT = 0
(E30) DL/DT = 0
(030) [E85, E86, E87, E88, E89, E901
(C31) LOADFILE(EGZ,J22A12,DSK,ZEIS)S
EGZ J22A12 0SK ZEIS being loaded
loading done
(C32) LDISPLAY (J22A12,J22A22,J22A32,J22A42,J22A52,J22A62);
(E92) J22A12 = 0
(E33) J22A22 = 0
(E34) J22A32 = 0
2 2 2 4
3J (C-1) (1C -46C+15) MU ORE
2
J22A42 =-----------------------------------------
10 3 3
8 A - (C + 1) XN
(E95)
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2 2 2 4
3J (C-1) (15C -46C+15) MU PRE
2
J22A52 =------------------ ------------------------------
10 3 3
8 A (C + 1) XN
2 4 3 2 2 4
3 J (69 C -356 C + 636 C - 264 C + 39) MU RE
-2
J22A62 = ---------------------------------------------------
10 4 3
8 A (C + 1) XN
(037) [E32, E93, E94, E95, E96, E97]
(C98) SAVE ( [EGZ,CRITIKJ ,"OH/OT[2,11"=RHS(E44) ,"DH/DT3,01"=RHS(E50),
"OH/OT [5,01 "=RHS(E62) , "OH/OT[7, 01"=RHS(E74),
"OH/OT [9,0] "=RHS (E86) , "OP/DT [2,1) "=RHS (E46),
J22A42=RHS (E95) , "OP/OT [4,0] "=RHS (E58),
"OP/OT (6, 01 "=RHS (E70) , "OP/OT [8, 01 "=RHS (E82) ) S
A careful examination of the different sets of averaged equations
of motion shows that the global slowly varying equinoctial element rates
can be expressed under the form:
a = 0
h = A'k + B'p
k = -A'h + B'q
p = C'q
q = -C'p
(3.la)
(3.lb)
(3.lc)
(3.ld)
(3.le)
where the coefficients A', B' and C' depend only on the semi-major axis
a and the auxiliary variable c = p2 + q2
Under the single influence of the long-period and secular terms
of the axially symmetric part of the geopotential, the semi-major axis a
is a constant, according to equation (3.la).
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(E96).
(E97)
Similarly, it can easily be shown that, under the same influence,
the auxiliary variable c is a constant since
c = 2(pp + qq) (3.2)
and substituting (3.ld) and (3.le) into (3.2) gives
c = 2(C'pq - C'pq) = 0 (3.3)
Consequently, A', B' and C' are treated as constants in the following.
According to the differential equations (3.ld)
and q constitute a harmonic oscillator of pulsation C'
p = a1 cos C't + a2 sin C't
q = a2 cos C't - a1 sin C't
and (3.le), p
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
On the other hand, according to the differential equations (3.1b)
and (3.lc), the equinoctial variables h and k constitute a harmonic oscil-
lator of pulsation A' forced by oscillations of pulsation C'. The solution
of the associated non-excited system is of the form
h= cos A't + 2 sin A't (3.5a)
(3.5b)kg = 2 .cos A't - Sl sin A't
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A particular solution of the excited system can be looked for under
the form
h = yl cos C't + y2 sin C't (3.6a)
h2 = 61 cos C't + 62 sin C't (3.6b)
Knowing that h1 and k1 solve the set of differential equations
(3.lb) and (3.lc) and substituting for p and q the expressions given by
relations (3.4) yields
C'(-yl sin C't + Y2 cos C't) = A'(61
+ B'(a
cos C't + 62 sin C't)
cos C't +
a2 sin C't)
(3.7a)
C'(-6 1sin C't + 62 cos C't) = -A'(y 1 cos C't + y2 sin C't)
+ B'(a 2 cos C't - al sin C't)
(3.7b)
Equating the coefficients of cos C't and sin C't in equations
(3.7) yields
A'61 - C'y2 = -B'a
A'62 + C'yl = -B'a2
C '62 + A'yl B'a2
C'61 - A'y2 = B'a
(3.8a)
(3.8b)
(3.8c)
(3.8d)
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The determinant A of this set of linear equations in yl, y2, 61
and 62 is equal to
A = -(A' 2 - C'2) (3.9)
If C' / + A', A is different from zero and the system of linear equations
(3.8) possesses a unique solution
6= y2 = C'- , a (3.10a)
6 ~l = C'-A, a2 (3.10b)
If C' = -A', the general solution of the system of differential equations
(3.lb) and (3.lc) can directly be searched under the form of relations
(3.6). By substituting -A' for C' into the set of linear equations (3.8),
it appears that (3.8a) is identical to (3.8d) and (3.8b) is identical to
(3.8c).
In this case, the general expressions for the equinoctial variables
h and k are
h yj cos A't - Y2 sin A't (3.lla)
Bk B'k -.(Y2 + a 1 ) cos A't -(Yi - M r2 ) sin A't (3.11b)
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If C' = A', the set of linear equations (3.8) has no solution
and another mathematical form must be assumed in the search of a par-
ticular solution for h and k:
(3.12a)h= y1 t cos A't + y2t sin A't
k = I t cos A't + 62t sin A't (3.12b)
Writing that h1 and k solve the set of differential equations
(3.lb) and (3.lc) and substituting for p and q the expressions given
by relations (3.4) yields
Y1 cos A't + Y2 sin A't + A't(y2 cos A't - y sin
A't)
B'(a cos A't + a2 sin A't) + A't(6 cos A't + 62 sin A't)
(3.13a)
61 cos A't + 62 sin A't + A't(6 2 cos A't - 61 sin A't)
B'(a2 cos A't sin A't) - A't(y1 cos A't + Y2 sin A't)
(3.13b)
Relations (3.13) are equivalent to the following set of linear equations
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Y = -62 = B'a 1 (3.14a)
y2 = 61 = B'a2  (3.14b)
Substituting relations (3.14) into the expressions of h1 and k1 (3.12)
h = B't(a1 cos A't + a2 sin A't) = B'tp (3.15a)
k = B't(a2 cos A't - al sin A't) = B'tq (3.15b)
The general solution for the variables h and k is the sum of the
general solution of the non-excited system (3.5) and of the particular
solution of the excited system (3.15)
h = Sl cos A't + 82 sin A't + B'tp (3.16a)
k = S2 cos A't - 6 sin A't + B'tq (3.16b)
Unlike the other cases, the variations of eccentricity with time
are not bounded; when time t becomes very large, the eccentricity can be
expected to vary almost linearly with time with a rate equal to B'c1/2
When C' approaches A', the amplitude of the oscillations of
eccentricity with time becomes extremely large, according to relations
(3.10), but concurrently, the period of the oscillations is also becoming
very large. Thus, the evoluti-on of eccentricity with time approaches the
secular motion described for the case when C' = A'.
This phenomenon is strictly similar to the mechanical resonance
which i.s observed when a structure is excited by a frequency approaching
one of its natural frequencies.
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It was specified previously that the coefficients A' and C' are
only dependent on the variables a and c = tan2 i/2; therefore, corres-
ponding to a semi-major axis a, critical inclinations i c can be defined
as the inclinations for which the resonance is realized
A'(a,ic) = C'(a,i C) (3.17)
The classical definition of the critical inclination can be re-
covered, when only the first order perturbations due to the oblateness
of the Earth J2 are taken into consideration. In that case, according
to the MACSYMA expressions (E44) and (E46), the coefficients A' and C' are
3 J2 (3c2 - 6c + 1)1i Re2A' =5 2
2a 5(c+l) 2n (3.18a)
C' =-3 J2(c-1)y Re
2
2a5(c+l)n (3.18b)
Equating relations (3.18a) and (3.18b) implies
c2 - 3c + 1 = 0 (3.19)
Substituting for c its expression in terms of the inclination
tan 2 i/2 = -cos . into (3.19) gives
5 cos2i - 1 = 0 (3.20)
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which is the classical relation defining the critical inclination, inde-
pendently of the semi-major axis.
A geopotential model including the zonal harmonics up to J9 is
now assumed and literal expressions for the corresponding coefficients
A', B' and C' (noted AP, BP and CP respectively in the MACSYMA listing)
are derived.
A function FNUM(EXPR) is then defined substituting numerical
values for 1y, Re and the zonal harmonics [44] (GEM 9) into its argument
EXPR. This function is applied to the difference (C'-A') which appears
under the form of a polynomial in the variables a and c.
In order to obtain the critical inclinations corresponding to a
given semi-major axis a, the procedure to follow is:
-- replace a by its numerical value in (C'-A')
-- find the real roots of the polynomial in c thus obtained by
using the MACSYMA function REALROOTS
-- for each positive value of c produced, determine the corres-
ponding critical inclination
ic =2 tan 1 (c1/ 2) (3.21)
A numerical example is given for a semi-major axis equal to
a = R + 1000 km z 7378.145 km
e
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MACSYMA Listing
(C3) LOADFILE(EGZ,CRITIK,OSK,ZEIS)S
EGZ CRITIK 0SK ZEIS being loaded
loading done
(C4) AP: "OH/DT[2,1]"/K;
(04)
3 J (3 C - 6 C + 1) MU RE
5 2
2 A (C + 1) XN
(CS) RATFAC:TRUES
(C6) BP: RATS IMP ("OH/DT (3, 0 "+"OH/OT (5, 0 "+"OH/DT [7, 01"+"DH/DT 9, 0") /P;
3 8 7 6 5
(06) 3 MU RE ('(105 J C - 3780 J C + 35280 J C - 123480 J C
9 9 9 9
4 3 2 6
+ 185220 J C - 123480 J C + 35280 J C - 3780 J C + 105 J ) RE
9 9 9 9 9
2 8 2 7 2 6 2 G
+ (- 70 J A C + 1330 J A C - 4480 J A C - 980 J A C
2 4 2
+ 9800 J A C - 980 J A
7 7
4 4 8
RE + (40 J A C - 240 J
5 5
.4 4 4
+ 1680 J A C + 560 J A
5 5
6 8 G 7
- 16 J A C - 48 J A C
3 3
3 2 2 2 2
C - 4480 J A C +1330 J A C - 70'J A)
7 7 7
4 7 4 6. 4 5
A C - 5680 J A C + 560 J A C
5 5
3 4 2 4 4
C - 560 J A C -240 J A C + 40 J A ) RE
5 - 5 5
66 6 5 6 4
+ 32 J A C + 304 J A C + 480 J A C
3 3 3
6 3 6 2 6 6
+ 304 J A C + 32 J A C - 48 J A C - 16 J A )(16 A
3 3 3 3
9 -
(C + 1) XN)
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(C7) CP: RATSIMP ("DP/DT (2, 11 "+J22A42+"OP/OT (4, 01 "+"OP/OT [6, 0] "+"OP/DT [8, 01 ") /0
2 6 5 4 3
(07) - 3 (C - 1) MU RE (((105 J C - 2835 J C + 17745 J C - 33705 J C
8 8 8 8
+ 17745 J C - 2835 J C + 105 J ) RE
8 8 8
2 6 2 5 2 4 2 3
(-70 J A C + 840 J A C -630 J A C - 3080 J A C
6 6 6 6
2 2 2 2
630 J A C + 840 J A C - 70 J A ) RE
6 6 6
4 6 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 2
+ (40 J A C - 40 J A C - 520 J A C - 880 J A C -520 J A C
4
- 40 J A C + 40 J
4 4
6 3
- 320 J A C - 240
2
2 6
+ (- 60 J A C - 56
2
4 2 6 6 6 5 6 4
A ) RE - 16 J A C - 96 J A C -240 J A C
2 2 2
6 2 6 6
J A C - 96 J A C - 16 J A ) XN
2 2 2
2 5 2 4 2 3 2
J A C + 316 J A C + 624 J A C + 316 J A C
2 2 2 2
- 56 J A C - 60 J
2 2
A) MU RE )/(32 A
7 3
(C +1) XN)
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(C8) RATSIMP(CP-AP);
2 7. 6 5 4
(08) -3 U RE ((105 J C -2940 J C + 20580 J C -51450 J C
8 8 8 8
3 2 6
+ 51450 J C - 20580 J C + 2940 J C -125J) RE
8 8 8 8
2 7 2 6 2 5 2 4
+ (-70J A C + 910 J A C - 1470 J A C -2450 J -A C
6 6 6 6
2 3 2 2 2 4
+ 2450 J A C + 1470 J A C - 310 J A C + 70 J A ) RE
6 6 6 6
+ (40 J A
4
+ 480 J A
4
4 7 4 6 4 5 4 4 4. 3
C - 80 J A C - 480 J A C - 360 J A C + 368 J A C
4
6
- 128 J A
2
6
+ 32 J A
2
2
2 4 4 2 6 7 6 6
C + 80 J A C - 40 J. A ) RE + 32 J A C + 64 J A C
4 4 2 2
5 6 4 6 3 6 2 6
C -480 J A C - 480 J' A C - 128 J A C + 64 J A C
2 2 2 2
2 2 7 2 6 2 5 2 4
XN + (- 60 J A C + 4 J A C + 372 J AC + 308 J A C
2 2 2 2
3 2 2 2
- 308 J A C - 372 J A C -4 J A C + 60 J A) MU RE)
2 2 2 2
11 7 3
/(32 A (C + 1) XN)
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(Cg)- FNUM (EXPR) :=SUBST ( [IU=38600.8,RE=6378.145,XN=631.3484/A^(3/2),
J(21 =1082.62709*10^(-6) ,J[3]--2.53590*1A(-6),
J[4]=-1.62462*10^(-6,J[5)=-.22699*10^(-6),
J[61=.54520*10^(-6) ,J[7]=-.36139*10 ^(-6),
J (8] =-. 21007*1A(-6) , J [9] =-.11913*10^(-6) ] , EXPR) 8
(C1o)
(Clo) -"CP-AP": FNUM (08);
(010) - 6040.75165 (338600.737 (40680734.0
4 7 4 6 4 5
(- 6.49847936E-5 A C + 1.293696E-4 A C + 7.798176E-4 A C
4 4 4 3 4 2
+ 5.848632E-4 A C - 5.848632E-4 A C - 7.798176E-4 A C
- 1.293636E-4 A C + 6.49847936E-5 A )
2 '7 2 6
+ 1.65432211E+15 (- 3.81633336E-5 A C + 4.9613133E-4 A C
2 5 2 4 2 3
- 8.01444E-4 A C - 1.33573999E-3 A C + 1.33573999E-3 A C
2 2 2 2
+ 8.01444E-4 A C - 4.3613139E-4 A C + 3.81633996E-5 A
6 7 7 6
+ 0.034644067 A C + 6.7323447E+22 (- 2.205735E-5 C + 6.17605793E-4 C
5 4 3 2
- 4.3232406E-3 C + 0.0108081014 C - 0.0108081014 C + 4.3232406E-3 C
66 65
- 6.17605733E-4 C + 2.205735E-5) + 0.069288134 A C - 0.138576267 A C
6 4 6 3 6 2 6
- 0.513661 A C - 0.513661 A C - 0.138576267 A C + 0.069288134 A C
6 3
+ 0.034644067 A )/A + 1.62153731E+13
7 6 5
(- 7.0324884E-5 A C + 4.68832564E-6 A C + 4.3601428E-4 A C
4 3 2
+ 3.61001074E-4 A C - 3.61001074E-4 A C - 4.3601428E-4 A C
13/2
- 4.68832564E-6 A C + 7.0324884E-5 A))/(A
7
(C + 1)
(C11) %,A=7378.1459
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(C12) REALROOTS(%):
POLYRZ.FASL DSK NACSYN being loaded
loading clone
61950735
(E12) C = -------
33554432
12809939
(E13) C --------
33554432
87800545
(E14) C =--------
33554432(014) (E12, E13, E14]
(C15) 2*ATAN(SORT(RHS(E13)))*180/%PI,NUNER:
(015) 63.42152
(C16) 2*ATAN(SORT(RHS(E14)))*180/%PI,NUMER;
(016) 116.551605
The critical inclinations found are close to the classical critical
inclination 63.4350 and its supplement 116.5650 because the first order per-
turbations due to J2 far outweigh all the other perturbations. Thus,
for a wide range of semi-major axis numerical values, the critical inclina-
tions can be expected to remain almost unchanged.
3.2 Application to a Real World Problem
The orbit of Cosmos 373 is chosen as an example because its in-
clination (62.91*) is close to the critical inclination (=63.43*), which
makes it particularly suitable for studying the resonance phenomenon
described in paragraph 3.1.
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Brookes [43], starting from actual observation data, recovered the
eccentricity oscillations caused by the axially-symmetric part of the
geopotential. To achieve that result, he proceeded in two steps:
-- First, he removed the luni-solar perturbations and plotted the
variations of eccentricity thus obtained against time. These
values of eccentricity, directly read on the plot, are given
in Table 3.1 in the column entitled e0'
-- Second, he corrected for the effects of air drag by assuming
a spiral variation of eccentricity with the argument of peri-
gee in the presence of air drag.
The principle of the correction made is illustrated in Figure 3.1;
starting from a point E0  the corrected point E1 is obtained by multiplying
the radius vector from the center C (0,8.2 10-3) by exp{(6875.9-a)/110}
where a is expressed in km.
e sin w
C 0,8.2 10- 3
E (x 1 ,yl)
e 1Eo
ee
_ 0o e cos w
Figure 3.1. Correction for the air drag
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Table 3.1 Corrected Orbital
MJD a (km) w0 (deg) e 0 W1 (deg) e 1
40 998.0 6886.8
41 069.0 6885.4
41.083.0 6885.2
41 154.0 6884.3
41 189.0 6883.8
41 273.0 6882.5
41 425.0 6878.1
41 497.0 6875.9
41 596.0 6872.5
41 635.0 6871.1
41 816.0 6865.8
41 908.0 6863.6
42 059.0 6859.7
42 204.0 6855.7
42 621.0 6846.8
341.97
353.20
355.26
4.95
9.79
19.25
35.36
42.10
50.97
54.48
69.82
77.11
89.29
100.92
134.06
.00879
.00995
.01029
.01143
.01214
.01366
.01571
.01657
.01757
.01794
.01900
.01926
.01917
.01851
.01394
347.412
357.459
359.291
8.180
12.603
21.233
35.850
42.10
50.452
53.820
69.044
76.508
89. 246
101.790
140.079
.00776
.00907
.00942
.01066
.01141
.01303
.01549
.01657
.01792
.01844
.02009
.02059
.02091
.02062
.01647
MJD = Modified Julian Day Number
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Parameters of Cosmos 373
From the vectorial transformation
C 1 = exp{(6875.9-a)/110} CE0
the two scalar relations follow
x = exp{(6875.9-a)/110} e0 cos 0
y = 8.2 10-3 + exp{(6875.9-a)/110}(e 0 sin w0 - 8.2 10-3)
(3.23b)
The fully corrected eccentricity e1
can easily be deduced from x and yj
o = tan~ ( Y,
e = (x12 + 2 1/2
and argument of perigee o 1
(3.24a)
(3.24b)
The numerical values of e and w are given in Table 3.1.
Now, using the analytical tool developed in paragraph 3.1,
theoretical variations of the eccentricity, caused by the axially-symmetric
part of the geopotential, are computed and compared with the corrected
values e 1 .
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(3.22)
(3.23a)
In paragraph 3.1, the semi-major axis a and the inclination i
were considered as constants; therefore, mean values will be taken for
those two elements
a = 6866 km (3.25a)
i = 62.91 deg (3.25b)
The origin of times is chosen to be the time when the argument of
the perigee w is equal to zero. To get simple initial conditions, we
assume that the right ascension of ascending node 0 is equal to zero at
the origin of times; this assumption is justified by the symmetry of revo-
lution of the geopotential considered.
According to the definition of the equinoctial variables [Appendix
A.2], the initial conditions can be written as
p(O) = 0 (3.26a)
q(0) = tan (i/2) = c1/2  (3.26b)
h(0) = 0 (3.26c)
k(0) = e(0) (3.26d)
The nume'rical value of the inclination is given by (3.25b); the initial
value of the eccentricity is chosen to be the value of e1 for o= 0
which can be found by applying a linear interpolation to the numerical
values of Table 3.1 (the origin of times corresponds roughly to MJD = 41088).
k(0) = .00955 (3.27)
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Substituting the initial conditions (3.26a) and (3.26b) into the
general expressions of p and q (3.4) yields
(3.28a)
(3.28b)
a = U2
a2 = cl1/2
The general expressions of the variables h and k are obtained by
adding a particular solution (3.6) of the excited system to the general
solution of the non-excited system (3.5)
C'th = S1 cos A't + 52 sin A't + yl cos C't + Y2 sin
k=2 cos A't - 1 sin A't + 61 cos C't + 62 sin
(3.29a)
CIt
(3.29b)
The coefficients yl, Y2, 61 and 62 are defined through the relations
(3.10) in terms of the coefficients a1 and a 2 given by relations (3.28)
61 = = 0
2 - 1 1/2
62 = Y1 T' c
(3.30a)
(3.30b)
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Substituting the initial conditions (3.26c), (3.27) and the re-
lations (3.30) into the general expressions of h and k (3.29) gives
(3.31a)
= C'- cl' 2
S2 = .00955 (3.31b)
Substituting the coefficients fi, 2' l' 2, 61, and 62 by their
expressions (3.30) and (3.31) into the equations (3.29) gives the final
expressions of the equinoctial variables h and k
h = D' c1/2(cos A't - cos C't) + .00955 sin A't
k = -D' c1/2(sin A't - sin C't) + .00955 cos A't
(3.32a)
(3.32b)
where
D'= B'
If
by 86400t
t is expressed in days instead of seconds, t must be replaced
in formulas (3.32).
A MACSYMA session is presented which has two different purposes:
-- produce the eccentricity variations as a function of time
for Cosmos 373, when the zonal harmonics up to J are taken
into account and compare the results obtained with the values
of corrected eccentricity given in Table 3.1
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-- study the influences of the different odd zonal harmonics on
the eccentricity variations. Four different geopotential
models including the zonal harmonics up to Jg, 37, 35 and J3
respectively, are confronted. The evolution of the relative
importance of the odd zonal harmonics with the inclination is
also of interest.
The plot function used in that MACSYMA session is described in
MACSYMA reference manual [19].
MACSYMA Listing
(C17) H (AX,CX,OX,Cl (T) =SQRT (C) *OX* (COS (AX*T*86400-) -COS (CX*T*86400))
+. 00955*SIN (AX*T*86400) S
(C18) K AX, CX, OX, CI (T) : =SORT (C) *DX* (SIN (CX*T*86400.) -SIN (AX*T*86400))
+.00355*COS(AX*.T*86400)S
(C13) E AX, CX,DX, C) (T) :=SORT (H [AX, CX,OX, C] (T)^2+K [AX,CXOX,C] (T)A2)S
(C20) GNUM1(EXPR) :=FLOAT (SUBST ( [A=%A,C=%C ,FNUM(EXPR) ) )$
/*COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TO A GEOPOTENTIAL MODEL INCLUDING
THE ZONAL HARMONICS UP TO J[7] */
(C21) BP1:SUBST(0,J[3],BP)$
(C22) CP1:SUBST(0,J[83,CP)S
/*COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TO A GEOPOTENTIAL MODEL INCLUDING
THE ZONAL HARMONICS UP TO J[5] *1
(C23) BP2:SUBST(0,J[7),BP1)S
(C24) CP2: SUBST (0, J [6] , CPI) S
/*COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TO A GEOPOTENTIAL MODEL INCLUDING
THE ZONAL HARMONICS UP TO J(3] */
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(C25) BP3:SUBST(0,J[S],BP2)R
(C26) CP3:SUBST(0,J(4 ,CP2)$
(C27) COEF(BPICPI):=BLOCK(
/*AS AA11 APPEARS IN THE DENOMINATORS OF BPI AND CPI, IN ORDER
TO AVOID THE COMPUTATION OF TOO LARGE NUMBERS, BPI AND CPI
ARE FIRST MULTIPLIED BY.A^4, EVALUATED, .AND THEN DIVIDED
BY THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF A^4 */
81 :GNUM(BPI*A'4)/GNUM(A^4),
CI :GNUNM(CPI*A^4)/GNUM(A^4),
DI:BI/(CI-A0))S
(C28) ECCENTR(AA,CC) :=BLOCK(
/*THIS BLOCK DEFINES THE ECCENTRICITIES AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME
CORRESPONDING TO A SEMI-MAJOR AXIS AA AND AN AUXILIARY VARIABLE CC
FOR THE FOUR DIFFERENT GEOPOTENTIAL MODELS */
%A: AA,
%C:CC,
AO: GNUM (AP)',
COEF(BP,CP),
Co:CI,
D:01,
EG(T):=E[AO.CO,00,%C] (T),
COEF(BP1,CP1),
Cl:CI,
01:01,
El (T) :=EA,C1,D1,%C] (T),
COEF(BP2,CP2),
C2:CI,
02:01,
E2(T):=E[A0,C2,D2,%C) (T),
COEF (BP3,CP3),
C3:CI,
03:01,
E3(T):=E[A0,C3,D3,%C I(T))S
(C23) PLOTHEIGHT:55
(C30) XAXIS:YAXIS: TRUES
(C31) PLOTMOE: [D,XGP]S
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The orbit of Cosmos 373 is considered; according to relations
(3.25), this orbit is characterized by a semi-major axis a = 6866 km and
an auxiliary variable c = tan2(62.91/2) ~ .3742.
The function ECCENTR is called with these values of a and c for
arguments, in order to define the corresponding eccentricities for the four
geopotential models mentioned previously.
The function EO(T) corresponds to the eccentricity for the most
complete geopotential model, including the zonal harmonics up to Jg.
The MACSYMA function PLOT2 is used to plot EO(T) against time for an inter-
val of time starting 100 days before the origin of times and ending 1550
days after the origin of times.
(C32) ECCENTR(6866,.3742)S
(C33) PLOT2(EO(T),T.-100,1550)$
APLOT2 FASL OSK SHARE being loaded
loading done
TEKPLT FASL DSK SHARE being loaded
loading clone
FORMAT FASL DSK LIBLSP being loaded
loading done
PRINT FASL 0SK SHARE being loaded
loading done
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The curve obtained is displayed by Figure 3.2; the corrected- ob-
served values of eccentricity for Cosmos 373, given in Table 3.1, are also
plotted on Figure 3.2 and show agreement with the theoretical curve. A
numerical comparison between the theoretical and corrected observed data
points show that the discrepancy between those two sets never exceeds 2%.
The accuracy of this agreement is quite satisfactory considering
the approximations and assumptions which were made in order to get either
set of points.
The values of eccentricity e1 given in Table 3.1 required starting
from directly observed data, corrections for luni-solar perturbations and
air drag which introduced sources of error. Above all, the values of
eccentricity e0 corrected for luni-solar perturbations were unfortunatley
not tabulated and had to be deduced from a small graph, leading to inevitable
reading errors.
Besides, the theoretical model which was developed to predict
the eccentricity variations with time assumed that semi-major axis and
inclination of the orbit remained constant which actually is not the case.
Some other factors may have caused the appearance of errors: the trunca-
tion of the geopotential model used at J9, the truncations made in terms
of the eccentricity and the approximation on the initial condition for the
eccentricity which was deduced by a linear interpolation.
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- To study the influence of the odd zonal harmonics, four different
functions, E3(T), E2(T), El(T), and E0(T), have been defined which cor-
respond to the variations of eccentricity when geopotential models are
used including zonal harmonics up to J3' J5' J7 and J9 respectively.
The MACSYMA function PLOT2 is used to plot these four functions against
time for an interval of time starting 100 days before the origin of times
and ending 1550 days after the origin of times.
(C34) PLOT2([E3(T),E2(T),E1(T),EO(T)],T,-100,1550)S
The four curves are displayed by Figure 3.3; the dramatic influence
of the odd zonal harmonics J5 and J7, in the vicinity of the critical in-
clination, appears clearly on the graph. On the other hand, the influence
of J3 seems surprisingly weak and this result will be mathematically
justified.
The amplitude of the oscillation of the eccentricity is very
large (about .011) and its period very long (about 3800 days) as expected
in the vicinity of the critical inclination. In order to recover most of
the eccentricity variations, it is necessary to take into account the
odd zonal harmonics at least up to J7 inclusive.
To explain the small influence of J3 its contribution to the
coefficient B' (noted BP3 in the MACSYMA listing) is considered.
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The polynomial (C 2-3C+l) which appears in the numerator of this
expression is precisely the left hand side of relation (3.19) which defines
the classical critical inclination. Therefore, in the vicinity of the
critical inclination, the polynomial (C2-3C+l) takes very small values
and the J3 contribution decreases accordingly.
As the inclination of the orbit departs more and more from the
critical inclination, according to the discussion on resonance presented
in paragraph 3.1, the amplitude and period of the oscillations must become
smaller and smaller. To illustrate this phenomenon, three different
functions are defined corresponding to the eccentricity variations for
three orbits with the same semi-major axis a = 6866 km but with different
inclinations. Those three inclinations correspond to Cosmos 373 inclina-
tion 62.91* (C _;; .3742), the critical inclination minus five degrees
58.420 (C .3126) and the critical inclination minus ten degrees 53.42*
(C =~.2532). A geopotential model including zonal harmonics up to J9 is
utilized. The MACSYMA function PLOT2 is used to plot the three functions
against time for an interval-of time starting 100 days before the origin
of times and ending 1550 days after the origin of times.
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(C361 %C:.31268
(C37) AO:A1:GNUNI(AP)$
(C38) COEF(BP,CP)$
(C33) C1:CIS
(C40) 01:01$
(C41) E1(T):=E[A1,C1,01,.3126 (J)S
(C42) %C:.2532
(C43) AO:A2:GNUNI(AP)$
(C44) COEF(BP,CP)$
(C45) C2:CIS
(C46) 02:01-
(C47) E2(T):=E[A2,C2,02,.2532 (T)S
(C48) PLOT2([E2(T),E(T),ET)],T,-100,1550)S
The three curves are displayed by Figure 3.4; the approximate
amplitudes and periods of the curves corresponding to decreasing values
of the inclinations (departing more and more from the critical inclination)
are: (11 10-3; 3800 days), (1.6 10-3; 250 days) and (1.2 10-3; 120 days).
When the inclination departs more and more from the critical in-
clination, the importance of J3 relative to the other odd zonal harmonics
can be expected to grow steadily while the polynomial (C 2-3C+l) takes
larger values.
To study the influence of inclination on the relative importance
of odd zonal harmonics in eccentricity variations, two new sets of curves
are defined corresponding to different inclinations.
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For each inclination, the block ECCENTR is used to produce the
variations of eccentricity with respect to time for geopotential models
including the zonal harmonics up to J3' 5' J7, and Jg.
For an orbit with a semi-major axis a = 6866 km and an inclina-
tion i = 58.42* (C -=.3126), the MACSYMA function PLOT2 is used to plot
the four eccentricities against time for an interval of time starting 100
days before the origin of times and ending 100 days after the origin of
times.
For an orbit with a semi-major axis a = 6866 km and an inclina-
tion i = 53.42* (C ~.2532), the MACSYMA function PLOT2 is used to plot
the four eccentricities against time for an interval of time starting 50
days before the origin of times and ending 50 days after the origin of
times.
(C43) ECCENTR(6866, .3126) 
-
(C50) PLOT2([E3(T),E2(T),E1(T),Ee(T)),T,-100,100)s
(C51) ECCENTR(6866,.2532)$
(C52) PLOT2([E3(T),E2(T),E1(T),Ee(T)I,T,-50,50)S
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The two sets of curves are displayed by Figures 3.5 and 3.6. A
comparison of Figures 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 clearly shows that, as inclination
departs from the critical inclination, the curves become closer to each
other and the relative importance of J3 increases. In the case of Figure
3.6, a geopotential model including no other odd harmonic than J3 suffices
to produce most of the total eccentricity variations.
When the inclination departs from the critical inclination, but
remains greater than it, an interesting phenomenon can be expected. As
was seen previously, the coefficient of J3 in B' vanishes for critical
inclination and consequently the sign of this coefficient is different
accordingly, as the inclination is smaller or greater than the critical
inclination. Therefore, the eccentricity variations due to J3 will be in
opposition of phase with the eccentricity variations due to the other
harmonics for an inclination greater than the critical inclination.
As long as the inclination remains slightly above the critical
inclination, J3 plays a minor role and the phase of the eccentricity
variations is identical to that obtained for inclinations smaller than the
critical inclination. On the other hand, when the inclination keeps
increasing, J3 becomes more and more important until its single effect
exactly compensates for the effects of the other odd zonal harmonics.
This condition is realized when the inclination is such that the corres-
ponding global coefficient B' is equal to zero.
Thus, there exists a particular inclination, close to the critical
inclination, such that the eccentricity remains "frozen" to its initial
value; this result can have interesting applications in mission analysis.
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For inclinations even greater than this particular inclination,
the influence of J3 becomes predominant and the phase of the eccentricity
variations is changed by 1800.
The inclination producing a zero eccentricity rate for an orbit
of semi-major axis a = 6866 km is determined by searching the real roots
of B' which is a polynomial in c and then deducing the inclination cor-
responding to the value of c found.
(C53) FNUM (NUm (BP)) ,A=6866S
(C54) REALROOTS (%);
POLYRZ FASL OSK NACSYN being loaded
loading clone
304457287
(E54) C - ---------
33554432
3698055
(ES5) C =- --------
33554432
14910119
(E56) C = --------
33554432
75512473
(E57) C = --------
33554432
(057) (E54, ESS, E56, E57]
(C58) FLOAT (RHS (E56));
(058) 0.444356173
(C59) 2*ATAN(SQRT (%) )*180/%PI ,NUMER;
(059) 67.374881
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To illustrate the previous discussion, three different sets of
curves are generated for three orbits with the same semi-major axis
a = 6866 km and three different inclinations.
The first inclination i = 63.370 (C 2 .39) is ranged between the
critical inclination and the inclination ensuring a zero eccentricity rate;
a plot of the eccentricity variations against time is performed by
PLOT2 for a period starting 100 days before the origin of times and ending
1550 days after the origin of times.
The second inclination i = 67.37* (C = 4444) is approximately the
inclination ensuring a zero eccentricity rate; a plot of the eccentricity
variations against time is performed by PLOT2 for a period starting 100
days before the origin of times and ending 200 days after the origin of
times.
The third inclination i = 68.42* (C = .4622) which is about the
critical inclination plus five degrees, is greater than the eccentricity
ensuring a zero eccentricity rate; a plot of the eccentricity variations
against time is performed by PLOT2 for a period starting 100 days before
the origin of times and ending 100 days after the origin of times.
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(C60) ECCENTR(6866, .33)$
(C61) PLOT2([E3(T).E2(T),E1(T),EO(T)),T,-100,1550)S
(C62) ECCENTR (6866,.4444) S
(C63) PLOT2(E3(T),E2(T),E1(T),Ee(T)JT,-100,200)S
(C64) ECCENTR(6866,.4622)$5
(C66) PLOT2([E3(T),E2(T),E1(T),EO(T)],T,-100,100)S
The three sets of curves are displayed by Figures 3.7, 3.8 and
3.9.
Figure 3.7 shows the capital importance of harmonics J5 and
37 near critical inclination.
Figure 3.8 shows how the effects due to J3 exactly compensate for
the effects of the other odd zonal harmonics.
Figure 3.9 shows that the contribution due to J3 imposes its sign;
interestingly enough, thanks to the compensation between J3 and the other
odd zonal harmonics, the amplitude of the eccentricity variations are
much smaller than for the symmetrical value of the inclination relative
to the critical inclination (Figure 3.5).
In conclusion, to minimize the eccentricity variations, it is
preferable to design orbits with an inclination greater rather than smaller
than the critical inclination.
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Section IV: User's Guide
The difficulties of using a computer system were classified by M.
Genesereth [45] into three different categories: the learning difficulties,
the resource knowledge difficulties and the communication difficulties.
The learning difficulties arise when the user tries to acquire an
initial understanding of the system; the resource knowledge difficulties
result from a deficiency of this understanding; the communication difficulties
arise when the capabilities provided by the system do not fit the user's
needs.
Learning difficulties can be treated by tutorial aids like primers [46]
or lectures while resource knowledge difficulties can be treated by manuals
or consultants. As for the communication difficulties, they are under the
designer's control; the only way for the user to act on them is to inter-
face with the designer and explain to him his needs.
For a Catholic system such as MACSYMA, the numerous capabilities offered
by the system'cons.iderably decrease the communication difficulties but at
the expense of increased learning and resource knowledge difficulties.
Some of the potential users of the MACSYMA satellite theory package,
not familiar with the MACSYMA system, may not have the time or patience to
go through all the learning difficulties.
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This section intends to minimize their effort by presenting them only.
those MACSYMA commands which can help them in using and understanding the
MACSYMA satellite theory package.
This section can be considered as a primer which should be used as a
first introduction to the MACSYMA satellite theory package and in comple-
ment of the MACSYMA reference manual [19] where the reader can find more
complete and detailed information.
First, a brief guide of the MACSYMA commands used in the MACSYMA satellite
theory package is given, as well as some directions explaining how to load
this package.
Second, some general remarks are made to justify the way the MACSYMA
satellite theory package is designed.
Third, a presentation of the library of expressions which was created
is given.
4.1 MACSYMA Satellite Theory Package Primer
MACSYMA (Project MAC's SYmbolic MAnipulation system)) is a large com-
puter program written in LISP devoted to symbolic as well as numerical
mathematical manipulations.
The MACSYMA satellite theory package which was implemented on the MACSYMA
system uses only a few of the various MACSYMA's capabilities and only these
capabilities are presented.
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By opposition to the MACSYMA manual [19] which gives a detailed descrip-
tion of the principal features of MACSYMA, the information which is provided
here means to be tutorial and is only a complement to the information found
in the MACSYMA manual.
4.1.1 General Information
The login procedure is described in detail in References [19] and [46]
and will not be recalled here.
Once the MACSYMA system is loaded, the user can type command (or input)
lines which are preceded by an identifier of the form (Ci); command signs
are terminated by a semicolon ";" or by a dollar sign "$". In either case
the command line is executed but the result is displayed only for a ";".
Output lines are usually preceded by a label of the form (Di) but this
label may be of the form (Ei) when there are several intermediate results.
The immediately preceding D-line is conventionally referenced by a
percent sign "%".
The mathematical operators used are the following:
+ addition
- E subtraction
* H multiplication
/ E division
^ E exponentiation
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E factorial
! generalized factorial
The notations used for some mathematical constants are:
%E E exp
%I E j E /T
%PI E 7
If the user has made a mistake when typing his input line, he has
several means to correct it; the two easiest ways are to use the delete
key to delete the last character or to type two question marks "??" to
delete the current line.
4.1.2 Functions, Arrays and Statements
A function is written as a name followed by the arguments to the func-
tion separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses.
By opposition to variables which are assigned values by writing the
name of the variable followed by a colon ":" followed by the value to be
assigned, functions of a certain number of arguments are defined by using
the operator ":=".
If a variable is assigned a literal value, even if that literal value
in its turn is assigned another value, the variable remains unchanged. In
other words, the symbol ":" assigns to its left hand side the current
value possessed by its right hand side when the command line is executed and
has no further effects.
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On the other hand, the operator ":=" permanently assigns to its left
hand side the value of its right hand side; if the right hand side is up-
dated, the function on the left hand side is modified accordingly.
A same function can be given several different definitions successive-
ly, the current definition is the last one.
An array is written as a name followed by subscripts separated by
commas and enclosed in square brackets. Beyond declared arrays similar
to FORTRAN arrays, there are undeclared' arrays, more general than the
previous ones. The subscripts of undeclared arrays may not be numbers
and the size of such arrays grows dynamically as new elements are defined.
Array elements can be assigned values by using the operator":" or implicit-
ly by using the operator ":=".
There is a major difference between implicitly defined arrays and
functions: when an array element is evaluated, the value computed is
assigned to this element and if it happens to be called again, its value
is retrieved directly without any computation; on the other hand, when
a function is called with certain values of its arguments, the result is
not assigned to the function and if the function is called again with the
same arguments, the computation is performed another time.
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The difference between arrays and functions has a lot of important
consequences which will be further discussed in paragraph 4.2.
IF statement: it is used for conditional execution under the form
IF condition THEN expression 1 ELSE expression 2
If the condition is true expression 1 is executed, otherwise expression 2
is executed.
The ELSE clause may be omitted, which is the same as if ELSE FALSE
was specified.
The condition is composed of relational operators (>,=,<,>=,<=,#),
logical operators (AND,OR,NOT) and type testing functions. Type testing
functions are functions that take only two different values which are the
Boolean constants TRUE and FALSE. For example, INTEGERP(X) is TRUE if X is
an integer, else FALSE.
DO statement: it is used for performing iteration. There are several
different forms for this statement; one of the most common forms, analogous
to that used in FORTRAN, is the following:
FOR variable: initial value STEP increment THRU limit DO body
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4.1.3 Program Blocks
Blocks in MACSYMA are equivalent to subroutines in FORTRAN: they are
composed of a set of statements separated by commas.
The syntax is:
BLOCK([V ,...,V.], statement 1,...,statement j)
The V's are declared as local variables to avoid conflicts with eventual
variables having the same names outside the block. The global values (out-
side the block) are saved onto a stack during the execution of the block;
the V's are unbound at the entry of the block and reset to their global
values at the exit of the block.
A RETURN statement causes the block to exit and the value returned is
the argument of the RETURN. If no RETURN statement causes the block to exit,
the value of the block is the value of the last statement.
4.1.4 MACSYMA Functions
A list of the functions used in the MACSYMA satellite theory package
is presented here. A detail-ed description of-these functions is given
in the MACSYMA manual [19] and only the information not directly available
is added here.
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We can classify these functions in several categories:
-- Elementary functions:
ABS
BINOMIAL
FLOAT
MIN
MAX
SQRT
-- Trigonometric functions
COS
SIN
TAN
ATAN
-- Rational transformations
EXPAND
FACTOR
RATSIMP
-- Part functions
IMAGPART
REALPART
NUM
LHS
RHS
-- Substitution functions
SUBST
RATSUBST
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-- Pattern matching functions
LET
LETSIMP
-- Poisson series functions
OUTOFPOIS
-- Output functions
LDISPLAY
-- Solving functions
REALROOTS
-- Differentiation and Integration functions
DIFF
INTEGRATE
-- Plot functions
PLOT2
The command RATSIMP not only allows to "rationally" simplify an ex-
pression but can also be used to improve the readability of an output. In
certain expressions, some variables may have a particular importance or simply
appear a lot of times; in this case, it is desirable to factorize these
variables so that they may appear more clearly. This can be done through
the following procedure:
-- declare the chosen variables as. main variables by assigning them as
arguments to the function RATVARS (these arguments can be either
variables or non-rational functions).
-- apply the function RATSIMP to the expression to simplify.
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Sometimes, it happens that the expression on which RATSIMP is applied
had been previously factorized by using FACTOR. In such a case, as RATSIMP
expands its argument before simplifying it, the result looks much more
complicated than initially. This is a typical example of the undesirable
side effects that the MACSYMA user must face permanently. The way to solve
this problem is by turning the flag RATFACEFALSE] to TRUE before applying
RATSIMP, which causes factorized expression s to remain unchanged; the value
indicated between square brackets is the default value of RATFAC. Flags
in MACSYMA define the environment in which the user is working; when the
user logs in, all the flags are set to default values and if the user wants
to modify the environment he just has to switch the adequate flags. This
characteristic makes the system extremely flexible since the user can adapt
the environment to his own problem.
The command RATSIMP can also be used to truncate expressions in terms
of some variables. The procedure to apply is the following:
-- assign a certain weight to the variables which govern the truncation
through the command RATWEIGHT (the weight of a product of terms is
equal to the sum of the weights of the different terms).
-- define the maximum weight W of the truncation (any term with a
weight greater than W is eliminated) by setting the flag RATWTLVL[FALSE]
(for the default value, no truncation occurs) to W.
-- apply RATSIMP to the expression to be truncated. It must be under-
lined that the truncation process does not work properly if the flag
RATFAC[FALSE] is set to TRUE. Therefore, to truncate an expression,
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RATSIMP must be applied to this expression with the flat RATFAC
set to FALSE which means that this expression will be automatically
expanded and may require another factorization after the trunca-
tion has been performed.
The main difference between the substitution functions SUBST and RATSUBST
is that the first one is purely syntactic and occurs only if the pattern to
be replaced appears explicitly while the second one knows the meaning of
its arguments.
The command RATSUBST can also be used to truncate expressions in the
place of RATSIMP; it is preferable to use RATSUBST when both a substitution
and a truncation are to be applied to the same expression.
The command DIFF can be applied successfully only to expressions which
explicitly depend on the variable with respect to which the differentiation
is made. There are three different ways to tell the system that an ex-
pression depends explicitly on a variable:
-- define a function by using the operator ":=" and set the variable
as an argument to that function.
-- use the comand DEPENDS to declare that a given argument depends
on some specific variables (a subscripted function cannot be an
argument to DEPENDS).
-- use the command GRADEF which has two effects: first, it declares
that a given atom depends on a specific variable and second, it
defines the derivative of the atom with respect to the variable.
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Although the use of functions is the most common way to declare de-
pendencies, there are cases when the commands DEPENDS and GRADEF are very
useful. When a function has many arguments, it may be tedious to specify
all these arguments at each occurrence of the function and the use of the
command DEPENDS is then convenient. If a function depends explicitly on
some main variables and if an auxiliary variable also appears in that func-
tion which depends on the main variables, to differentiate the function with
respect to one of the main variables may lead to heavy commands. The
awkward way to proceed would be to declare the function explicitly dependent
on the auxiliary variable too, then take the partial derivative of the
function with respect to the main variable and also take the partial deriva-
tive of the function with respect to the auxiliary variable, multiply the
result by the partial derivative of the auxiliary variable with respect
to the main variable, finally, add the two results. The command GRADEF
offers the possibility to simplify drastically this procedure, thus de-
creasing the risks of error. It is sufficient to define once for all the
partial derivatives of the auxiliary variable with respect to the main
variables by using the command GRADEF; then, when the command DIFF is applied
to the function with respect to some main variable, the dependency of the
auxiliary variable on that particular main variable is automatically taken
into account.
The command INTEGRATE can be used for indefinite as well as definite
integrals. In the case of indefinite integrals, the user must be aware
that different constants of integration may appear in the result according
to the form chosen by the user to input its integrand,
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Indeed, the command INTEGRATE uses different methods of integration
according to the form of the integrand.
First, INTEGRATE tests if the integrand is of the form
F(G(X)) * DIFF(G(X),X).
Second, INTEGRATE tries to match the integrand to a form for which a
specific method can be used, e.g., trigonometric substitutions.
Third, INTEGRATE uses the Risch algorithm [47].
For example, the user wants to obtain the indefinite integral corres-
ponding to the function : sin(x) cos (x).
He may type his command under the form
INTEGRATE(SIN(X) * COS(X), X);
in which case, INTEGRATE recognizes that the integrand is of the form
dx-cos(x) ~-(cos x) and it returns the result
Cs2
_ COS2(X
2
The user may also type his command under the form
INTEGRATE(SIN(2*X)/2, X);
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in which case INTEGRATE fails to achieve the first stage, goes to the second
stage and returns the result
COS (2X)
Using the trigonometric relation cos 2x = 2 cos 2x - 1, it appears that
the second result is equal to
cos (2x) COS s2
4 2 4
In other words, the two results differ by a constant:
This phenomenon can give birth to some misleading results and, in
particular, in the derivation of the J22 effects (paragraph 2.4) a permanent
control had to be made on the arbitrary constants of integration which
arose whenever INTEGRATE was used to evaluate an indefinite integral.
4.1.5 Secondary Stage Commands
These commands have basically two purposes: first, free main memory
when there is intermediate expression swell and second, store expressions
of interest to the user onto a disk so that he can retrieve them later on.
Intermediate expression swell can interrupt the computation at any time
and it may be difficult for the user to evaluate exactly when he is about to
run out of space; therefore, an automatic storage of expressions is highly
desirable. MACSYMA offers two different automatic storage schemes to the user:
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-- setting the flag DSKUSE[FALSE] to TRUE will cause periodic storage
of labelled expressions.
-- setting the flag DSKGC[FALSE] to TRUE will cause labelled expressions
to be stored on disk whenever the space available is getting low.
On the other hand, when the user wants to save some particular expres-
sions, he must use explicit storage commands specifying which expressions
are to be saved and where they have to be saved. MACSYMA possesses several
storage functions and in particular the command SAVE; the syntax is:
SAVE([Name 1, Name 2], arguments)
Name 1 and Name 2 are the two names of the file of at most 6 characters each,
chosen by the user, and the arguments specify what is to be saved [19].
In order to save functions, it is necessary to take for argument the
atom ALL. All the quantities saved by using the command SAVE are written
in LISP code on the disk.
In order to retrieve expressions from files created by SAVE, the user
must utilzie the command LOADFILE; the syntax is:
LOADFILE (Name 1, Name 2, DSK, Directory)
Name 1 and Name 2 are the names characterizing the file, DSK indicates
that this file is written on a disk and Directory is the name of the Di-
rectory under which the file is stored.
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4.1.6 TECO
TECO is a text editor [48] which is not part of the MACSYMA system
but which can be used advantageously in cooperation with it.
TECO is particularly useful for preparing batchfiles and papers.
The TECO language is as well an editing language as a programming language.
Thanks to its editing facilities, TECO allows manipulation of text strings
very conveniently and although MACSYMA possesses its own editor, TECO is
more interesting because it is much more sophisticated.
Therefore, it may be very advantageous to prepare a series of MACSYMA
commands on TECO, to file them on a disk and later on, to load them into a
MACSYMA session.
Moreover, TECO affords the possibility to format the text written on
file in a very flexible way and so it is a precious tool for the edition of
reports. All the MACSYMA sessions which are presented in this thesis were
prepared thanks to the text editor.
All the expressions saved on file by the means of the text editor are
written on disk in the same way as they are typed inso that the files may
be read without difficulty, which was not the case with the SAVE command.
The contents of a file prepared with TECO can be loaded into MACSYMA
by using the command BATCH; the syntax is:
BATCH (Name 1, Name 2, DSK, Directory)
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The command BATCH causes the file (Name 1, Name 2) to be printed com-
pletely which can take a very long time if the file has a very large size.
The way to avoid this problem is to turn the flag TTYOFF[FALSE] to TRUE
before loading the file; this will temporarily turn off the display and
setting back TTYOFF to FALSE will cause the printing to be resumed.
All the so-called "fundamental" blocks of the MACSYMA satellite theory
package are on a file prepared with TECO and characterized by the two names
(EGE, POT2); all the application blocks are on another file also prepared
with TECO and characterized by the two names (EGZ, APL4). Both files are
stored under the directory called ZEIS.
The procedure to follow in order to load the MACSYMA satellite theory
package is illustrated in the MACSYMA session presented in Section III and
is recalled verbally here.
First, turn the switch TTYOFF[FALSE] to TRUE to avoid a lot of printing,
then BATCH the two files of the MACSYMA satellite theory package and finally
set back the flag TTYOFF to FALSE.
4.2 Design of the MACSYMA Satellite Theory Package
The MACSYMA satellite theory package, presented in Section II, is built
as a set of blocks interfacing with one another (Figure 2.1).
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The use of blocks allows to break the complexity of the problem, to
produce intermediate results and to make checks easier.
Several error messages are incorporated in the blocks and must help to
trace back possible mistakes in the system (they happened to be very use-
ful in the implementation of the system).
Most of the blocks are arrays or array of functions instead of pure
functions. The reason for this choice is that array elements are computed
only once as was explained in paragraph 4.1.2 and it may happen that the same
array element is called several times in the same block or in different
blocks during the same MACSYMA session. In such a case, the efficiency of
the system is greatly improved, but on the other hand, as the values of the
array elements are saved, the space available is decreased accordingly.
To illustrate the difference between the two options, the computation
of the Newcomb operator X~25 2, for example, is considered. The block
NEWCOMB1[R,S,N,M] uses the recursive formulas (B.33) and according to these
formulas the flow of the calls made is represented in Figure 4.1.
X-5,22
2,2
-_5,1 X- 5,0 X-5, 2 -X-5,2-
2,1 2,0 1,1 0,0
5,0 X-5,1 X-5,1 -5,2 X-5,1 X 5,2
2,0 1,0 1,0 0,0 1,0 0,0
*_521X-5,2
Figure 4.1. Flow of the Calls Made to Evaluate X
5
'
2
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Among the 12 calls which are made in order to evaluate the Newcomb
operator X~2 2, only 5 of them give way to actual computations. Indeed,
there are only 5 different Newcomb operators among the 12 ones called.
On the other hand, if the block NEWCOMB1 had been defined as a function
NEWCOMB1 (R,S,N,M,), all of the 12 calls would have led to actual computations.
In the satellite theory package, the identification of null terms is
made at the highest level in order to avoid superfluous computations. For
example, the complex potential Unmit defined by relation (B.68) is equal to
zero if (n-i) is odd because V is equal to zero if (n-i) is odd. If in
the block USTAR, the test concerning the evenness of (n-i) had not been
introduced, the result would still have been equal to zero but the functions
S (,i) (p,q) and Y-n-li (h,k) would have been computed unnecessarily.
2n t
In the blocks generating the averaged equations of motion and the
short-periodics, the function LDISPLAY was chosen rather than the function
DISPLAY to output the results. This choice was motivated by the fact that
the function LDISPLAY generates intermediate labels so that the intermediate
results can be referenced and so, easily manipulated.
4.3 Library of Expressions
In the introduction of this thesis, general algebraic languages were
compared to speciaT purpose programs and the fact that the former were
less efficient than the latter was underlined. The possibility to write
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expressions onto disk renders that issue less critical since, for each ex-
pression, the computation happens only once and then, provided that the
expression was saved on a file, it just has to be retrieved from the ap-
propriate file whenever needed.
For that reason, a library of expressions containing the averaged
potentials and equations of motion and short-periodics due to certain har-
monics was created. This library is extremely reduced as it stands now
and the purpose of this paragraph is to propose a certain nomenclature
for the files of the library rather than provide the reader with a complete
set of expressions.
In order to write the expressions onto disk, the command SAVE described
in paragraph 4.1.5 is used.
An explicit example is first given to show how expressions are stored
and then how they are retrieved. The exact expressions of the secular and
long-period zonal potential due to the zonal harmonics J2' J3 and J4 are
stored on disk, on a file characterized by the two names (EGZ, SLZ) under
the directory name ZEIS.
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(C43) SLZ[2,-1](A,H,K,P,0,L);
2 2 3
J (C - 4 C + 1) MU RE X
2
(043). ---------------------------
3 2
2 A (C + 1)
(C44) SLZ[3,-1] (A,H,K,P,O,L);
2 3 5
3 J (C - 3 C + 1) MU (K P - H O) RE X
3
(044) - -----------------------------------------
4 3
A (C + 1)
(C45) SLZ[4,-11 (AH,K,P,Q,L);
2 2 2 2 2 4
(045) - 3 J MU (K ((30 C - 80 C + 30) Q + (- 30 C + 80 C - 30) P + 3 C
4
3 2 2 2 2
- 48 C + 108 C - 48 C + 3) + H ((- 30 C + 80 C - 30) 0
2 2 4 3 2
+ (30 C -80 C + 30) P + 3 C -'48 C + 108 C -48 C + 3)
2 4 3 2 4 7
+ (120 C -320 C + 120) H K P Q + 2 C -32 C + 72 C - 32 C + 2) RE X
5 4
/(16 A (C + 1)
(C46) SAVE( (EGZ,SLZ] ,"SLZ[2,-11"-043,"SLZ[3,-11"=044,"SLZ[4,-1l"-045)S
In a new MACSYMA session, the file (EGZ, SLZ) is loaded and the
averaged zonal potential due to J3 is retrieved from the file.
(C3) LOADFILE(EGZ,SLZ,OSK,ZEIS)S
EGZ SLZ 0SK ZEIS being loaded
loading done
(C4) "SLZ[3,-1]";
2 3 5
3 J (C - 3 C + 1.) MU (K P - H Q) RE X
3
(04) - -----------------------------------------
4 3
A (C + 1)
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A list of the files of the library and their contents is given in
Table 4.1.
All the files are stored on disk under the directory name ZEIS.
Table 4.1. Description of the Library
File Names Contents
"SLZ[2,-1]"
"SLZ[3,-1]
"SLZ[4,-1]
(EGZ,RT)
(EGZ,SLZVOP)
"RT[2,2,1/2,1]"
"RT[3,2,1/2,1] "
"RT[4,2,l/2,l]"
"RT[4,4,1/2 ,1]"
"DI/DT[2,-l1]"*
"DI/DT[3,-l]
"DI/DT[4,-l]
"DI/DT[2,2,1/2,1 ]"
"DI/DT[3,2,1/2,l I"
(EGZ,RTVOP)
(EGZ,ZDEL)
(EGZ,MDEL) "DI [2,2,-1]"
* DI/DT represents the averaged rate of the equinoctial
element of the set of letters {A,H,K,P,Q,L}).
** DI represents the short-periodics for the equinoctial
element of the set of letters {A,H,K,P,Q,L}).
element I (I is an
element I (I is an
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(EGZ,SLZ)
Conclusion
The author started working on MACSYMA in January 1978 and went through
the three different types of difficulties identified by Genesereth [48]: the
learning difficulties, the resource knowledge difficulties and the communica-
tion difficulties.
The learning difficulties were considerably decreased by a six lecture
mini-course offered by the MACSYMA staff during the winter vacations.* The
MACSYMA primer [46] was also very useful as an introduction to the system.
The learning difficulties mainly arise from the great number of com-
mands available; moreover, some commands are almost identical and only prac-
tical experience can help to grasp the differences and understand their
purposes.
The resource knowledge difficulties appeared when the author switched
from small scale problems to the implementation of the MACSYMA satellite
theory package. The size of a problem is critical due to the numerous in-
teractions between the MACSYMA functions and switches which are hard to
control for a large system. Although the MACSYMA manual [19] is very con-
venient to find the function needed to solve a certain problem and to get
the directions to use it, it does not say too much about the side effects
of the functions and switches. A manual especially devoted to the descrip-
tion of the interactions and eventual conflicts between the different MACSYMA
commands would be of the utmost interest.
* There are plans to videotape these lectures for general circulation.
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The size of a package also results in increased difficulties when
debugging the system. When a high-level block is called, as illustrated
by Figure 2.1, several lower level blocks are called as well, and it may
be hard to detect where the error is. In such a case, the TRACE command
happens to be a most convenient tool: this command allows tracing of
all function entries and exits.
As far as the communication difficulties are concerned, they are
rather reduced due to the numerous capabilities of MACSYMA. A lot of mathe-
matical knowledge is built in MACSYMA and very sophisticated commands are
available, which results in the possibility to write very compact blocks.
This compactness is an advantage for the persons who are interested in
deciphering the MACSYMA code written by some programmer.
However, in the implementation of the MACSYMA satellite theory pack-
age, the author had to face some communication difficulties. These diffi-
culties gave way to an excellent interface with the MACSYMA staff which was
of an invaluable assistance. First of all, since MACSYMA is an experimental
language, constantly updated and improved, there are some bugs in the system.
These bugs can be very misleading because the programmer naturally thinks
the mistake comes from his MACSYMA code. In particular, the author had
some problems with the TRANSLATE command which is supposed to translate func-
tions from the MACSYMA language to LISP and which did not work properly in
certain cases. Beyond the communication difficulties directly related to
the implementation of the MACSYMA satellite theory package, the author felt
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the necessity, in order to speed up the system, to utilize a tool saying
where the time is spent in the system. From a discussion with M. Genesereth,
it appeared that there was such a capability, namely a command CLOCK,
which was not loaded in the current MACSYMA system because it was rarely
used. However, on the author's request, this command is going to be loaded
again.
Part of the future work will be to improve the efficiency of the
MACSYMA satellite theory package and the command CLOCK will be most useful
in that respect. Until now, the author has used extensively a MACSYMA
capability giving automatically the time spent to execute the command lines
(turn the switch SHOWTIME[FALSE] to TRUE). This capability allows for
comparison of the respective merits of concurrent algorithms and selection
of the most efficient. However, this command does not tell where the time
is spent and therefore does not give any indication about where the weak-
nesses of the system are.
On the other hand, the command CLOCK indicates the time spent in
all the functions declared as arguments to CLOCK. The time spent to exe-
cute a high-level block is much longer than the time spent to execute a
low-level block; it would be very interesting, when calling a high level
block, to determine the respective times spent in the different lower level
blocks called in this high level block. Thus, the command CLOCK will give
some information on what is going on when a high level block is called;
a better understanding of the mechanism of the computation will help to
determine where the effort must be spent in priority and eventually will
lead to an improved structure of the whole package.
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Some other directions of research also seem promising to improve
the efficiency of the MACSYMA satellite theory package. First, the pre-
sentation of the outputs is certainly a key issue because a good deal of
the time is spent in order to simplify the expressions produced and make
them as compact as possible. The author had already the opportunity to
realize, during the implementation of his system, that some simplifica-
tion commands were redundant and he made the appropriate corrections.
However, it still seems that a careful examination of the simplification
scheme would lead to significant improvements in the efficiency of the
package.
Second, the use of the TRANSLATE command in order to create a LISP
version of the functions defined in MACSYMA code would result in a gain
of speed; this was not done because the author had some mistrust about
the TRANSLATE function and did not want to take the chance of using it.
The future work will also comprise a more extensive testing of the
MACSYMA satellite theory package. While the fundamental blocks and the
application blocks which generate the disturbing potentials and averaged
equations of motion have been deeply checked, the blocks generating the
short-periodics and, in particular, MDEL and TESDEL, require more testing.
The future work will also include the derivation of the second
order effects due to the oblateness of the Earth J2 in a more efficient
and automated way. To achieve this result, a Lagrangian formulation of
the VOP equations of motion is much more appropriate than the general
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Gaussian formulation used in paragraph 2.4. The use of MACSYMA rule de-
fining capability in order to build functions specially adapted to the
simplifications and integrations to be performed in that particular prob-
lem also seems very promising. The J22 mean longitude rate deserves
special consideration in this study since it was found to be slightly
different from the expression given in Reference [42].
In the future work, an investigation of the mission design applica-
tions of the MACSYMA satellite theory package comparable to the critical
inclination problem has to be undertaken.
Finally, the future work will be oriented towards the comparative
study of different nonsingular orbital elements such as the ideal ele-
ments [52]. Some orbital element sets seem to lead to more compact
final expressions and cause less intermediate expression swell than the
equinoctial element set.
The implementation of the MACSYMA satellite theory package must
be considered as an investigation of the possibilities offered to celes-
tial mechanics by a general purpose algebraic language, MACSYMA; the
experiment revealed itself quite encouraging, but before pursuing it
further and possibly developing a second order semianalytical artificial
satellite theory, it is essential to spend some time optimizing the
analytical tool which has to be used.
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Appendix A: Orbital Element Sets
The homogeneous two body problem is characterized by the vectorial
differential equation
+ r =r (A.1)3dt r
Six constants of integration are necessary to define the orbit and any
set of such six constants is called orbital element set.
For a real-world orbit, at any time, there is an osculating orbit,
similarly defined by the so-called osculating orbital el'ements.
Two different orbital element sets are presented.
A.1 Classical Orbital Elements
This set of Keplerian elements is the most commonly used and consists
of the six following elements (Figure A.1):
a = semi-major axis of orbit
e = eccentricity of orbit
M= mean anomaly at epoch
i = inclination of the orbit with respect to the equatorial plane
2 = longitude of the ascending node measured from the vernal
equinox in equatorial plane
w = argument of perigee measured from the line of nodes in
orbital plane
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P
a
2-2
e a -be= aN: ascending node
P: perigee
Figure A.l. Definition of Classical Orbital Elements
A.2 Equinoctial Elements
As indicated in paragraph 1.2, the classical VOP equations of motion
(1.6) present singularities for vanishing eccentricity and/or inclination.
These singularities are only caused by the choice of the element set and
do not correspond to any physical phenomenon.
Several nonsingular element sets have been developed [22]; the equi-
noctial element set is one of them and can be defined in terms of the
Keplerian elements:
a =a
h = e sin (w + IQ)
k e cos (w + IQ)
p = tani(i/2) sin Q
q = tanI(i/2) cos Q
x = M + w + IQ
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I is called the retrograde factor and is either +1 or -1.
If I = +1, the elements obtained are called direct equinoctial elements
and produce a singularity in the VOP equations of motion only for I = H;
the element set referred to as equinoctial element set in this thesis
represents the direct equinoctial element set.
If I = -1, the elements obtained are called retrograde equinoctial
elements and produce a singularity in the VOP equations of motion only
for i = 0.
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Appendix B. Mathematics for the Different Blocks
B.1 LEGZl [N,R]:
The associated Legendre function of degree n and order r can be
expressed explicitly [49]:
P nr (t) = 2-n (1 - t2)r/2
Fn-r
L 21
k=O
T tn-r-2k
nrk
where
[f-l9= largest integer <nL
T -l k_ (2n 
- 2k!
nrk k!(n-k)!(n-r-2k)!
Thus, if (n-r) is odd
P r(O) =
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(B.1)
(B.2)
if (n-r) is even
P ( 0 ) = 2 -n
P (0) = 2 -nn,r
P (0)= 2 -nln,r
T
-r
(-1) (2n - (n-r))!
n-) n -(n-r-(n-r))!
(-1) (n+r)!
In-r\ n+r,
2 ' 2 *
(B.3)
We can express the two factors which appear in the denominator of (B.3)
in terms of generalized factorials
'n-r-2\ (n-r)!!
S 2 ) --- ("--)
22
n+r-2
2
(n 2r)!
22
Substituting (B.4) and (B.5) into (B.3)
P r(0) = (-1)
-2 (n+r)
nn-r-!rn+r)!!
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(n2 r) (n2 r
2 ) 
n+r(2)
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
If n = r = 0
P0,0 = (0) =
Otherwise
P (O) = (-1 (nr n+r-1)!!(n-r)!
B.2 VFUNCT1 [N,R,M]
Let ro = |rl.
If r > 0, r0 = r and (1.8) yields
r - (n-r0 )!
nr (n-m!
If r < 0, r.a
0
= -r and (1.8) yiel ds
Vrn = (n+r0 ) !n,r (n-rn)!
If (n-r 0 )
P n,(-r ) (0)
is even, (B.8) gives
n+r
2 r)
n,(-r 0 )
(n-r 
-1)!!
onr0)
n,(-r 0 )
n+ 
r2 -)t
r-n
2
(n-ro\
(n+r0-1)!!
(n -r 0)!!
(n-r0-1)!!
(n+r 
-1)!!
r n,r0 ) 0o~ 0on~
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(B.7)
(B.8)
n ,ro(0) (B.9)
(B.10)
P (-r ) = (B.11)
(n-r 0) !!
(n+r) !!T
If (n-r0) is odd
(n-r )!
n,(-ro)(0) = Pn,r 0  nr (n+r!
Substituting (B.11) and (B.12) into (B.10)
Vm = r0 (n-r 
)!
n,r (n-m)! P (0)n,r0
B.3 JACOB1 [NA,B] (Y)
The Jacobi polynomials are defined in the following way:
p(a,) (y)n
1
(-1)n 2n !1ya1y6
Although MACSYMA offers the capability to compute directly these poly-
nomials through the function DIFF [19], it was found preferable to derive
an explicit polynomial form for the Jacobi polynomials in order to improve
the efficiency of the block JACOB1 [N,A,B] (Y).
Expanding (1-y 2)n in (B.14)
1
(-1)n 2n n!l+y)
d n a+n(1+y)I+nl
dyn
(B.15)
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(B.12)
(B.13)
dy ((3Y)a(1+y)6( Y2)n,
dyn
(B.14)
P .a, I (y) =
Using the differentation rules
P(a, ()
n (_)fn 24 n!(1-y)a(1+y)
dn-r
dynr
I(lY +n I
(B.16)
Applying again the differentiation rules
[(1-y)a+n]
dy
= [-(a+n)][-(a+n-1)]
n-rd r 
~ 
r
dy
d n-r
dyn-r
dn-r
d n-rdy -
(1-y) a+n-r
(_,)r (a+n) !(c+n-rjT , Ya+n-r
= ( +n)( +n-i)
(1+y)j+r
Substituting (B.17) and
P(a,3)
n
(B.18) into (B.16)
1
()n 2 n n! (l-y)(+y)
(y)a+n-r
n (n)r=0 r drdyr c+n
(B.17)
(B.18)
n
r=0
r (a+n)!(a+n-r)!
(0+n
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... [-(at+n-r+1)]
... +n-n-r)11 (~y)+n-(n-r)
( +n)!
T T+-r F!
r! (n-r)!
[ (1 +y) In]
P( a ) (Y) _ 1
n 2n
Pn' ( = L
n2
n
r=O
(a+n)!~ (_n-r n-r (+n)! r
(a+n-r)!r! ( +r)!(n-r)!'
(B.19)n a+n +n
r=0 r n-r
B.4 Inclination Functions
A relation between the eccentricity functions [34] and the modified
Hansen coefficients defined by formulas (1.10) can be found in the literature
[41] under the form
-n-l ,n-2p
G (e) = Y (0,e)
npq n-2p+q
(B.20)
Equating the expressions of the potential due to the harmonic of degree n
and order m in terms of classical elements and equinoctial elements which
are given respectively by (1.4) and (1.7) yields
Z F (i)
p=0
n
~ Real C* I
I ms=-n
Z G (e) S (WM,02,O)
q=-CO
V n S ,s)
+o
t=-o
-n-1,s (h,k) exp[j(tX-me)]
(B.21)
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This relation must be verified in any condition and in particular for
o = M ==0 (B.22)
In that case, according to the definition of the equinoctial elements (Ap-
pendix A.2)
h =0
k= e (B.23)
p =0
q = tan(i/2)
According to the definition of the functions S (1.5)
Snmpq (0,0,0,0) =
C (n-m) even
-Sn J (n-m) odd
Substituting (B.20), (B.22), (B.23) and (B.24) into (B.21)
n
2 F (i
p=0
E Real (Cnm
-n-ln-2p
n-2p+qq =
n
-jSnm) 
s=n
(0,e)
_nm
(n-m) even
(n-m) odd
ns 2n,s) tan t tn-1 
,s
Yt (0,e)
(B.25)
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(B. 24)
Making the change of variables s = n - 2p in the left hand side of (B.25)
yields
n
Fn(n-s)
s=-n (2)(n-s)even
( i )
q=-o
-n-1 ,s (0,e)
s+q (Oe
~ C ~
nm
-S
- nm -j
(n-m) even
(n-m) odd
(B.26)
Making the change of variables t = s+q in
n
s=-n(n-s)even
nm (n ) (i) 2t=-o
(B.26) yields
(0,e) nm
nm
Ytn-1,s
Using the fact that V = 0 for (n-s) odd, according to (B.2), and sub-ns
stituting (B.27).for the left hand side of (B.25)
n
s=-n
(n-s)even
Fnrn(n-)s
= RealI ( C m
S ,'s) 0, t
2nnr
-co
t= -CO
-n-l ,sYt
C [
(0,e) nm
-S
nm .m
(n-m) even
(n-m) odd
-S n)E
s=-n
(n-s)even
an
t=-o
Yt (0,e) (B.28)
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(n-m)even
(n-m)odd
(B.27)
Equating the coefficients of Y-n-1 s(Oe)t
(n-m) even
(n-m) odd
Real (Cm ~ j S ) V- nm~ Vtm
Substituting back p for
is a rational number
n-s into (B.29) and using the fact that V
2 ~n,s
(n-m) even
(n-m) odd
V m
n, (n-2p) Real (C nr
According to relations (1.9), S (m,n-2p) (0, tan (1 )) is the product of
a real number by a power of j
.!m-(n-2p)| =
thus, if (n-m) even (S ,n-2p)2n 0, tan ) is a real number and (B.30)
becomes
F p(i) Cm
-
,(n-2p) Cnm ,n-2p)
F (i) E V,(n2p) 4m,n-2p) 0, tan
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in (B.28)
C
(i nm
F
nm~n-s)\
S(,s)2n 0, tan
(B.29)
~ C ~
F (i) nm
_ nm.
S ,n-2p)
- j S )nmn
Im-n+2p I
( 0,tan (
(B.31)
0, tan
(B. 30)
If (n-m) odd, S(mn-2p)
- 2n
-(0, tan(i) is a pure imaginary number and (B.20)
becomes
F (i) (-S ) n,,(n-2p) ~ m n
F (i)Ej V ,( p (m,n-2p)n, (n-2p)S2n 0,tan (i)) (B.32)
B.5 Newcomb Operators
The Newcomb operators are rational numbers which can be computed
recursively according to the following formulas
Xn= 1
Xnm m 
-
n
1,30 2
[501
(B. 33a)
(B.33b)
4 P Xn m = 2(2m-n)P g0
4 a Xp m
X nm+lp-1 go
-2(2m+n) X n,m-XPqG-
+ (m-n) Xn:m
+ (m+n) Xn,m-2p,a-2
- (p - 5a + 4 + 4m + n) Xn
( ) / X(n , -
Tr> 2
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( 0,tan
(B.33c)
+ 2(p - a + m) (B.33d)
is the generalized binomial coefficient
3/2)
r)
If T = 2,
3 (3,\(. ~ 1)/ T + 1)
(B.34) becomes
3/2 2 3
2 !
-3
If T > 2, (B.34) can be expressed as
3/2)
\T/
3/2)
_ 3(1)(-1)
2T T!
. (_l)T
(5-2-)
3(l)(1)
2 T!
(2T-5)
(B.36)
(B.36) can be expressed in a more compact form, using the generalized factorial
(3/2)= 3(-l)T (2-c-5)
21 T ! I
Any Newcomb operator with a negative subscript is equal
1 = 0 if p = 0 and/or a = 0
(B.37)
to zero
(B.38)
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(B.34)
(B.35)
where (3/2)
{3(.
''\2 -
B.6 HANSEN2 [N,M,MAXE] (H,K)
The modified Hansen coefficients defined by (1.10) with subscript
zero possess a special representation [22]
Yn,m _ 1f 27T (.,)n exp(jmL)dX (B.39)
Relation (B.39) shows a property of the modified Hansen coefficients with
subscript zero
Yn,-m - 1 
2Tr(L) n
exp(-jmL)dX = Yn,m0
where L is the true longitude: L = f + w + Q (f = true anomaly). Thanks
to the existence of relation (B.40), we will limit our study to the case
when the superscript m is positive or equal to zero.
The case when n is greater or equal to m is first considered. In
this case, the actual Hansen coefficients with subscript zero have an
hypergeometric representation [51]
m
Xnm em 
n+m+l
m F m- , , m+1, e2)
To manipulate more compact expressions, we introduce the notations
m-n-l
a = 2
2 2
yM+1
(B.40)
(B.41).
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Since n is greater or equal to m, both a and 6 are negative numbers.
If (m-n) is even, a is a rational
2
+ ... += 1 +
y
number and is an integer so that
(e2 )
(B. 42)
Substituting (B.42) into (B.41)
Xn, m _ ) n n+m+1)m+
If (m-n) is odd, a is an integer and 6 is a rational number so that
2F(a,6,y,e ) = 1+ eY + ... + 1(2)...(-a)y...(y-a-1)
Substituting (B.44) into (B.41)
Xn ,m0 (._ n+m+1 ) [em +)m -
a(a+1).
+1(2)...
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em+ 2aY +0
em-2 I (B. 43)
2 -a
(B. 44)
Yt
y em+
2+
m-2a
e 
.I (B.45)
a(at+1). . .(-3/2)a( +1 )0. .. (-1 )
1(2) ... (-6)y(y-T )-.. .(y-a-1)
(Y-a-17
(-1 )6... (-1/2)a(a+1 )...0
The modified Hansen coefficients are related to the actual Hansen coefficients
in the following way [22]
Y =n,m Xntm exp[j(m-t)(w+Q)] (B. 46)
According to (B.43), (B.45), and (B.46), it can directly be deduced that:
-- if (m-n) is even, then Yn,m can be expressed under the form of a
polynomial in e, the degree of which is equal to
m - 26 = m - (n-m) = n
therefore, the coefficient Y nm can be computed using formulas (1.10)0
where the infinite summation over a is being replaced by a finite
summation with an upper limit for a equal to
uplim = - = (B.47)
-- if (m-n) is odd, then Yn can be expressed under the form of a
polynomial in e the degree of which is equal to
Sm - 2a = m - (m-n-1) = n+l
Therefore, the coefficient YOm can be computed using formulas (1.10)
where the infinite summation over a is being replaced by a finite
summation with an upper limit for a equal to
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uplim = = n+1-m2
The case when n is equal to -1 is now considered. If m is equal to zero,
(B.39) yields
Y-1,01 so7 ( rl
Substituting the well-known two-body problem relations
r = a(1 - e cos E)
dX = dM = (1 - e cos E)dE
into (B.49)
Y~01,0 1 2Tr
-1,0 = 1
If m is equal to 1, (B.39) yields
Y J2Tr (n)-1
Y0 2T 0 a
exp(jL)dX
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(B.48)
(B.49)
(B.50)
(B.51)
(B.52)
(B.53)
Substituting (B.50) and (B.51) into (B.53)
Y-~ 1 - 1027r
27r
0 exp(jL) dE (B.54)
From the well known relation linking eccentric anomaly to true anomaly
f le Etan- = I-e tan -
we derive successively
(B.55)
df=
2 +
(1 + tan2 :t) df=
df = 1
0l -e2
I1 +
1 +e
( + tan 2 E dE
(1+ a2f(1 + 1-e tan 2 )dE
2 -
e 1 - tan f/2
1 + tan2 f/2
(B.56)df = 1 + e cos f
Substituting (B.56) and L = f + w + Q into (B.54)
Y-1,1 
-e27
0 2Tr
2r
70
exp[j(f + w + Q)]
1 + e cos f (B.57)
S 2 exp[j(w+Q)]
27r
2r
50
cos f + j sin f df
1 + e cos f
(B.58)
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(1 + tan2 )
0
Using the periodicity and the parity of the trigonometric functions involved
Y-I = Te (k+jh)0 -Tre
cos f df
1+ e cos f
The integral in (B.59) can easily be evaluated with the change of variables
t = tan (f/2) and the final result is
Y~ = ( h - 1)
e
(B. 60)
The case when n is smaller than -1 is finally considered. Provided that m
is smaller than -n, the actual Hansen coefficients can be expressed under the
form [51]
Xn,m em x
2n-1 Bm
0 -(n+l)
x = (1-e2 -(1/2)
(B.61)
(B.62)
and the Bmn are polynomials in e
2 computed according to the following rules
(B.63a)B n = 0n
Bn- n-l
Bm 1 2(m+l)Bm+l + (n+m+l)e 2 Bn+2l
n n-m-l I n n
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(B. 59)
where
(n > 1) (B.63b)
(B.63c)
Substituting (B.61) into (B.46)
Ynm = em exp[jm(w+&)] x2n-1 B m(B.64)0B(n+l) (.4
Yn,m = (k + jh)m -(2n+3) B(m (B.65)0 -(n+1)
Using (B.65) and (B.64), it is possible to define starting conditions and
recursive relations for the modified Hansen coefficients.
yn,-(n+l) = 0 (B.66a)0
Yn,-(n+ 2) = (k+h) (n+2) -(2n+3) n < -2 (B.66b)0 2
Y n,m 10 -(n+m+2)(k+jh)
X 2(m+l)Ynm+l + (m-n)(k-jh) Yn,m+2 (B.66c)
B.7 SLZ [NMAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
As we ,noticed in Section I, the zonal harmonics contribute to the
secular and long period motion, because part of the potential they create
does not depend on the fast variables. According to formula (2.4), the po-
tential due to the harmonic of degree n can be expressed as
n n +o
Ueno a '- Real{U* . } (B.67)
no a a =-n t=-o noi t
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where
Uno* ~ n ,i t 0i)(~) n-1,i (h,k)exp(jtx) (B.68)
The basic term Un does not depend on the fast variable X if and only if
the subscript t is equal to zero. Thus, the averaged zonal potential is
obtained by keeping only the terms with a subscript t equal to zero in (B.67).
n n
= Real{U* (B.69)
Uo a (a) i- noio (.9
The modified Hansen coefficient which appears in U has a subscript equal
to zero and consequently can be determined exactly using HANSEN2. Therefore,
it is possible to produce an exact expression for the averaged zonal po-
tential. However, an expansion through the order maxe in terms of the eccen-
tricity might be desired. The Hansen coefficient which is embedded in U o
is
Y- n-1,i0
which, according to (1.10), is of order lii in the eccentricity. For that
reason,' in a.n expansion through order maxe, those terms which have a sub-
script i verifying
|il > maxe
must be dropped and the averaged zonal potential can be expressed as
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nBk)-a La upl imi=-upl im Real{U* }noio
uplim = Min (n,maxe)
B.8 RT [N,M,RATI0,MAXE] (A,H,K,P,Q,L)
Some tesseral harmonics can eventually contribute to the secular
and long-period motion to the first order, when there is a resonance pheno-
menon, that is to say, when there is commensurability between the Earth's
rotation period and the satellite period. In such a case, the ratio (;/X)
is approximately a rational number, and the trigonometric argument of U*nmit
defined by (2.5).(tX-me),can be a slowly varying angle provided that
t a min
which implies that m(;/A) is roughly an integer.
(B.71)
Assuming that this condition is realized, the averaged tesseral
resonant potential due to the harmonic of degree n and order m, according
to (2.4), can be expressed as
n
nm a Ra
n
i=-n
Real {U*
nmi to
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where
. (B.70)
(B.72)
where
t = M0 (B.73)
The modified Hansen coefficient which is embedded in Un is Ytn-l1
nm,0 0
which, according to (1.10),is of order ji-t in terms of the eccentricity.
If an expansion of the averaged tesseral resonant potential is achieved
through order maxe in terms of the eccentricity, those terms which have a
subscript i verifying
|i-t 0 > maxe
that is to say,
i > maxe + t9
or i < t9 - maxe
must be dropped and the averaged resonant potential becomes
n R( R e)nnm a a
uplim
i=1owl im
Real {U* }nmi t 0
lowlim = Max(-n,t - maxe)
uplim = Min(n,t + maxe)
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where
(B.74)
Embedded in Unmito there is the rational coefficient Vm which is equal
to zero if (n-i) is odd. Consequently, the averaged resonant potential
can be simplified further
R n
nm a
u lml
tm Real{U* }
i=1owliml n o
increment on i: 2
lowliml = lowlim if (n-lowlim) even
lowliml = lowlim + 1 if (n-lowlim) odd
upliml = uplim if (n-uplim) even
upliml = uplim - 1 if (n-uplim) odd
B.9 Si [N,M,I,T,MAXE]
According to the definitions of Unmst and U* given by equations(152 anmst
(1.52) and (2.5)
Real{Ums*nms t
so that Snmst defined by (1.57) can be expressed as
n U*
S - ( ) Real nmst
nmst a a Itn-mw
d (t --m e ) j
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where
(B.75)
U nm t ( R 
) n
Unmst = a (B.76)
(B.77)
U* can be written under the formnms t
nmst = (a + je) exp[j(t-me)]
t-me
U*nst d(t-me) = ai
Stx-me
Un*mst d(tX-me) = (5 - ja
Substituting
exp[j(t3-me)]
exp[j(tT-me)]
(B.80) into (B.77)
S - R 
e )
nms t a a
a sin(tY-me) + S cos(tx-me)
tii - mwe
a = Real {U*mst exp[-j(tX-me)]}
5 = Im {Unmst exp[-j(ti-me)]}
It must be underlined that the expression determined by Sl [N,M,I,T,MAXE]
represents
Sinmst 7'nmst n_
a \a
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so that
(B.78)
(B.79)
(B.80)
where
(B.81)
(B.82)
B.10 ~MDEL[N,M,MAXE]
The m-daily disturbing potential of degree n includes all the terms
with a trigonometric argument depending on the Earth's rotation only, that
is to say with a subscript t equal to zero in (2.4).
R n
U (daily) = 1 e
n
1=-n
Real{U* }nmi o
Corresponding to this potential, the following generator is defined
S (daily) = e
n a (R n )
n
i=-n
Sl
The short-period perturbations due to
given by equations (1.58) and (1.64)
the m-daily potential of degree n are
6
Aa= L2
j=1
6
AX-L
j=l
(a ,a) 
-
aa
3a
S nm (daily)
S n, (daily)
These equations are formally identical to the Lagrange VOP equations (1.2)
with R equal to Snm* Thus, to determine the m-daily short-period perturba-
tions due to the harmonic of degree n and order m, it is possible to use
the block VOPEQ (maxe) with a disturbing potential defined by (B.84).
The generator Sm can be determined exactly since all the Hansen co-
efficients embedded in it have a zero subscript.
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(B.83)
(B.84)
(i = 1,...,5) (B. 85a)
(B. 85b)
On the other hand, to determine the perturbations with an expansion
through order maxe in terms of the eccentricity, it is necessary to determine
Snm through the order (maxe+l). In such a case, since the modified Hansen
coefficient embedded in S nmio is of order lil in terms of the eccentricity,
all those terms with a subscript i such that
|il > maxe + 1
must be dropped and S can be expressed as
uplim
1=-uplim
R n
S (daily) =e
where
uplim = Min(n, maxe + 1)
Bell ZDEL[N,MAXE]
The short-period zonal potential of degree n is obtained by sub-
tracting the averaged zonal potential (B.69) from the full zonal potential
(B.67)
no =U -U
R n n 4-o
= 1 
__ Real{U*}
- a =-n t=-to
t/o
Corresponding to this potential, the following generator is defined
Ss 
e
no a
n
1=-n
Sl noi t
t=-o
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Slnmi o (B. 86)
(B.87)
(B.88)
where, by convention
Si = 0
The short-period perturbations due to the zonal harmonic of degree
n are given by substituting 0 for m and S for Snmst in equations (1.58)
and (1.64)
6
Aa. = - 0(a.,a) - s (i = 1,...,5) (B.89a)jl 1 3a. no
6 ~ ~
AX = - Y (sa) 3-- S Sn (B.89b)
3=1 3a n a 1
These equations are formally identical to the Lagrange VOP equations
(1.2) with R equal to Ss except for the last equation which contains ano
supplementary term.
Thus, to determine the short-period perturbations with an expansion
through order maxe in terms of the eccentricity, the procedure followed is:
expand the disturbing potential Ss through order (maxe+l) in terms of theno
eccentricity, use the block VOPEQ(maxe) to generate the corresponding Lagrange
VOP equations and finally add the complementary term to the perturbation on
the mean longitude.
3
- - 2 Sno (maxe) (B.90)
n a1
where Ss (maxe) is the expansion of Ss through order maxe in terms of the
no no
eccentri ci ty.
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As Si noit is of order fi-tf in terms of the eccentricity, for an ex-
pansion through order (maxe+l) of S , the terms which are to be kept are
those with subscripts i and t such that
li-ti < maxe + 1
Thus, S s can be written under the form of a doubleno finite summation
SSR 
e n
no a (a)
n uplim(i)
i=-n t=lowlim(i)
lowlim(i) = i - maxe - 1
uplim(i) = i + maxe + 1
As the trigonometric argument of Slnoit depends only on t, in order to regroup
all the terms with the same angle, the order of the summations in (B.90) is
reversed
SR e (n+maxe+l)
n t=-(n+maxe+l)
uplim(t)
i=lowlim(t)
lowlim(t) = Max(-n, t - maxe - 1)
uplim(t) = Min(n, t + maxe + 1)
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where
noit (B.91)
where
51noit (B.92)
B.12 TESDEL [N,M,RATI0,MAXE]
The short-period tesseral potential due to the harmonic of degree n
and order m, without the m-daily terms, is obtained by subtracting from the
full tesseral potential the eventual resonant tesseral potential and the
m-daily terms
R n
U s _ye
nm a a )
n
i-i=-n t=-o
t0 
, to
RealfU* }nmi t (B.93)
where
t0 = m®/x
Corresponding to this potential, the following generator is defined
R n
S S anm a )
Sl nmi t (B.94)
t=-o
t/ 0, t
Or, more simply
R n
nm a (a )
where, by convention
S2nmit = S nmit
S2nmio 
= S2nmit
for t / 0, to
= 0
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n
S2 i t
t-co
(B.95)
n
The corresponding short period perturbations are deduced from equations
(1.58) and (1.64)
6 5
Aa = - (ai,a) 
- S nmj=l aa.
(i = 1,...,5) (B.96a)
6
-aj=1 Ba
R n n
-3 n
a 1 a 11=
(B.96b)
+CO
t S2nmi t
-n t= -00 (tn-mo e)
These equations are formally identical to the Lagrange VOP equations
(1.2) with R equal to Ss except for the last equation which contains a
complementary term.
To determine the perturbations with an exapansion through order maxe,
the procedure followed is: expand the disturbing potential Ss through
nm
order (maxe+l), use the block VOPEQ(maxe) to generate the corresponding
Lagrange VOP equations and finally add the complementary term to the pertur-
bation on the mean longitude
3 R 1
- 3 -
a \ a /
n n +0
1=n t=-0
t
(tin-mow)
S2 nmit(maxe)
For an expansion through order (maxe+l) of S , 5 (B.95) can be written under
the form of a double finite summation
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(B.97)
Ss (maxe+l) = "
nm a
(n+maxe+1)
t=-(n+maxe+l)
upl im(t)
i=lowlim(t)
S2 . (maxe+l)
nmit
(B.98)
where
lowlim(t) = Max(-n, t - maxe - 1)
uplim(t) = Min(n, t + maxe + 1)
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